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THE SPEAKER (Mr M.W. Sutherland) took the chair at 9.00 am, and read prayers. 

CITY OF WANNEROO — LOCAL TRAFFIC 
Petition 

MR P.T. MILES (Wanneroo — Parliamentary Secretary) [9.01 am]: I have a petition with one signature and 
257 nonconforming signatures. It reads — 

To the Honourable the Speaker and Members of the Legislative Assembly of the Parliament of 
Western Australia in Parliament assembled. 
We, the undersigned, say: 
That the current traffic situations at the intersections of Buffalo Avenue & Gnangara Road, Dana Way 
& Gnangara Road and Gnangara Road & Wanneroo Road is dangerous as Buffalo Avenue is the only 
access point to this Estate of Madeley (East). This dangerous situation will become worse with the new 
194 block development (Niche) adding potentially 350-400 cars trying to get in and out of this Estate 
via Buffalo Avenue. The dangers are further compounded by the facts that the speed limit is 70KM/h at 
Gnangara Road, the road is used by heavy trucks up to 27.5 metres in length, and that this section of 
Gnangara Road is a single lane and winding road—therefore is very difficult to negotiate the traffic for 
the people from the Madeley Estate. 
Now we ask the Legislative Assembly to request the relevant ministers to instruct: 

a.) Main Roads WA to NOT grant an approval for the proposed realignment and amend 
the relevant legislation accordingly without any further delay. 

b.) City of Wanneroo to implement the below outlined changes as soon as possible to 
avoid further problems, cost and possibly loss of life. 

Solution No: 1) (preferred solution): 
Change the before said section of Gnangara Road a local traffic (50km/h) road, which ends just before 
the crest (just east of the Marathon Loop turning circle) and be renamed “Madeley Rise. The other side 
of the crest should also be renamed “Santi Meander” ”. Change the signage accordingly. (See map 1&3) 
Solution No: 2): 
Change the before said section of Gnangara Road a local traffic (50km/h) road, stop the heavy traffic 
via traffic calming devices (strategically placed), the road be renamed “Madeley Road” and change the 
signage accordingly. (See map 2&3) 
Furthermore, Windsor Street east of the NICHE development should be open to this section of the 
Estate to easy traffic problems. 
Traffic can easily flow via Wanneroo Road (North) into the modern and dual lane Ocean Reef Road 
East (which should be renamed Gnangara Road anyway as it turns into Gnangara Road further east) for 
all traffic wanted to access the Wangara Industrial Area (via Hartman Drive south) and for all through 
traffic to the Great Northern Highway and Swan Valley. Traffic can also access the Wangara Industrial 
Area via Hepburn Avenue East (dual lanes) into Hartman Drive North (turning left at the roundabout). 
Alleviating the current dangerous traffic situation and avoiding all future traffic problems of this area. 
Due to these changes ALL the land set aside and/or needed to be acquired to realign Gnangara Road—
can easily be rezoned and developed. Thus avoiding unnecessary expenses and giving the City of 
Wanneroo additional income. These changes can be implemented straight away for a fraction of the 
cost of what the realignment proposal would cost. 

The SPEAKER: Member for Wanneroo, that was one of the nicest short stories I have heard in here. You can 
shorten these petitions; you know that, do you not? I table the petition, but I thank you for that contribution. 
[See petition 293.] 

ROE HIGHWAY STAGE 8 — AUSTRALIAN WOMEN’S ARMY SERVICE 
AND REGIMENTAL HEADQUARTERS SITE 

Petition 
MR P.C. TINLEY (Willagee) [9.05 am]: Mine seems like a punctuation mark compared with that! I have 
two petitions. My first petition has been signed by 107 petitioners and duly noted by the Clerk. It reads — 
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To the Honourable the Speaker and Members of the Legislative Assembly of the Parliament of 
Western Australia in Parliament assembled. 
We, the undersigned, say that we do not want the Roe 8 Hwy (eastern end of the Perth Freight Link) to 
be built through the area of Beeliar Regional Park that is the site of the Australian Women’s Army 
Service & Regimental Headquarters during WW2. This site is currently being heritage listed and is of 
great historical and educational value to all Australians. The construction of this Hwy will destroy this 
unique site which we wish to preserve to be able to remember the contribution made by the brave, 
young women who enlisted in the AWAS to defend our country during WW2 
Now we ask the Legislative Assembly to call on the Barnett government to: 

• Reverse your decision to allow the Roe 8 Hwy (eastern end of the Perth Freight Link) to go 
ahead. 

• Support requests by the residents of the City of Cockburn, the sons and daughters of the 
AWAS women and the RSL City of Cockburn Sub-branch to preserve, and not destroy this 
site. 

[See petition 294.] 
ROE HIGHWAY STAGE 8 

Petition 
MR P.C. TINLEY (Willagee) [9.06 am]: I have a further petition signed by 629 petitioners and duly noted by 
the Clerk. It reads — 

To the Honourable the Speaker and Members of the Legislative Assembly of the Parliament of 
Western Australia in Parliament assembled. 
We, the undersigned, say that the Roe Hwy Extension (eastern end of Perth Freight Link) will have 
a devastating impact on the communities and environments of North Lake, Bibra Lake & Coolbellup 
including the Beeliar Wetland. As residents we will be severely affected by traffic noise, air pollution, 
the loss of trees and bushland in our suburbs. The closure of Hope Rd and a section of Forrest Rd that 
connects us to Stock Rd will restrict access and cause congestion problems for all residents. 
We do not believe that the proposed Perth Freight Link is in the best interest of our community as it will 
be spending scarce government funding on a hugely expensive road with no advantages for our suburbs. 

[See petition 295.] 
HELENA AND AURORA RANGE — PROTECTION 

Petition 
MR A.J. SIMPSON (Darling Range — Minister for Local Government) [9.07 am]: I have two petitions, the 
first of which has been signed by 463 people and conforms with the standing orders of the Assembly. It reads — 

To the Honourable the Speaker and Members of the Legislative Assembly of the Parliament of Western 
Australia in Parliament assembled. 
We the undersigned wish to make known the outstanding conservation and heritage values of 
Helena and Aurora Range and our wish for this range to be fully protected for all future generations to 
experience and enjoy and that action be taken by governments to remove all mining leases and 
exploration tenements from Helena and Aurora Range and that there be an agreement between the 
mining industry, conservation agencies and Traditional Landowners that this range be a “No go area for 
mining”. 
Now we ask the Legislative Assembly to grant full and secure protection to the Helena Aurora Range 
through the gazettal of the area as an A Class National Park. 

[See petition 296.] 
A similar petition was tabled by Mr A.J. Simpson (1 086 signatures). 
[See petition 297.] 

PAPERS TABLED 
Papers were tabled and ordered to lie upon the table of the house. 

FAMILY AND DOMESTIC VIOLENCE — REFORMS 
Statement by Minister for Police 

MRS L.M. HARVEY (Scarborough — Minister for Police) [9.11 am]: Family and domestic violence 
continues to be a significant issue for the Western Australian community. In 2013, the Law Reform Commission 
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of Western Australia was asked to report on enhancing the laws in relation to family violence. The Liberal–
National government has been engaged in work on matters covered in this report. Police orders and violence 
restraining orders to protect victims of family violence are regularly made under the terms of the 
Restraining Orders Act 1997. The Attorney General and I recently announced an overhaul of that legislation as 
part of a comprehensive reform package to better protect family violence victims. It includes the introduction of 
specific family violence restraining orders, or FVROs. FVROs will adopt a more modern definition of family 
violence, moving away from the concept of a victim having to provide evidence of an act of abuse, towards 
behaviour intended to intimidate, coerce or control. The courts will be required to adopt a risk management 
approach to granting FVROs and consider information from government agencies and funded organisations 
about risks to the victim. The courts will be able to order conditions specifically tailored for family violence, 
such as behaviour change counselling. Another forthcoming legislative initiative is the creation of a new 
category of “serious violent offender” that will enable such offenders to be subject to supervision, including GPS 
tracking and monitoring, for up to two years after they have completed their sentence. Serious family violence 
offenders will be able to be supervised in this way. 

A new approach to family violence in the Magistrates Court of Western Australia was announced on 24 June this 
year. The new arrangements provide court support for family violence victims and ensure that risk-relevant 
information is available to the court. Certain Magistrates Courts are already arranging their listings to ensure that 
criminal charges relating to VRO breaches and serious assaults that occur in family violence circumstances are 
heard on the same day each week. This means that officers from WA Police, the Department for Child Protection 
and Family Support, the Department of Corrective Services and the Family Violence Service in the 
Department of the Attorney General can provide advice and support to the list. The previous model allowed 
offenders to decide if they wanted to be involved in the specialised court arrangements, whereas the new 
arrangements focus on the victim of the family violence. 

Improving outcomes for victims of crime generally is a priority for the government. In recent years, $3 million 
was allocated for an expansion of victim support services in regional areas and a further $600 000 a year was 
provided for a metropolitan legal service for Aboriginal victims of family violence. In addition, $3 million from 
royalties for regions funding was allocated to provide culturally appropriate support for Aboriginal victims of 
crime in regional and remote communities, with services funded by this grant still ongoing. Also, in 2013 we 
created the office of the first Commissioner for Victims of Crime. Family violence issues are not capable of 
being solved by easy solutions. The complex dynamics of family and personal relationships means that there is 
no easy or quick solution to the circumstances in which people find themselves. It will involve generational 
change and, as with any community-wide issue, it will require a community-wide response. 

WA SENIORS AWARDS 
Statement by Minister for Seniors and Volunteering 

MR A.J. SIMPSON (Darling Range — Minister for Seniors and Volunteering) [9.14 am]: All 
Western Australians should be proud of the contribution our seniors have made and continue to make to 
communities throughout our great state. Their ongoing contributions as workers, volunteers, carers and mentors 
have a tremendously positive influence on Western Australian communities. In recognition of this, the state 
supports the WA Seniors Awards, which this year is celebrating 30 years. The theme of this year’s awards is 
Love Later Life. Not only do the WA Seniors Awards acknowledge the important contribution of seniors to the 
community, but they also recognise those people who work to improve the lives of older Western Australians. 
Although the awards showcase the great work of those people in our community, I like to think they encourage 
others to get involved in supporting our seniors or put themselves forward for a much deserved 
acknowledgement. 

I am pleased to advise the house of this year’s finalists in the WA Seniors Awards. The first category is the 
Community Senior Volunteering Award for outstanding unpaid work by a senior. The finalists this year are 
Olly Pickett from Wheelchairs for Kids and Don Watson for his volunteer work at the City of Cockburn. In the 
Intergenerational Award for an individual aged over 60 who works either in a voluntary or paid capacity with 
seniors, the finalists are Peter Hilgendorf of the Scarborough Surf Life Saving Club and Olly Pickett from 
Wheelchairs for Kids. The Age Friendly Community Award recognises community organisations or local 
councils that deliver services to improve opportunities for seniors. The finalists for this award are the City of 
Fremantle and the Independent Living Centre WA. In the category of the Seniors Advocate Award for 
outstanding commitment within a professional capacity to improving the quality of life of seniors or retirees and 
advocating on their behalf, the finalists are Susan Baile from Wanslea and Christopher Etherton-Beer from the 
University of Western Australia. Finally, the Deborah Kirwan Media Award recognises a WA journalist or press 
photographer in broadcasting, photography or print for their positive portrayal of seniors and ageing. The 
finalists are Steve Butler from The West Australian, Liam Croy from The West Australian and Frank Smith from 
Have a Go News. These finalists are great role models and their nominations are a credit to the work they do. 
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I would like to thank and acknowledge the sponsors and supporters of the WA Seniors Awards for supporting 
this important occasion. Our seniors make a valuable contribution to the state and their efforts deserve to be 
recognised. We also appreciate those who recognise the great work that they do. The WA Seniors Awards 
winners will be announced at a ceremony held on the United Nations International Day of Older Persons on 
1 October, and the Juniper 2015 WA Seniors Champion will also be chosen. I encourage the house to join with 
me in congratulating this year’s finalists for the WA Seniors Awards for their fantastic efforts and thank them for 
the work they do. 

DEPARTMENT OF PARKS AND WILDLIFE — PARKS AND CONSERVATION AGENCY 
Statement by Minister for Environment 

MR A.P. JACOB (Ocean Reef — Minister for Environment) [9.17 am]: I would like to take this opportunity 
to update the house on the Liberal–National government’s commitment to creating a dedicated parks and 
conservation agency in Western Australia. I am pleased to state that the merger between the Swan River Trust 
and the Department of Parks and Wildlife is now complete, honouring this government’s pre-election 
commitment. It heralds a new and exciting era in conservation. One agency is now responsible for managing 
national parks, reserves, state forests, marine parks, and the Swan Canning Riverpark. A dedicated rivers and 
estuaries division has been created within the Department of Parks and Wildlife, which will streamline the 
management of Western Australia’s conservation estate and enhance our capacity to protect our rivers. The new 
division will ensure a focus on the highest priorities in river science, protection, conservation and management. 
The merged workforce brings together science, conservation and ecosystems management experts, planners and 
project managers with experience in delivering significant capital works. In addition, river conservation efforts 
will be boosted by the involvement of Parks and Wildlife’s volunteer network of more than 4 700 dedicated 
Western Australians. The Swan River Trust Board will continue as an independent advisory body on river 
matters to the Minister for Environment and the director general of the Department of Parks and Wildlife. 

COMMUNITY SPORT AND RECREATION CLUBS — NEW EQUIPMENT 
Statement by Minister for Sport and Recreation 

MS M.J. DAVIES (Central Wheatbelt — Minister for Sport and Recreation) [9.18 am]: I rise to inform the 
house of the chance for community sport and recreation clubs to apply for $500 towards new equipment. The 
community sporting club equipment subsidy was a policy initiated by my predecessor as Minister for Sport and 
Recreation, Terry Waldron. This initiative gives regional and metropolitan sporting clubs around 
Western Australia a one-off $500 subsidy to spend on shared sporting equipment accessible to all club members. 
It is important for equipment to be kept up to date, in good condition and safe for play. This is a great 
opportunity for clubs to expand their sporting equipment and replace anything that has been a bit too well-loved. 

The four-year scheme, which will be administered by the Department of Sport and Recreation, will grant 
$1 million to metropolitan clubs and $1 million to regional clubs. To date, 770 regional clubs have received 
$385 000 and 606 metropolitan clubs have received $303 000 for new equipment. Subsidies for regional clubs 
are provided through the royalties for regions program. The subsidy allows clubs to provide the equipment they 
require to keep pace with the growing population in regional Western Australia. Sporting equipment is costly 
and this investment provides support for regional residents to remain active and have a better quality of life, as 
sporting clubs are the heart of thriving regional communities. The $500 subsidies can be spent on equipment 
such as balls, bats racquets, bibs, protective gear, team uniforms, first-aid kits, shade tents and safety equipment. 
A number of clubs have been able to field even more teams because they had more equipment to use. It is 
a priority of this Liberal–National government to ensure that all Western Australians are active. We have put in 
place this subsidy and programs such as Sport 4 All, including the very successful KidSport scheme, to ensure 
that the cost to participate is not prohibitive. Being part of a club and engaging positively in the local community 
is a critical part of setting our youth on the right path. This round of grants closes on 16 October and I encourage 
all members to make sure that clubs in their electorate are aware of these programs and the opportunities 
available to them. 

SWAN DISTRICT HOSPITAL SITE — ASSET SALE 
Grievance 

MRS M.H. ROBERTS (Midland) [9.20 am]: My grievance is to the Minister for Lands and concerns the 
Swan District Hospital site. The former Labor government recognised that Swan District Hospital needed 
replacing because it had grown like topsy from its early beginnings and was very much a local country–style 
hospital. New sections were added over the ensuing decades as the region grew and it grew into a major 
metropolitan hospital servicing a very broad part of the eastern region. Our cabinet had to decide whether to 
renovate the existing hospital by doing major reconstruction work or build a completely new hospital. We 
elected to build a completely new hospital on the Midland railway workshops site. We secured $160 million 
from the then federal government and allocated $160 million of state money and started the process. I am 
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delighted that the St John of God Midland Public Hospital will finally open at the workshops site on 
24 November. However, that leaves us with the issue of what to do with the old hospital site. Only last week the 
Minister for Health said he had transferred the site to the Minister for Lands. I want to ask the Minister for Lands 
what is going on there, where, how and when? What is the Minister for Lands’ plan for the disposal of all or part 
of that site? My preference is an acknowledgment that the site has been a long-term community asset. At the 
very least, I would like to see significant parts of the site continued to be used for government or community 
purposes. The Midland railway workshops site was the last time such a site was available in the Midland region. 
At the time, we ran the risk of either Westrail selling the site piece by piece to whatever good bid it could get 
here or there or of it being sold off piecemeal by another government agency. I lobbied very strongly for the 
Metropolitan Redevelopment Authority to be put in place so that it could consider community purposes along 
with other needs. By and large, it has been beneficial for the community, although I could suggest some 
improvements. I ask the minister to consider the government or community purposes that the site could be used 
for and not take the quick sugar hit of selling the site to the highest bidder to get cash in the government’s 
pocket. The fact of the matter is that most people acknowledge that this is quite a low point in the real estate 
market. Please do not sell to the highest bidder this fantastic site, which is located on the doorstep of Midland; 
consider proper government and community purposes. I call upon the minister to liaise with the City of Swan in 
particular about what it would like to happen with the site and what it wants in a planning sense. 

I will make a few points about the site. The Minister for Health could not tell me what will happen to the dental 
clinic, which is right at the entrance on Eveline Road, but I expect the Minister for Lands will be able to. Earlier 
in the process we were told that the clinic was staying. I was at the opening of the mental health unit that is 
towards the rear of the site when it was opened by Hon Kevin Prince when he was Minister for Health. In 
relative terms, it is a new purpose-built mental health facility. I know that replacement beds will be provided at 
Midland hospital, but in a time when there is such huge community need for mental health beds and places, 
surely the government should look at this facility. Sadly, the Minister for Mental Health has advised my 
colleague in the upper house that she does not propose to continue to use it for mental health purposes. That is 
a crying shame. Imagine what it would cost to acquire a site for purpose-built mental health accommodation. 
Keep in mind that the site is zoned for a hospital; it is already zoned for a government or institutional purposes. 
We know how hard it is when governments want to site a mental health or drug rehabilitation facility in the 
community. People living in the neighbourhood quite rightly become concerned about what it will mean for 
them. This site is proximate to the Midland CBD but it is also far enough away from other residences. It also is 
zoned for an institutional use, which means that there would not be those kinds of planning issues. I am told that 
Shalom House Rehabilitation Centre in the valley is doing a great job trying to rehabilitate drug addicts. After it 
was found that the place was operating without planning approval, it had to apply for retrospective planning 
approval. The City of Swan was not able to provide that approval because the site was not permitted for that type 
of use under the Swan Valley Planning Act. After an objection to Shalom House operating where it is, there is 
now a major problem. The Swan District Hospital site has numerous hospital buildings and a mental health unit 
that surely would be a huge benefit during this crisis of people involved in drugs. Every member stands in this 
house and says that drugs such as ice are highly addictive and that we need more beds to rehabilitate people. 
Guess what? The government has a major hospital site on the Swan District Hospital site. It is a huge site so, yes, 
there is the potential of achieving a lot. It may also be the government can get a dollar back from selling off part 
of the site. 

I do not have much time this morning, but I know other people have raised the issue of the growing need for 
elderly accommodation in the area, which is huge. I was recently briefed about this issue by Ron Carey, who has 
also made comments in local papers. I agree that there is a huge need. There is the possibility that a significant 
part of the site could be used for elderly accommodation and to care for our elderly. Interestingly, many people 
in National Party electorates—country electorates—retire in and around Midland where they are close to 
services. A retirement village on part of the site would make very good use of the site. Let us not just sell it to 
whoever wants to give the government the most dollars. 

MR D.T. REDMAN (Warren–Blackwood — Minister for Lands) [9.27 am]: I thank the member for Midland 
for her grievance about the Swan District Hospital site. I reflect that the government has signalled an asset sales 
program, which it put out to the public over the last couple of budgets with the intent of using it as a strategy of 
managing net debt. That is our objective. The first sites announced were the top 20 sites and the Swan District 
Hospital site is one of those assets. It is our goal to achieve optimal outcome with asset sales. The Premier is 
overseeing that, the Minister for Planning and I, as one of the relevant ministers, are playing clear roles, as is the 
subcommittee of cabinet, the Economic and Expenditure Reform Committee. 

The Minister for Lands and the Department of Lands will coordinate land asset sales. We assume that lands sites 
are available for disposal unless a credible business case is put forward for the strategic retention of those sites. 
We are signalling sites that we intend to sell. The first round was announced in September 2014 and the second 
round of 20 sites was announced in June this year. We expect that that will generate in the order of $268 million 
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of asset sales. It is important that we use the strategy to help support the state government budget, and that is 
certainly what we are doing. I will talk about some of the specifics of the site. 
I might add, on a more general basis, that this is not just about selling the sites, getting the money and reducing 
debt. It is also an opportunity to refresh and revitalise in some cases underutilised land assets that the state has, to 
revitalise those communities. In some cases, it can be put to higher and better use, which adds to the value, asset 
and amenity of the areas where those assets are brought to market and the private sector makes some 
investments. I am just making some principles there, which is really important. 
We have a new hospital. The member for Midland made some points about the fact that her government supported 
a new hospital. The old site closes on 15 November this year. The new Midland Health Campus is a $360 million 
project—a substantial project—with 307 beds, a significantly expanded emergency department, advanced high-
dependency and coronary care units, improved cardiology services, a new cancer care facility and a critical care 
unit. It is a significantly better hospital than the one in existence, servicing people from the regions, as the member 
mentioned, and quite rightly so. The outcome that the member for Midland has got from this government is 
a substantial one that meets the health needs of that region and the broader hinterland that it services. 
The Department of Health will decommission the old Swan District Hospital site and hand it over to the 
Department of Lands with support from LandCorp. Lands will take over the asset, but LandCorp will play a role 
in de-constraining the old hospital site. LandCorp is currently investigating the potential re-use of the site. There 
will need to be some rezoning and structure planning around that, which will require community consultation, 
which LandCorp always engages in. It did that on the Shenton Park site to ensure that the landing point had 
a level of community support. I highlight that the Department of Lands has been approached by a number of 
interested parties over the future use of the site. I need to balance those approaches that are coming into the 
Department of Lands against the market investigations and market soundings that LandCorp is doing on the site 
to see what opportunities present. At this point no decisions have been made on the future use of the site, but the 
information is coming in so that we will be in a position to make those decisions. It is a balance; it is always 
a balance against getting the highest and best use of a site. The notion of activation of amenity is also important. 
All these considerations will be put to me and I can then hopefully make a call. 
It is important that when we look at these sites, we recognise that there are a bunch of principles for all sites, not 
just this site. For example, the state is the owner of all real estate property assets, so the state is the owner of 
these sites; assets are to be used for their highest and best use; and assets are made available for core agency 
business, if that is the actual priority for that site. I also highlight the fact that any rezoning change needs to go 
through the City of Swan. It is currently zoned “urban” under the metropolitan region scheme and 
“public purpose hospital” under the town planning scheme. Ultimate zoning will be negotiated with the 
City of Swan through a community consultation process. The member for Midland talked about engaging with 
the City of Swan in the zoning outcomes. That is part of the mix; it has to be, and of course part of that is 
community consultation that goes with the process of rezoning. A process is still being worked through. We have 
signalled the intent to sell the site. I do not want the member for Midland to go away from the end of this 
grievance thinking that is not the intention of government. That is what we are working towards. Barring 
a strong business case that comes in saying there is a really good argument, given the market sounding we have 
received, to go down a different path, the intent is to sell the site to help the state government’s net debt position. 
The member asked a question of the Minister for Health—she also raised it in her grievance—about the 
government-run Swan Dental Clinic. It is located on a freestanding facility within the Swan Hill service in 
Eveline Street in Middle Swan. The dental clinic will remain in its current location to provide services to some 
24 000 eligible patients in the Swan area. It is the only health service that will be left at the Swan District 
Hospital site. In answer to that question, the clinic will remain on the hospital site. 
Just in summary, the government has signalled its intent to put land asset sales up to market; the Department of 
Lands is leading that. In many cases LandCorp is used as the agent to decommission those sites and put them to 
market. This is one of those sites. The member needs to understand that it is certainly the government’s intention 
to try to put these to market. We are certainly considering a range of issues, including proposals that get put to 
the Department of Lands. We need to weigh that up against all the market soundings we are doing in the private 
sector. Just like the Shenton Park site, there is a lot of competing interest in what opportunities might exist as to 
the best use of that site. It is certainly not our intention to dismiss the views of the community; a level of 
community consultation occurs in progressing these sites to market. I do support the notion of asset sales. It is an 
important part of our government’s budget challenge and we need to work through that process as it applies to 
the Swan District Hospital site. 

HUNGARIAN GOLDEN VILLAGE AND CULTURAL CENTRE — RETIREMENT VILLAGE 
Grievance 

MR P. ABETZ (Southern River) [9.34 am]: My grievance is to the Minister for Planning and relates to the 
seeming inability of the government to make available to the Hungarian Golden Village and Cultural Centre Inc 
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a suitable site for its retirement village project. The Hungarian and Eastern European migrant communities are 
very aware of the need for appropriate aged-care housing for their senior members, who often revert to their 
mother tongue in old age. They have wanted to build a retirement village for some years. Representations made 
to government for over five years to try to secure land for such a project have so far not borne fruit. Perhaps 
I could give a bit of background for the benefit of members. In 2011 the Hungarian community formed an 
association, the Hungarian Golden Village and Cultural Centre, for the purpose of establishing a retirement 
village and cultural centre for persons of Hungarian and Eastern European background. One of the members of 
the Hungarian community was willing to make a large site available in Wanneroo, but due to their land having 
been deemed an environmental corridor, the association was informed that the land could not be used for 
residential development. 
The association held consultations with the Department of Housing and was advised that before the government 
made land available, it would need to present a business case. The association commissioned a very 
comprehensive feasibility study, which was completed in 2013 and has been provided to the Department of 
Housing. The study indicates strong demand and viability. Over 80 Hungarian and Eastern European individuals 
and couples have indicated that they would want to buy into the village in the first phase. The Bethanie Group—
the Churches of Christ Care seniors homes organisation—has agreed to project manage the construction of the 
village. The former CEO of Bethanie, Stephen Becsi, has also offered to provide his expertise for the project. 
Legal firm Jackson McDonald has agreed to do the legal work around the development pro bono. As the 
chairperson of the association, Ms Iren Hunyadi, who is a constituent of mine, sought my assistance to help her 
locate a suitable site after the Department of Housing declined to make available a suitable site identified in the 
City of Swan. I identified a suitable site in my electorate at 110 Balfour Street, Huntingdale, which is owned by 
the Western Australian Planning Commission. It is an ideal location, with the 517 bus service passing the 
property, giving direct access to both Murdoch and Thornlie railway stations. A small shopping centre, which 
includes a medical practice and pharmacy, is located just 500 metres from the site. The site has sat idle for over 
a decade after the government purchased it. 
The Hungarian Golden Village and Cultural Centre association wanted to initiate a process to purchase the site, 
but has been told in a letter from the Minister for Planning on 30 September 2014 that — 

The environmental remediation of the site is expected to take in the order of 18 months and, 
consequently, the site will not be available for sale in the short term. 
Once the site has been remediated, the Western Australian Planning Commission (WAPC) will be in 
a position to assess its disposal options, including the sale of the property on the open market. The 
WAPC is open to conducting negotiations with the Association and will contact the Chair when the 
remediation process is complete. 

The association discovered that the WAPC had commissioned a contamination study report on the site—
a former chicken farm—completed by Parsons Brinckerhoff in 2010. The study showed high nutrient levels in 
the soil, which by now would have been washed away by rainfall, and small pieces of asbestos sheet pieces in 
the soil where the house stood. The chook sheds did not contain any asbestos building materials; and there are 
still a few soakwells in the ground. 

In my view, the delay to enter  into negotiations with the Hungarian Golden Village and Cultural Centre on the 
grounds that such minor contamination would take 18 months to remediate was an appalling example of 
a bureaucratic stalling tactic on the part of the WAPC. As the government is keen to sell surplus land, this delay, 
in my view, is unacceptable. I wrote to the Minister for Lands on 30 March 2015 asking for assistance in 
facilitating the purchase of the site by the association, as I understood that the department was responsible for 
selling surplus government land. On 2 June this year I received a reply saying that the land is not available 
because it is needed for some other government proposal that is yet to go to cabinet but that the department has 
been instructed to help identify other suitable sites. Despite reminders, nothing has been forthcoming to assist in 
identifying other potential sites. We took up the matter with the Premier’s office and received a letter dated 
24 July this year advising that cabinet had decided that the land be transferred to the Housing Authority as part 
of considerations for the joint state and commonwealth’s strategic assessment of the Perth and Peel regions. 
What troubles me is that we have a government-owned site sitting idle. We identified it as an ideal location for 
a retirement village, which is a form of high-density housing, and now it seems that the government bodies that 
have to make decisions on the sale have decided that they want to keep it for their own use. If we identify 
another site, will that happen again? Until a definite piece of land is made available at a known price the 
association is not really in a position to solicit substantial donations to raise the funds or to get interest-free 
loans. The association members feel that they have been stonewalled by the Department of Housing and the 
Western Australian Planning Commission. Everyone they have talked to over the years, including the 
Minister for Seniors and Volunteering and various housing ministers, agrees that the project is a good one. The 
City of Gosnells has indicated its support for the village and considers the site to be very well suited for that 
purpose, but it seems that no government department is willing to lift a finger to help make it happen. Minister, 
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the need for this project is becoming more and more urgent. Five years have been wasted and these people are 
getting older. The type of village planned will save the government millions of dollars over the years as the 
village design will allow people to stay in their units until the end of life. The association needs an answer. Will 
the government continue to give it the run-around? If so, it may as well disband, or is the government genuinely 
interested in facilitating this project, which will not cost the state one cent? 

MR J.H.D. DAY (Kalamunda — Minister for Planning) [9.41 am]: I acknowledge the concerns raised by the 
member for Southern River and I thank him for providing the background regarding the desire for a site to be 
identified for a retirement village to be constructed for Hungarian and Eastern European migrants. I am aware of 
the challenges faced by our ageing population; it is a significant issue for the planning portfolio. I also 
understand that the need for aged-care accommodation is important, particularly in the metropolitan region. 

With regard to the property on Balfour Street in Huntingdale, although the government is supportive of the need 
to provide more public and private aged-care accommodation, it also has to balance other competing priorities 
for land to meet the needs of a growing population and a growing city. We also need to sell any government-
owned land or assets in an open and transparent manner, including offering land for sale to the open market. The 
decision of cabinet to retain the subject site in Huntingdale rather than sell it and transfer it to the 
Housing Authority is part of the considerations of the joint state and commonwealth’s strategic assessment of the 
Perth and Peel regions. The strategic assessment is a priority for the government and is part of a broader policy 
position that will help to shape our city and our housing and infrastructure requirements as we plan for 
a metropolitan population of 3.5 million people. In short, because the Housing Authority is unable to develop 
other land that was previously expected to be developed, there is a need to find other land to develop as 
essentially a trade-off. 

As part of its future planning for the site, when the land is returned to the Housing Authority, it may be prepared 
to discuss the development of a retirement village with the Hungarian Golden Village and Cultural Centre Inc. 
However, this would need to be considered in conjunction with the Housing Authority’s strategies to deliver 
more affordable housing places and the need to deploy its land assets in the most appropriate way to meet the 
targets set by government and to reduce the public housing waiting list. 

In the identification of other alternative sites, the government asset sales program to reduce state net debt is also 
a priority, as we just heard from the Minister for Lands. In the event that alternative sites are considered suitable, 
any sale of government land would need to be properly advertised and marketed so that all groups, including the 
Hungarian association, have an equal opportunity to acquire the property. I am sure that the Western Australian 
Planning Commission, the Department of Lands and the Housing Authority will be happy to continue engaging 
with the association about what opportunities may arise for the land in Huntingdale or other sites that may be of 
interest. It is also possible that suitable land may become available from the private sector for the association to 
acquire and develop. However, I note that the association may have some financial constraints in competing for 
residential-zoned land with other land developers. Another option may be for the association to partner with 
a private sector retirement or aged-care service provider or developer to jointly deliver the desired housing. 

In summary, I encourage the association to continue engaging with the relevant government authorities, to keep 
alert to what may be available through the private sector, and to consider possibly partnering with a private 
sector aged-care provider to see what could be provided for the needs of the Hungarian association and 
community. 

SOUTH COOGEE PRIMARY SCHOOL — CROSSWALK ATTENDANT 
Grievance 

MR F.M. LOGAN (Cockburn) [9.46 am]: My grievance is to the Minister for Police. I would like to 
acknowledge the mums and the kids from South Coogee Primary School who are up in the gallery. 

Mr P.T. Miles: You have been very patient. 

Mr F.M. LOGAN: I must congratulate the kids on being very quiet and well behaved while we have been 
waiting, through the reading of all those ministerial statements, member for Wanneroo, for this grievance to go 
ahead. Just to put the location in the mind’s eye of the minister, South Coogee Primary School has been in its 
current location for the last 12 years since it was moved from its older location. It is situated just off 
Beeliar Drive where Beeliar Drive meets Stock Road—it is not far from the intersection between Stock Road and 
Beeliar Drive. It is in a very new housing development area that is growing all the time. As I said, the school has 
been there for 12 years. People can access the school by driving down Beeliar Drive from either direction. They 
then hit a roundabout and go around what is now a commercial shopping centre and into Ivankovich Avenue, 
which is where the school is. Until four years ago, the school was relatively isolated. It had a fair amount of bush 
and scrub around it and parking for dropping off students was not a problem. However, in the last four years the 
area directly opposite the school between the school and Beeliar Drive has been turned into a commercial 
shopping centre with a Shell service station, a McDonald’s, a Coles supermarket and a series of other shops. 
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That shopping centre, along with the continued rapid growth of the suburbs of Beeliar and Munster, has attracted 
more and more cars into the area, particularly accessing the shopping centre via Ivankovich Avenue. The 
problem that has arisen during the growth of the shopping centre is that the City of Cockburn has now made the 
Ivankovich Avenue area opposite the school a no-parking zone. There is no Kiss ‘n’ Ride drop-off area and now 
both sides of the road are no-parking zones, so the only way parents can get their children to school is to actually 
park in the shopping centre car park itself. It is not a problem in the mornings because the shopping centre is not 
open at that time, and the people from the shopping centre do not mind if people park there to drop off their kids.  

People have to come into the shopping centre, and then they have to walk across Ivankovich Avenue to drop the 
kids off. There are 470 students at the school, and that number is growing all the time. But at the same time as 
they are trying to get across Ivankovich Avenue, more cars are entering it. The cars go up to the top, turn around 
and come back again. Cars are all over the place, trying to get into and past the shopping centre. That is in the 
morning; in the afternoon it is worse because the shopping centre is open and people are trying to get their 
shopping done in the afternoon. It is chaos. The request for a school crosswalk attendant made by the parents and 
citizens association to the City of Cockburn was rejected. Why? I do not know, given the fact that the 
City of Cockburn applied the parking constraints right outside the school. 

I appeal to the minister today to use her powers over school crosswalk attendants and to liaise with the 
City of Cockburn to have a school crosswalk attendant approved for that school. As the minister knows, a price 
cannot be put on the life of a child. What people have been faced with down there has gradually got worse and 
worse. It will become even more constrained, because right opposite where the shopping centre has been built, 
a series of new apartments and a pub will be built. This is just off Beeliar Drive, and the whole area will be 
completely congested, particularly in the mornings and afternoons, which is exactly the same time as parents are 
trying to get their kids to school. The minister can understand the constraints that small area is under at the 
moment, and the parents and P&C, through me, are appealing for the minister’s help in gaining a crosswalk 
attendant to make it safe for those parents to take their children to school. 

MRS L.M. HARVEY (Scarborough — Minister for Police) [9.51 am]: I thank the member for Cockburn for 
this grievance, and acknowledge the parents from the school and their very, very well-behaved children in the 
gallery—well done, they are a credit to you! 

I thank the member for Cockburn for raising this grievance with me. The advice I have is that South Coogee 
Primary School applied for a type A crossing in September 2014. Our WA Police children’s crossing unit did an 
assessment of that area between 15 September and 6 November 2014. The surveys showed that there were 
definitely sufficient pedestrian numbers, but that there were low traffic volumes at that time on 
Ivankovich Avenue, Beeliar. When the Children’s Crossing and Road Safety Committee assesses these 
applications, it looks at not only the number of pedestrians, but also the number of vehicles and uses the vehicle–
pedestrian conflict to determine whether a site is eligible for a crossing. We also, though, rely on the 
endorsement of the local government for a school crossing, so I find it somewhat curious that the 
City of Cockburn is not in favour of a crossing, given the circumstances the member has just described. 

Mr F.M. Logan: Yes, I agree. 
Mrs L.M. HARVEY: I am certainly happy to write to the City of Cockburn to request that it puts a better traffic 
management plan in place, and also reconsider its position. 
The application was considered by the Children’s Crossing and Road Safety Committee on 11 November, and 
a type A crossing was declined at that point in time because there were not enough vehicles to meet the criteria. 
The committee noted that because of the high pedestrian numbers, it appeared suitable for a type B crossing. For 
a type B crossing, we rely on the school—the applicant—to provide volunteer guards or arrange to employ 
a traffic warden for a period. A number of schools run with a type B crossing for a period, keep better track of 
the pedestrian and vehicle numbers, and then reapply to have that crossing upgraded to a type A crossing, 
through which they get more support from the state government through that Children’s Crossing and 
Road Safety Committee. 
In December 2014, South Coogee Primary School was encouraged to submit an application for a type B crossing 
because that would have been authorised; however, I reiterate that we need the cooperation and endorsement of 
the City of Cockburn for that application. I note that on Tuesday the member for Cockburn tabled a petition with 
267 signatures in the house, so the community is presenting a very strong case and showing very strong support 
for a children’s crossing at that site. 
I am not sure whether there is a flashing 40-kilometre-an-hour sign at the school. 
Mr F.M. Logan: No, there’s not. 
Mrs L.M. HARVEY: I can certainly work with the Minister for Transport to find out when it is likely that the 
40-kilometre-an-hour flashing signs will be installed at that location. We have made a commitment of 
$2.8 million over this financial year to have those signs installed outside 73 schools. By the end of 2017, we will 
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have spent $36 million on making sure that all our 1 071 schools across the state will have one of those flashing 
40-kilometre-an-hour zone signs in place. It sounds as though Ivankovich Avenue is a prime candidate for one of 
those signs because it is a vicinity in which traffic needs to slowed. 

I encourage the member for Cockburn to continue to work with the school P&C and the City of Cockburn. 
I think the next hurdle in this is really to get the City of Cockburn over the line. 

Mr F.M. Logan: Yes. 

Mrs L.M. HARVEY: The member needs to make sure that the city will endorse a children’s crossing at that 
site. 

Mr F.M. Logan: Would the minister consider having the committee reconsider the type A crossing if the 
City of Cockburn was to support that? 

Mrs L.M. HARVEY: Yes, absolutely. I do not interfere in the committee process, because it has been working 
very effectively for a long time and has a very good system in place. I do not interfere with the work of the 
committee, but I strongly encourage the member, if he can get the City of Cockburn across the line, to resubmit that 
application. We can certainly work from our end to look at prioritising one of the 40-kilometre-an-hour signs for 
that site. That will assist with road safety, anyway, in the vicinity of the school. It sounds as though the school 
needs to work with the City of Cockburn on finding a Kiss ‘n’ Ride drop-off area solution for that site as well. 

Mr F.M. Logan: Yes, it does. 

Mrs L.M. HARVEY: It is very unfortunate that the shopping centre was approved to be so closely located to the 
school without any provision for the pre-existing school. 

Mr F.M. Logan: That’s right; with no parking right outside a school. It is just crazy. 

Mrs L.M. HARVEY: That is right. Local planning schemes are supposed to take all those sorts of issues into 
consideration. It sounds as though that has not been considered in this case. 

I strongly encourage the member to continue to work with the City of Cockburn and the P&C. As I said, we will 
have a look at when we can get 40-kilometre-an-hour flashing signs in place, and certainly I am happy to write to 
the City of Cockburn and ask it to work with the P&C and the member for Cockburn to get a road safety solution 
in place for the students of that school. It just is not acceptable to have those sorts of conflicts. I thank the 
member for Cockburn for raising the grievance with me, and I thank the members of the school community for 
travelling all the way up from Cockburn to be in Parliament today. I wish everyone luck, and I will certainly 
assist in trying to improve road safety outcomes for the children of that primary school. 

MITCHELL FREEWAY — RUBBISH 
Grievance 

MS A.R. MITCHELL (Kingsley — Parliamentary Secretary) [9.58 am]: My grievance is to the Minister for 
Transport and I thank him for taking this grievance. I am particularly concerned about the level of rubbish along 
Mitchell Freeway at the moment. I am sure that other members in this place have had similar experiences along 
freeways or major roads. I am concerned about three areas in particular. The first is the level of litter on the 
roadside of Mitchell Freeway. I am also concerned about the amount of rubbish on the Main Roads reserve, 
which is not as visible from the freeway, but probably more visible to my constituents who live on the other side 
of the Main Roads reserve. My third concern is the litter that comes from unsecured or inadequately secured 
loads on vehicles that travel along Mitchell Freeway. 

I acknowledge that in recent weeks there has been quite a focus on that last point, trying to re-educate people and 
ensure that people take extra care to fully secure their loads. I and many other motorists certainly appreciate that 
because there is nothing worse than driving along at the speed for the freeway and having something fly into the 
windscreen. It is very frightening and it happens far too often. Unfortunately, though, I think there is more work 
to be done there because even earlier this week I dodged a ladder on the freeway. Of course, other things always 
come through. We know that the drivers are not always responsible, but it does make travelling on the road 
a little dangerous. 

I want to deal with the first and second parts of my grievance. I have a boundary on the western side of my 
electorate, which is about 8.2 kilometres along Mitchell Freeway. As the minister probably knows, I travel along 
that road often. I have noticed the build-up of rubbish over a period. It is abhorrent to see. It is unnecessary. It 
makes our roadside unattractive; it makes our city unattractive. It shows other people that we just do not care and 
that rubbish is okay. I understand that the job of the Minister for Transport is not so much to ensure that the rubbish 
is picked up, and I am pleased that the Minister for Environment has come into the chamber because in many ways 
I suppose I should be talking to him about litter. But I understand that at this time I need to speak to the Minister for 
Transport because the issue involves a Main Roads area. The whole issue of litter needs to be addressed. 
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The fact that the problem is growing concerns me. Because on the freeway there is a Public Transport Authority 
section for the railway line and the Main Roads section for the road reserve and the roads, quite often in the 
public transport area people are cleaning up rubbish. Obviously, there is a greater risk to trains if debris is on the 
tracks. However, that area is a lot cleaner than the Main Roads component of the freeway. I think it is that 
comparison that is becoming even more evident as well; that it is not consistent and is very unsightly. 

I wish we had the same ethos as the Japanese. In fact, I should not even be asking the minister to do something 
about this because I believe it is something that, as people, we should be doing ourselves. Of course, the 
Japanese culture is that they take all their rubbish home. They do not put their rubbish in bins when they are out; 
they take it home. I loved to see it when Japan played Brazil in the World Cup soccer in Brazil. It was a terribly 
wet, rainy match and, of course, Brazil won. But when the fans left the stadium, the seats where the Japanese had 
sat were completely clean because they had taken their own plastic bags to the match and removed any rubbish 
they had from the stadium and taken it back to where they were staying. It is a culture that I know many 
countries around the world would like to have within their system. It certainly would make things a lot more 
pleasant here. Unfortunately, we are not at that point yet, and I see education as a big part of this, and also the 
values that I know many primary schools are trying to bring in. 

Solutions are not always easy, but I hope the minister does have something in mind. I notice also that there is just 
no signage on the freeway. I do not want to see those little signs that say “Don’t litter” because, I am sorry, I do 
not think they have an impact, but there may be something a bit stronger or more aggressive. Minister for 
Environment, I am not quite sure what to call those dedicated people who report litter. 
Mr A.P. Jacob: Litter reporters. 
Ms A.R. MITCHELL: Litter reporters—we do have those. Many people probably are not even aware of that. 
There are ways in which we could have more active signage. 

The Main Roads reserve is littered with things such as mattresses, car parts and chairs. They do not fly off 
vehicles and land so far away from the freeway. I have photos of that. It is just not acceptable; they must be 
cleaned up. Once again, they should not have been left there. 

I would also like to acknowledge some people in Kingsley who do spend some time cleaning up rubbish along 
the road because they want their area to be clean. I refer particularly to Lee Parkinson, who often spends time 
each week collecting a couple of bags of rubbish—about three bags a week on average. However, sometimes he 
has to wait up to three weeks for that rubbish to be removed. Recently his mother, Celia, joined him to collect 
rubbish. These people make a positive difference, but it is quite difficult to get that support when people are 
trying to make sure that their community looks to be in a better state than it could be with those people who do 
not care. 

I appreciate, minister, that there are far more complicated issues in transport, but the sorry state of the rubbish 
along our roadsides gives a very negative impression of Perth as a city. My request is for Main Roads to address 
this issue quickly and to put in place better ways of reducing and removing rubbish along the sides of our roads 
and within the road reserves. 

MR D.C. NALDER (Alfred Cove — Minister for Transport) [10.05 am]: I thank the member for Kingsley 
for this grievance and I certainly appreciate that litter is a major problem on our road network, whether it is 
people dumping rubbish out of cars or poorly secured materials on the back of utes or trailers. Litter and rubbish 
along the freeway are unsightly. The amount of litter along our roads can be reduced if Perth’s drivers take more 
care and responsibility. Main Roads spends up to $1.5 million a year to clear debris that falls from vehicles along 
freeways and highways in Perth. This equates to approximately 500 tonnes of litter to be removed and disposed 
of every year. This avoidable cost of $1.5 million would fund a major upgrade to an intersection with traffic 
signals and turning pockets to make it safer and run more efficiently, or fund the construction of a new passing 
lane in the country to reduce risky overtaking manoeuvres. 

It is each driver’s responsibility to make sure their loads are secure and not to litter. A lot of litter along freeways 
blows off the back of utes, trailers and trucks. Main Roads reports that every month more than 50 items are 
collected from Perth’s freeways. These items, such as buckets, ladders, bricks and even furniture, are a safety 
hazard to other road users and also disrupt traffic and cause congestion until the debris is removed. The activity 
of removing litter from the freeway can also be a safety risk to Main Roads employees and contractors. Earlier 
this year a Main Roads incident response service vehicle with flashing lights and variable message boards was 
hit from behind while stopped to remove debris from the freeway. The collision badly damaged the incident 
response service vehicle and injured one of the workers inside the vehicle. 

To address this very avoidable problem, Main Roads and the Keep Australia Beautiful Council recently signed 
a memorandum of understanding to work together to reduce the amount of littering along freeways and 
highways. This will include regular campaigns involving the installation of temporary road signs and targeted 
media advertising to raise motorists’ awareness of the need to take responsibility for their actions and to not 
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litter. This is an opportunity for Perth’s drivers to become aware of their role in reducing the litter problem along 
our roads. Reducing litter will make our roads safer and look better. It will also avoid expenditure on removing 
litter. These public funds can be better directed to investing in roadworks to improve the safety and efficiency of 
our roads. I have asked Main Roads to report back to me on the effectiveness of the anti-litter campaign. But we 
can all play our part by ensuring loads are correctly secured, and even by reporting instances of deliberate 
dumping and littering on our roads. 

I would like to share with the member for Kingsley that I took up this issue with Main Roads Western Australia 
a few months ago. I am aware that there is a special process along Kwinana Freeway to pick up and remove 
litter. I assumed that Mitchell Freeway was done at the same time, because I saw too much litter and debris in the 
reserves and that was of concern to me. But following this grievance I will follow up this matter to ensure that 
Mitchell Freeway was done, and, if not, at least look at beautifying that part of our road network. 

ECONOMICS AND INDUSTRY STANDING COMMITTEE 
Sixth Report — “Annual Report 2014–2015” — Tabling 

MR I.C. BLAYNEY (Geraldton) [10.08 am]: I present for tabling the sixth report of the Economics and 
Industry Standing Committee titled “Annual Report 2014–2015”. 
[See paper 3412.] 

Mr I.C. BLAYNEY: I would like to thank members of the committee for their work over the period: the 
member for Cockburn, the member for Joondalup, the member for Willagee, and the member for Moore, until 
14 May, and the member for Wagin after that. I particularly appreciated the member for Moore’s business 
background and his ability to think clearly and logically in a business-like manner. 
I thank also the committee’s staff, Dr Loraine Abernethie and Mr Michael Burton, for their continued hard work 
and, once again, their ability to think clearly. Our work is complicated, but it is worthwhile. 

Last October the committee tabled its report into the third tier rail issue. I continue to be disappointed that CBH 
is unable to come to an agreement on the use of rail and that it is still covered by a temporary agreement.   

Lines like our third tier are used by Watco in some 30 states of the United States, but of course the cost for doing so 
is not set partially by the cost of a new line, which completely lacks logic. It shows clearly that any privatisation or 
sale of government assets requires very clear scrutiny. If access is not gained for Co-operative Bulk Handling Ltd to 
the rail, the result will be a massive increase in the road construction required in these areas. 

The committee also studied the issues of safety, as they relate to floating liquefied natural gas production. This is 
a fascinating industry, and the arrival of Prelude to work off the Kimberley coast will be a major milestone. The 
dramatic fall in the price of gas and oil over the last 12 months has placed another question over the future of the 
Browse fields. Like all Western Australians, I await with interest Woodside’s coming decision as to whether to 
develop the Browse fields with FLNG. I think the committee has had a full, productive year. We have tabled 
three reports and have taken evidence from, or were briefed by, 151 people. The committee split for travel, with 
not all members undertaking travel, the aim of which was to save money. As chair, I did undertake all travel, but 
I covered most of the Korean travel via my member of Parliament travel allowance, as did the member for 
Moore. The committee visited the government agencies in the Netherlands, Norway and Scotland that look after 
offshore oil and gas and many of the associated industries. I would like to thank all of the people who met and 
helped us during that time. We also visited Shell in the Netherlands and the Maritime Research Institute 
Netherlands, where the tank work for Prelude was undertaken. I would like to thank Shell for its helpfulness and 
openness during our inquiry. Some time back I noticed an article in, I think, The Australian suggesting that more 
federal members of Parliament should visit Norway, and I agree. I think visiting Norway should almost be 
compulsory for our federal politicians. The committee also visited Geoje in Korea to look at Prelude under 
construction. Once again Shell was very helpful, and it was a fascinating to see the largest floating object ever to 
be built under construction. 

The committee also visited Darwin, Broome, and Derby, again, to look at local infrastructure. I would like to 
thank everyone there who helped us there, and I would like to particularly mention the Shires of Broome and 
Derby–West Kimberley for their time, as well as the local business sector. 

We have broadened the scope of our current enquiry—rather than just focusing on opportunities from developments 
in FLNG, we have broadened it to include innovation in agriculture and food, mining and energy, and advanced 
manufacturing. In many ways this is a crucial issue for Australia. It will determine our economic future and 
standard of living, and I expect that our committee will be able to give a few pointers to help future growth. 

To finish I will briefly talk about the Australian car industry. One of the first industries a nation builds as it 
industrialises has traditionally been a car industry. Australia has been one of a small number of countries in the 
world able to design and build a car industry from the ground up; I think nine countries have been able to do this. 
I personally feel that the decision by the Abbott government to walk away from the Australian car industry has 
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been a disaster at many levels. With the industry go a heap of other skills: advanced manufacturing, component 
building and production engineering—tens of thousands of jobs. These are skills across all industries that are 
vital to many. Additionally, replacement vehicles from overseas will simply add to our already massive overseas 
debt. Personally, I think it was a very bad decision and I think Australians will regret it for decades to come. 
MR P.C. TINLEY (Willagee) [10.13 am]: Mr Acting Speaker — 
Mr J. Norberger interjected. 
Mr P.C. TINLEY: Seriously, the junior members of this committee! 
I will not delay the house unduly. I will quickly make a few remarks in relation to the work of the committee. It 
has been an absolute pleasure to be on this committee. It is my only experience on a parliamentary committee, 
apart from the Parliamentary Services Committee, which is an experience all by itself! In terms of the formal 
aspects referred by the house, it has been an absolute pleasure to work on a committee that is completely 
committed in a bipartisan way to a better outcome and making a significant contribution to the body of 
investigative work of the Parliament for the purposes of both near and far targets. I suppose the key aspects here 
are the near and far objectives of the state as a society and an economy, and the economy is part of developing 
and enriching society. 
The three reports done in our time are all quite instructive in their own right. I want to make the point, as 
I always do when talking about committee work, that I understand that reports can sometimes be controversial 
and quite political, which is sometimes just the bump and grind of political life. However, sometimes reports 
make a contribution to either a point in history or point, using history, to where we might take the state, 
particularly in economics and industry. The three investigations we did during this period included the 
investigation into third tier rail or the Public Transport Authority’s management of the 49-year lease. That was 
instructive in how not to insert private capital into something of which there is only one; that is, there is only one 
rail network and we inserted a profit motive into that equation and took out flexibility for the state to grow and 
expand our grain freight network. That is a very pointed case study that sits there on the shelves as a history 
available for anybody in the future to refer to, and it can inform subsequent decisions. I particularly draw the 
government’s attention to that report on the issue of any potential sale of ports. 
Another inquiry was into the floating liquefied natural gas safety arrangements. The unique circumstances of the 
extraction of our one-time future FLNG resource are a very important aspect of the future of the economy of this 
state, not least of which is developing the skilled jobs required for post-construction support of these efforts. If 
anybody was to read that report, they would determine it is a work in progress. So much of the report was just 
a statement of where things are at a point in time because there is no FLNG facility per se. With Prelude and so 
on to come onstream soon, it will be an important light on what will be required to ensure that over the next 
10 and 20 years when there are potentially 10 of these very, very serious pieces of FLNG infrastructure off our 
coast, they are coordinated in a way that ensures the integrity of those operations, the safety of individuals and 
the protection of the environment in which they will operate. Friends of ours in the oil and gas industry have 
made anecdotal reference to the fact that the report into FLNG, which is quite interesting, is widely used now by 
members of the oil and gas fraternity as a reference document to capture a total narrative of what the safety 
infrastructure is for Australia and Western Australia, while highlighting some of the potential friction points 
between the national and subnational jurisdictional issues. It is really gratifying to hear that the oil and gas 
industry, which was a very big participant in the inquiry, is the direct beneficiary of the report and that members 
of those organisations have a single document to go to to understand once and for all what the history and 
potential issues are. 
I thank the other members of the committee and the committee staff, as the committee chairman did in his 
foreword. Loraine and Michael have been fundamental to the effective operation of this committee. The attitude 
of the member for Cockburn requires some reflection, I think, and could become an inquiry all by itself! But 
I look forward to a cooperative environment in the future. 
MR F.M. LOGAN (Cockburn) [10.20 am]: I thank the member for Willagee for those wonderful last few 
words. I will not talk about the member’s attendance at meetings of the Economics and Industry Standing 
Committee as that might be a bit embarrassing for the house, so let us not go there. I thank and acknowledge the 
chair, the member for Geraldton; a former member, the member for Moore, who has been replaced by the 
member for Wagin, who has done a sterling job on the committee; the member for Joondalup; and, of course, the 
member for Willagee, when he is not hiding. 
I will address one of the issues that the member for Willagee referred to that was part of the committee’s work 
on its 2014–15 annual report. In previous annual reports to the house on the work of the committee I have 
highlighted that the work undertaken by the Economics and Industry Standing Committee is very serious work 
and of a high quality and that the house should be very proud of it. The work that has been done by this 
committee, under the chairmanship of the member for Geraldton, is of a very high standard. Its reports have been 
used not only to challenge the status quo, for example, with tier 3 rail problems and the privatisation of the rail 
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freight network in Western Australia, but also to educate and inform. The committee’s inquiry into the economic 
benefits of floating liquefied natural gas and the subsequent inquiry into safety matters relating to FLNG and the 
offshore oil and gas industry are heavy, serious issues, but the reports are written in such a way and are of such 
high quality that they have been recognised by many organisations outside the house as being a great 
contribution to the overall information flow about Western Australia and its economy and, specifically, the oil 
and gas industry. This work had never been done before. The committee has been doing great stuff, and I am 
proud and pleased to be part of the committee’s work. 
I come back to one point that the member for Willagee referred to in the last report of the committee, which has 
just been completed, “FLNG Safety Matters”. As the member for Willagee indicated, that report has been widely 
welcomed by the oil and gas industry. The report includes a significant number of criticisms about the failings of 
the industry and of all tiers of government, whether federal, state or local government, and sets down issues that 
need to be addressed. The report does not whitewash the industry and say that the industry is doing everything 
correctly; the report highlights a number of gaps in safety relating to our offshore oil and gas industry, in 
particular, safety issues that may occur when catastrophes occur and there are serious incidents on offshore 
installations, such as explosions, cyclone damage, and abandoning the vessels or the installations. These are 
serious issues. 
The report has been welcomed by the industry to the point that Shell Australia, one of the main companies that 
came under the microscope in the committee’s examination, provides a copy of that report to all its new 
employees. Shell is saying that if someone wants to learn about the oil and gas industry and safety surrounding 
the industry, the committee’s report is a good report. It is a concise report that describes the entire oil and gas 
industry in Western Australia and the safety issues that can arise as a result of incidents. That is why I come back 
to the important work that the committee has done. 
The committee’s last report, “FLNG Safety Matters”, contains a number of recommendations and findings. 
These are not onerous and are not major points of criticism of either the federal or state government, even from 
a political point of view. There were suggestions, particularly to the state government, that it raise with its 
federal counterpart specific areas in which there are gaps in addressing safety issues, particularly during 
a catastrophic incident, and try to reach some agreement to achieve better coordination between federal and state 
resources should a catastrophe occur. The report does not insist that these things be done, but simply 
recommends that the state raise them with its federal counterpart through a Council of Australian Governments–
type meeting at which these gaps and problems, as identified by the committee and acknowledged by the 
industry, can be addressed and the ways in which they can be addressed. All of those recommendations and 
findings have effectively been dismissed by the state government. We can see the hand of the department all 
over the response from the minister. It is clearly not the minister’s response. We know that because he does not 
speak or write like that. His signature is on the bottom, but it is the department’s response. During the 
committee’s work, the department helped us with some of the recommendations in the report. It is beyond me 
why the minister would not pick up any of the report’s suggestions. 
At the end of the day, our recommendations are about making work and life safer for those people in the offshore 
oil and gas industry. The issues could not be more critical. The committee is saying that if a catastrophic incident 
occurs, certain things could go wrong, because it found that there is no coordination between the various safety 
groups to address them. The report said that if these things go wrong, people’s lives will be at risk. Those 
suggestions and findings were dismissed by the state government. Be it on the head of the state government 
should there be a catastrophe off our northern shores involving an offshore oil and gas platform, particularly if 
the incidents the committee has identified unravel in the way identified and people lose their lives. I for one will 
be holding the government to account, because the Economics and Industry Standing Committee has raised these 
issues as part of its work. The government should have dealt with these things seriously and the least the 
Minister for Resources Development should have done in his response to the committee’s work was to say, 
“I acknowledge what you’ve said. I will raise those issues in the next COAG ministerial meeting.” That is the 
least the minister could have done. If the minister is dismissed by his federal counterpart, fine, but at least he 
would have had a go. But, in response to the committee’s findings and recommendations, the minister has not 
even acknowledged that they are valuable enough to raise with his federal counterpart, which is dismissive, and 
the minister stands condemned. If worst comes to worst and a catastrophe occurs in that industry and people lose 
their lives because the issues the committee identified have not been addressed, the minister will have blood on 
his hands and so will the government.  
MR J. NORBERGER (Joondalup) [10.29 am]: I rise to add a few words on the tabling of the Economics and 
Industry Standing Committee’s “Annual Report 2014–2015”. As did my colleagues who spoke before me, 
I thank the other members of the committee, especially, our chair, the member for Geraldton. I am very grateful 
for his leadership and his professionalism; we are very blessed to have him as our chair of the committee. I thank 
also the member for Willagee, clearly, the senior member of the committee—I stand properly corrected—the 
member for Cockburn and, obviously, the member for Wagin. 
Several members interjected. 
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The ACTING SPEAKER (Mr I.M. Britza): Thank you, members. 
Mr J. NORBERGER: From the gentle banter it is obvious that it is a very harmonious committee. I am happy 
to stand corrected, but I do not think we have ever had to put anything to a vote. In the two and a half years the 
committee has been running, decisions have been unanimous. That is not to say that we have been dealing with 
trivial matters. We have heard from previous speakers that not only have reports produced thus far been critical 
to our state but sometimes, certainly in the rail report, there have been political sensitivities. Even in that 
situation we worked together with the betterment of Western Australia always at the forefront of our minds. 
I would also like to thank our secretariat, Dr Loraine Abernethie and Mr Michael Burton. 
The previous speakers spent a few moments reflecting, if you like, on the reports that have been already tabled, 
so I do not want to go over that ground again. I will spend a few minutes looking forward in relation to the 
committee’s current inquiry into technological and service innovation in Western Australia. As much as the 
committee is excited, and indeed was excited to undertake this inquiry, it was not without some trepidation. I say 
that because we know that “innovation” is the buzzword at the moment and has been bandied around. We have 
a new federal Minister for Industry, Innovation and Science and an Assistant Minister for Innovation. The term 
is flooding our newspapers and online streams. I guess a good litmus test of that, as most members will know, is 
when a committee undertakes an inquiry and the secretariat sets about scanning the media on a daily basis to see 
whether there are any news articles relevant to that inquiry. Whereas for previous inquiries there might have 
been one or two articles in a week or a fortnight, we are inundated on a daily basis with reading material from 
our secretariat simply because the search engine picks up a lot of information in and around this area. We are 
therefore not shy of material; in fact, quite the opposite. So many inquiries, papers, reports and investigations 
have been done on innovation before, that I think one of the dangers is that the word “innovation” has been used 
so flippantly and broadly that no-one really knows what it means. We hear things such as, “We need to embrace 
innovation”, and funky new terms such as, “We need an innovation eco system”, “Disruptive technologies are 
good” and “We need to create innovation centres of excellence.” There is that phrase “centre of excellence” 
again. To this date, we have never been able to figure out what it looks like. There is also, “We need an 
innovation culture.” There are “incubators” and “accelerators”. There is an amazing amount of terminology 
around that such as, “We need to embrace the new economy.” 
One of the challenges for the committee has been that we are very cognisant of that fact. Going into this inquiry, 
next year when we table the report, we do not want to produce yet again just another report that mimics, if you 
like, the same old terminology of how wonderful and how great innovation is. We know it is, but as we have 
done with our previous reports, we want to add something tangible and meaningful. Number one, quite 
specifically: what is the role of the state government in innovation? In its most basic form, innovation is a new 
idea—someone coming up with either something new or a way of doing an existing something a bit differently. 
If we want that to happen in the marketplace, by definition, the private sector is a huge participant in that. Our 
universities and research institutes also are big participants. We know inherently that government always has 
a role at some level, but where is that? At what appropriate level should government be involved? If one is 
involved in the wrong area, government can actually get in the way. The other thing—I will give the member for 
Willagee the credit for this—is that we are also very cognisant that innovation that does not create jobs is not 
something we as a committee wanted to focus on. Let me give an example: a young, software programmer might 
come up with a new funky iPhone app and sell it on the App Store for $1. He then sells five million copies of the 
app and becomes a millionaire. That is great. I applaud that; it is fantastic. In that instance, if no other jobs have 
been created, how much has the broader economy benefited? Of course, he will spend his money and generate 
taxation income, but we are mindful of all the talk about needing to transition to the new economy on which we 
hear statistics about the jobs our children will have one day that do not exist yet. We hear also that we need to 
move away from heavy reliance on blue-collar work to more knowledge work. In that instance, we need to look 
at what a government has to offer to promote innovation that leads to job creation. If we have innovation that 
produces wealth for only a handful of individuals, the government will generate revenue and taxation revenue, 
but it will end up going through to the welfare system for the multitude of people who are not employed. I look 
forward to tackling this issue. We do not in any way underestimate that it will be a tricky issue to navigate, 
simply because the challenge for us will be to maintain a narrow focus. 
I express a certain amount of dissatisfaction that even in the previous inquiries we undertook, specifically the 
floating liquefied natural gas inquiries, we received a number of submissions in which companies were 
advocating how innovative they were and how much money they were investing into centres of excellence and 
innovation centres. Even in a completely unrelated inquiry, we were inundated with information about 
innovation. However, when the committee has undertaken a specific inquiry in that field, in which it has gone 
out to industry and to the public in general to ask where they would like the government to sit in that field, there 
has been a lacklustre response in some of the submissions that we have received or, more importantly, the 
submissions that we have not received from companies that we thought, surely, would have made a submission 
because two reports ago they were gushing with enthusiasm about how innovative their companies were. Now is 
the opportunity for those companies to share their pearls of wisdom to help make the broader economy better, 
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but we do not hear from them. I do not know whether that is because, as I said earlier, innovation is almost in 
danger of becoming a throwaway, trendy word that encapsulates a whole lot of not a lot. Hopefully, as 
a committee we will be able to unpack that a little bit and deliver some succinct models, strategies and 
recommendations that have some real meat on the bone. We look forward to working on that over the coming 
months and reporting back to the house. 

Again, I thank my committee members and I lend my support to the tabling of the committee’s annual report. 

MR T.K. WALDRON (Wagin) [10.37 am]: I will make a brief comment on the presentation and tabling of the 
Economics and Industry Standing Committee’s “Annual Report 2014–2015”. I only recently joined the 
committee in about May, so I have not been involved in the committee’s previous reports set out in this annual 
report. I would like to say that the committee has done a fantastic job with those reports. The report on the grain 
freight issue was very useful to me as the local member in that area. I think the member for Cockburn mentioned 
the high quality of the committee’s work, and I have certainly seen that. I congratulate the chair of the 
committee, who is obviously running a good, harmonious committee. Good people are on it and I am excited 
about being involved in the committee. 

I say thanks to the member for Moore, who was a great contributor to the committee. He is a very smart person, 
as are all members of the committee. I admire them for their knowledge. Since I have been a member, on hearing 
people’s knowledge, I think that knowledge will ensure we have good results. I want to thank the member for 
Moore, who I think was very important to the committee. I am looking forward to continuing to work with the 
committee and on the inquiry into technological and service innovation in Western Australia that we are 
undertaking, which is in its early stages. It is a really interesting subject and the member for Joondalup made 
some really good points. I think members of the committee are all learning a lot; I certainly am as a new 
member. I look forward to our future work on the committee.   

I also congratulate the members for Willagee and Girrawheen for having their Dockers colours on! I take the 
opportunity to wish both our teams all the best on the weekend. It is a really big weekend for sport and 
particularly football in WA. I am actually a member of both clubs; I have a wife and two daughters who support 
the Dockers, while two other daughters and I support the Eagles, so our family is completely split! I think that is 
all part of it, and that it is wonderful for the state. I look forward to my next period with this committee, which 
I think has done some great work. 

COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT AND JUSTICE STANDING COMMITTEE 
Ninth Report — “Annual Report 2014–15” — Tabling 

MS M.M. QUIRK (Girrawheen) [10.40 am]: It is my pleasure to table the Community Development and 
Justice Standing Committee’s ninth report, “Annual Report 2014–15”, in the thirty-ninth Parliament. 

[See paper 3413.] 

Ms M.M. QUIRK: The committee has had a very productive year, despite functioning at 60 per cent of capacity 
for half the reporting period. The financial year began with investigative travel to the UK and the US for the 
purposes of gathering evidence for two inquiries: the inquiry into policy implications of an ageing community, 
instigated in the previous financial year; and the inquiry into methods of evaluating WA Police performance. 

The committee was introduced to examples of age-friendly communities in Manchester and New York that were 
truly inspiring, demonstrating that with some thoughtful planning and understanding, the lives of seniors can be 
significantly enhanced. With the ageing population set to expand rapidly in the next 20 years, the time for the 
state to act is now. The committee’s report, “Age-friendly WA? A challenge for government”, found that 
although there are some positive examples of individual local governments working to make the community 
more age-friendly, state government departments do not have a coordinated approach to ageing policy, planning 
and implementation. 

Since the end of November last year the committee has been inquiring into how WA Police evaluates its 
performance. State government expenditure on WA Police is substantial, and it is not unreasonable to inquire 
whether it has objective measures that indicate that it is delivering on that expenditure to achieve efficient and 
optimal outcomes. In the absence of such measures, we need to resort to such imprecise indicators as the number 
of road fatalities and serious injuries, or movements in crime statistics. Although WA Police resist these 
indicators as imprecise and misleading, better alternatives are not readily forthcoming. 

The police inquiry has many dimensions that are best tackled by focusing on particular facets of policing. The 
first focus, on the performance measures used by WA Police to determine the effectiveness of traffic law 
enforcement and road safety initiatives, was decided upon in the wake of a disastrous state road toll. The 
committee’s report, “Are we there yet? How WA Police determines whether traffic law enforcement is 
effective”, found that the single key performance indicator employed by WA Police provides only a limited 
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measure of the effectiveness of road policing. It is difficult to comprehend how Police can tell whether it is on 
the right track with its traffic strategies when measurements and evaluations are largely absent. 
For example, driver attitude surveys, which provided a snapshot of WA drivers’ perceptions of police presence 
and effectiveness, were discontinued in 2011 and need to be reinstated. The committee also found that a lack of 
published data related to road safety makes it difficult for stakeholders and the public to make an informed 
assessment of police performance. In the interests of transparency, more information should be available on the 
WA Police website and/or in its annual report. The government response to this report was tabled earlier this 
week. It was disappointing that no time frames were given as to when supported recommendations would be 
taken up and implemented. Most were to be referred to the Road Safety Commission to consider at some 
indeterminate time in the future. 
In particular, the committee expressed concerns about the inadequate response to drug-driving. In recent months 
we have talked much in this place about the prevalence of methamphetamines, and it is self-evident that the use 
of those illicit drugs would translate into aggressive and unsafe driving. Recommendation 6 of “Are we there 
yet? How WA Police determines whether traffic law enforcement is effective” reads — 

That WA Police performs at least 90,000 roadside drug tests per year, as per the expert advice provided 
in 2012. 

The government response, provided this week, reads — 
The 90,000 Roadside Oral Fluid Tests (ROFT) is a theoretical target proposed by 
Professor Max Cameron to the Road Safety Council in an unpublished research paper in 2012. 

It was also suggested to the committee in oral evidence. The response continues — 
The target was based on a Benefit Cost Ratio to determine the optimum rate of return when comparing 
increased ROFT to potential decreases in ‘drug related’ fatal crashes. 
The practical implications for the adoption of this target are still being evaluated in detail by operational 
organisations. 
No jurisdiction in Australia is currently conducting 90,000 ROFT per annum. 
Western Australia is currently comparable with all States, except South Australia, for the number of 
ROFT conducted per licensed driver. 
In 2014/15 financial year, WA Police significantly expanded the number of ROFT to reach over 
19,000 and are currently striving to expand on this number in the 2015/16 financial year. 

Members need to be mindful that more than a million tests are performed each year to determine blood alcohol 
levels, but this response indicates a lack of political will to exert the same rigour when enforcing drug-driving 
laws. This failure to embrace and prosecute the committee’s recommendation with any modicum of expediency 
is a source of considerable and ongoing frustration and disappointment. 
Members will recall the death in police custody of Ms Dhu in South Hedland in July 2014. This is subject to 
a coronial inquest. By way of an update, I make the observation that in November 2013, the committee 
recommended in recommendation 5 of its report, “In Safe Custody: Inquiry into Custodial Arrangements in 
Police Lock-ups” — 

That Western Australia Police develops a consistent policy regarding access to family members and/or 
other third party supports by detainees in lock-ups. Such a policy should be consistent with maximising 
access. 

The government response, in April 2014, was — 
A detainee in a police lockup has the right to contact a legal representative and a family member, or 
friend, on their admission to the lockup The OIC of any police lockup has the discretion to allow 
a person in custody to have a visitor if they determine the circumstances warrant such a visit, and in 
consideration of lockup security and police operational commitments, 
Because of the diversity of facilities, staffing and local police demand across the State, it is not 
practicable to apply the same practices across all sites. WA Police is currently undertaking 
a comprehensive review of the Police Manual Lockup Procedures. Following this review, standard 
operating procedures will be developed for each lock-up. These procedures will include local 
arrangements for the provision of detainee visitors. 

In light of the pending coronial inquest, I will leave members to draw their own conclusions on that. 
The final concerns I need to raise are ones that have impeded the work of the committee over the last year. These 
matters could be construed either as conscious obstruction, passive resistance, or mere incompetence. I make no 
judgement as to which it is, other than to observe that the committee’s time frames and efforts have been 
adversely impacted. 
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The committee has experienced frustration in trying to organise hearing dates with WA Police. Seldom does it 
make witnesses available on the date initially requested, resulting in a long series of emails to try to find 
a suitable date, which can sometimes take weeks. The Commissioner of Police has not made himself available to 
give evidence in the past year. On one occasion, the committee rearranged its usual sitting time, inconveniencing 
regional committee members, and scheduled a hearing to commence at 8.00 am to suit the commissioner’s 
availability, but he did not attend. Last month, the committee began making arrangements to visit 
Geraldton Police Station in the course of its inquiry into how WA Police evaluates its response to family and 
domestic violence. Ordinarily, research staff would make the necessary arrangements for such a visit in 
consultation with the relevant staff of the agency. In this case, committee staff were initially directed to speak 
with an officer with responsibility for regional policing. However, staff were then informed by WA Police 
executive services that it was WA Police policy that all members of Parliament seeking to visit 
a Western Australian police facility must make their request via the office of the Minister for Police. The 
committee has visited police facilities previously, such as station lockup facilities in regional areas and 
Northbridge, and no such permission was required. Despite staff explaining that the purpose of the Geraldton 
briefing was to get the perspectives of regional officers working on the front line with domestic violence, WA 
Police sent two senior officers from Perth, an acting assistant commissioner and the acting regional commander, 
to Geraldton to oversee the visit. Whilst it is the prerogative of an agency to send whom they deem appropriate, 
WA Police has the habit of sending the most senior officers to hearings when it is often the less senior officers 
that the committee wishes to hear from. This is not without some irony, as the committee has previously received 
unfounded criticism for not speaking to frontline officers. It has also come to the committee’s attention that WA 
Police sends responses to questions on notice that have arisen during the hearings to the office of the 
Minister for Police for vetting before sending them on to the committee. In my experience, such close oversight 
by a minister is unheard of. Potentially, it could amount to a contempt of Parliament. This, too, has caused 
considerable delay. On one recent occasion, it was only after I made a call to the minister’s chief of staff that an 
already overdue response was sent to the committee. These delays impact on the ability of the committee to 
complete tasks in a timely manner. 
As mentioned, the committee was given no choice but to continue its work with only three members after the 
members for Morley and Balcatta resigned from the committee on 19 August last year. On 26 February, 
pleasingly the member for Balcatta returned to the committee, and we welcomed the member for Vasse. I would 
like to thank my fellow committee members, the members for Armadale, Collie–Preston, Vasse and Balcatta, for 
their important contributions to our inquiries. I am also grateful for the support and diligence of the committee’s 
principal research officer, Dr Sarah Palmer, and research officer, Niamh Corbett, who has since moved on to 
another role. I also take this opportunity to welcome new research officer, Franchesca Walker. 
DR A.D. BUTI (Armadale) [10.52 am]: I take note that I have an original Dockers scarf with me, which means 
I am not a Johnny-come-lately like some people who have the more modern scarf—not that I am accusing the 
member for Girrawheen of being a Johnny-come-lately! I notice that the member for South Perth has one of the 
more recent articles of attire from the Dockers. 
I will not be using my whole 10 minutes because the Chair of the Community Development and Justice 
Standing Committee put together very well many of our concerns and also many of our achievements. What 
I would like to do is to commence by thanking the staff. Everyone involved in a committee realises that the staff 
are incredibly important. I would like to put on the record my appreciation of the efforts, skills and talents of our 
senior research officer, Dr Sarah Palmer, and our previous research officer, Ms Niamh Corbett, who has now 
moved on to other inquiries. We also welcome on board Franchesca Walker. 
The member for Girrawheen has been, I would have to say, an outstanding chair. She has been subjected to 
unwarranted and unfair attacks, which I consider amount to bullying. Unfortunately, the government picked on 
the wrong person if it thought that bullying the member for Girrawheen would lead to her demise! This leads to 
the issue of what committees are about. I think committees are an incredibly important part of the 
Westminster parliamentary process. All members, but particularly newer members of Parliament, really gain 
a lot by being a member of a committee. We have to move away from seeing committees as an opportunity for 
opposition members on a committee purely to rubbish the government and for government members on 
a committee to just defend the government. We should be there as parliamentarians trying to obtain information 
that cannot normally be obtained from the floor of this chamber. We do a disservice to our duties as members of 
Parliament and to the public of Western Australia if we see committees purely as a contest between government 
and non-government members; we should all be working together. If we find something that is complimentary of 
the government, we should say so in our report. If we find something that is not complimentary, we should also 
say that, because unless we highlight weaknesses in the delivery of services, philosophies or whatever, they will 
never be corrected. Surely, in the end, that is what we are here for. I really do hope that we can move on from 
seeing committees as a contest, as we have on the floor of this Parliament, and see them more as an opportunity 
to work together. Of course, there will be a different emphasis and maybe a very different context that members 
will come to the hearings with, but we should be there trying to do our best. If we find a weakness and do not 
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address that, it is often the public service that is going to be damaged because it will not receive the resources or 
change in policy that is necessary for it to do its work properly and for the public to be served properly. 
During the annual report period of 2014–15, this committee was involved in an inquiry on age-friendly 
communities, which I think was a very important inquiry and the report was very sound. I must say that I think 
the government’s response was, in the main, disappointing. It seemed to be a situation in which it rejected 
outright some of the recommendations and, with the other recommendations, it said it had them under control, 
when that is disputed by many of the people who came before our committee. We are dealing now with 
performance indicators in respect to the Western Australian police force. During the reporting period, we dealt 
with the issue of how police measure their performance with regard to traffic law enforcement. I have to say that 
the government’s response to that report is once again disappointing. 
There is nothing wrong with the government taking on board the recommendations of a committee that has 
thoroughly investigated an issue, has had stakeholders involved and has found areas that need to be improved. 
Surely, it is then incumbent on government to address those issues. I am not saying that committees will always 
be 100 per cent right, but committee reports are guided by the evidence they have received in their inquiries and 
also by the research undertaken by the staff members attached to the committees. Could we please move away 
from the need for opposition members to see committees just as an attack mechanism, and for government 
members to see them as an opportunity to assist their side of government if the evidence that we receive in our 
hearings points to weaknesses that are commonplace in a certain area of government? Unless we are going to do 
that, these committees are a waste of time and resources and they probably should be abolished. Let us use them 
for what they should be used for; that is, to make better government and improved government in 
Western Australia. 
MR C.D. HATTON (Balcatta) [11.00 am]: I stand to endorse and support the third annual report of the 
Community Development and Justice Standing Committee in this thirty-ninth Parliament. It is true that the 
committee has had a very productive year and that it was reduced by two members from 19 August 2014 to 
26 February 2015 due to reasons of which this house is no doubt well aware. Over the period of work, the 
committee set about examining and exploring, firstly, the level of provision for the elderly and ageing population 
of Western Australia and, secondly, the level of evaluation of police traffic law enforcement and its 
effectiveness. 
With regard to the report “Age-friendly WA? A challenge for government”, which comprised 42 findings and 
45 recommendations, the committee first set about exploring evidence and practices from other jurisdictions. As 
stated in the chair’s foreword of the annual report, the committee was introduced to overseas examples of age-
friendly communities that are truly inspiring, demonstrating that with some thoughtful planning, our 
understanding of the issues of seniors can be significantly enhanced. It is here that I must reflect on and draw 
comparison with Western Australia’s age-friendly practices. Like many members in the chamber, I have senior 
family members and acquaintances who need support. From my experiences and observations, 
Western Australian seniors are generally, in many ways, in a good place. However, I do acknowledge our ageing 
population in Western Australia, and indeed Australia, and the need for better and best practice. 
Western Australia’s overarching policy document in this area, “An Age-friendly WA: The Seniors Strategic 
Planning Framework 2012–2017”, identifies five key pathways to achieving an age-friendly Western Australia. 
These pathways are promoting health and wellbeing, access to essential services, economic security and 
protection of rights, welcoming and well-planned communities, and opportunities to contribute. The question is: 
are we there yet; or are we getting there; or, indeed, how far do we have to go? Essentially, the committee 
inquiry aimed to determine how well the framework is guiding state government policy and whether it is 
achieving its goal in creating an age-friendly Western Australia. It is worth noting that the framework declares 
that all sectors need to take action and plan together. However, of all the findings, recommendations and 
government responses, a very relevant area of concern is the identified and acknowledged need for greater 
collaboration and engagement between agencies. As always, it could well be argued that there is a need for more 
funding, but as indicated in the government response to recommendation 40, for example, the Department of 
Local Government and Communities links funding to implementing age-friendly practices. Interestingly on this 
point, and as indicated in the Community Development and Justice Standing Committee’s seventh report, 
although Western Australian governments have begun the journey towards an age-friendly Western Australia, 
few have embraced to any significant level the Department of Local Government and Communities’ age-friendly 
communities framework. 
Although I did not have the opportunity to be engaged in the entirety of the seniors inquiry, I am confident that 
the government of the day’s responses are quite explanatory. The government acknowledges that it needs to 
continue funding, support and collaboration across the sectors, with a particular need for ongoing, or even 
greater, collaboration with local governments towards best practices as outlined in the age-friendly communities 
framework. Recommendation 42 suggests the need to investigate models for coordinated approaches to ageing 
policy, planning and implementation. It appears that there is a lot out there, but more is needed. 
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During its second inquiry into how WA Police evaluates its performance, the committee determined to focus on 
road safety and traffic enforcement, which was partly motivated by the terrible state road toll. The committee’s 
report, “Are We There Yet? How WA Police determines whether traffic law enforcement is effective”, was 
presented after some investigative travel and a series of meetings, hearings and briefings. In the foreword, the 
chair indicated that the single key performance indicator employed by WA Police is a limited measure of the 
effectiveness of policing, and this could very well be the case. 
Various recommendations were put forward in the committee’s eighth report of 15 June 2015. There was focus 
on areas such as having sufficient staff in senior intelligence analyst roles; the need for thorough reporting in the 
WA Police annual report; the publishing of relevant and contextual road policing indicators in the annual report 
in addition to the key performance indicator; reinstating driver attitude surveys; and, as was mentioned earlier, 
more drug testing for drivers. It is worth noting that the committee would like to see more transparency of data, 
with information more available to the public. The government response to 12 of the committee’s 
recommendations have recently been received and the committee will consider these in due time. 
In finishing, I thank the chair and my fellow committee members for their assistance and contributions towards 
ensuring that this committee retains its integrity and continues to seek high quality outcomes. I also acknowledge 
the work of the committee’s principal research officer, Dr Sarah Palmer, and the then research officer, 
Ms Niamh Corbett. Once again, I endorse the content of this annual report, but not necessarily some of the 
condemnations put forward today in the chamber. 
MS L. METTAM (Vasse) [11.06 am]: I am pleased to add my comments to the Community Development and 
Justice Standing Committee’s “Annual Report 2014–15”. I was part of the committee for only four months of the 
reporting period, from February to June. During this time, the committee largely focused on police performance, 
putting together the report “Are We There Yet? How WA Police determines whether traffic law enforcement is 
effective”. One of the consistent issues that arose is the challenge WA Police faces in measuring its performance. 
We looked at what is the best information available for the public and stakeholders, including the police, to make 
value judgements on police performance. Although challenging, it is understood that it is essential that police are 
able to provide this information to other road safety stakeholders as well as government, similar to every other 
public sector agency, for the reasons of accountability and transparency. It is in everyone’s interests to know what is 
working. I recognise the challenge of a police presence and the administrative burden in trying to meet this target. 
However, I also think committee members well understood the importance of how government funds are spent and 
how that connects with outcomes. It is clear that Western Australia Police obligations are well beyond what 
RAC WA and other road safety interest groups are seeking, but there are also the reporting obligations of the 
Financial Management Act 2006 and the Public Sector Management Act 1994. WA Police also provides 
operational updates and statistical information in many monthly documents, on demand and on its website. 
According to the police response to the committee’s recommendations, a review into an enhanced approach to 
data sharing and reporting for WA Police is underway. This recommendation is a real positive. As has been 
highlighted, WA Police has provided responses to the 12 recommendations set out by the committee, and in 
particular, as a matter of priority, that laws be drafted that enable the lawful collection of blood samples from 
road trauma patients. I acknowledge that in the WA Police response. This would require an amendment to the 
Road Traffic Act 1974. I have discussed this issue with the Minister for Police and I understand that the drafting 
and presentation of such legislation is imminent. 
Although I was not around for the travel to New York and Manchester during the period of this committee in the 
last financial year, I did find the visit to the traffic control centre at the State Traffic Intelligence, Planning and 
Coordination Unit at Midland to be very valuable. In relation to recommendations made by the committee in 
utilising intelligence and analysts, WA Police have developed a traffic enforcement strategy 2015–16, which 
utilises dedicated analysts in state traffic command to target specific offenses, such as hooning, no authority to 
drive and non-restraint use. The committee was obviously unable to look at this in relation to the outcomes of the 
report given that it has since been developed. 
The committee highlighted the challenge and the need to constantly reform in the area of road safety. That is 
a really important focus. Although the report is titled “Are we there yet?”, I think many people understand that we 
will never be “there”; we can always improve on our current performance in road safety, and there will always be 
a need to reduce the road toll whilst there is one. It could also be argued that much reform was already being 
undertaken during the period that this report was being prepared. The Office of Road Safety has been replaced by 
the Road Safety Commission, as one of the recommendations of the Browne review, to deliver road safety 
outcomes and it is seeking to introduce the recommendations of the review, which made reference to best-practice 
suggestions in the area of road safety. The Minister for Road Safety is preparing a business case on how the 
remaining funds of the road trauma trust account will be spent. I understand that $4.05 million has been dedicated 
to community education road safety programs, as well as an increase for mass media campaigns. A new tool for 
evaluating or measuring the effectiveness of community education is also being developed, which is set to 
commence this year. The committee highlighted and made strong recommendations in this respect as well. The 
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Road Safety Commission is also providing a review into drug-driving legislation in conjunction with other 
stakeholders to look at the merits of combined offences. This was an area of focus in the committee’s report. 

One of the most ambitious recommendations made by the committee in the “Are we there yet?” report was for 
WA Police to perform 90 000 roadside oral fluid tests a year, as per the target cited by Professor Max Cameron 
in 2012. This was based on an analysis of what would be the optimum number of ROF tests. Although no state 
has this many tests and Western Australia is comparable with other states, with 19 000 tests in 2015–16, we are 
still falling well short of that optimal target. I understand that WA Police is currently striving to expand beyond 
this number, which I am sure all the committee members would welcome. 

I would like to take the time to thank all the stakeholders, including WA Police, who made themselves available 
to provide information and evidence in the interests of road safety for this committee report. I would also like to 
thank Dr Sarah Palmer and researcher Niamh Corbett in the work that they have put into achieving the road 
safety report and the annual report. I also thank my colleagues—the chair, the member for Girrawheen; the 
member for Armadale; the member for Balcatta; and the member for Collie–Preston. 

CHAMBER DECORUM — PHOTOGRAPHY 
Statement by Acting Speaker 

THE ACTING SPEAKER (Mr P. Abetz): Before we proceed further, I just want to draw to members’ 
attention that they are not allowed to take photos in the chamber. A photo was put on Twitter this morning. That 
is inappropriate; we are not to take photos in the chamber. As excited as we may be about Fremantle and the 
member wearing a scarf in the chamber, photography in here is not permitted. 

PUBLIC ACCOUNTS COMMITTEE 
Tenth Report — “Review of Auditor General Reports No. 4: Selected Reports 2013 and 2014” — Tabling 

MR B.S. WYATT (Victoria Park) [11.14 am]: I present for tabling the tenth report of the Public Accounts 
Committee entitled “Review of Auditor General Reports No. 4: Selected Reports 2013 and 2014”. 

[See paper 3414.] 

Mr B.S. WYATT: I am not the chairman of the committee; that is the member for Churchlands. I table the 
report in his absence and on behalf of the whole committee, some members of whom are here. I will be brief for 
members. One of the roles of the Public Accounts Committee is to review the reports and the progression of 
recommendations made by the Auditor General. This is another report that could otherwise be seen as 
a procedural report from the Public Accounts Committee. I want to note the chairman’s foreword—now that the 
chairman has graced us with his presence—that when the committee was formed after the 2013 election, it had 
a large backlog of Auditor General reports to deal with, and we are still, to a large degree, dealing with those, 
hence the select reports of 2013 and now 2014. After some consultation with other Public Accounts Committees 
around the nation the committee has adopted a triaging approach. The chairman’s foreword outlines that triaging 
approach, by which we decide which reports will take the attention and time of the committee. To quote from the 
chairman’s foreword — 

The triage criteria includes: program cost; public interest in the audit topic, criticality of findings; and 
the adequacy of the agency’s initial response to the recommendations as included in the 
Auditor General’s report. 

Our report is in three parts. The first deals with reports that we categorised as a lower priority; that is, reports that 
the committee may conclude its follow-up without corresponding with a particular agency, but reserving its right 
to go back to that agency. I will not go through them all, but members can see that all the reports from 2014 fall 
into that category. Similarly, chapter 2 deals with a range of reports from 2013 and 2014 that had some follow-
up, and chapters 3 to 7 included reports that had follow-up by way of written correspondence or a public hearing. 
Those reports included: “Delivering Western Australia’s Ambulance Services”; report into the “Public Trustee: 
Administration of the Financial Affairs of Vulnerable People”; “The Implementation and Initial Outcomes of the 
Suicide Prevention Strategy”; the applications controls audits “Firearms Management System—
Western Australia Police”; and the chapter titled “Metropolitan Public Hospitals—Qualified opinion on 
controls” from the “Audit Results Report”. 

It is, by and large, part of the role of the Public Accounts Committee to have this relationship with the 
Auditor General, which has attracted a lot of discussion internally about how the committee manages its time, 
because, to be frank, we spent a lot of our time on this procedural issue, rather than actually conducting inquiries 
into these particular financial issues that may be of some import or significance to the people of 
Western Australia. Again, I thank all members of the committee and to Michele Chiasson and Tim Hughes, the 
research officers of the Public Accounts Committee. 
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MR S.K. L’ESTRANGE (Churchlands) [11.18 am]: First of all, I thank the Deputy Chair of the 
Public Accounts Committee for being prepared to step in, in my place. I had the wonderful opportunity this 
morning of representing the Premier at the fiftieth anniversary of Floreat Forum Shopping Centre, in Floreat 
That was a wonderful opportunity to engage with the community and to recognise that sometimes we take for 
granted our shopping centres in our local areas, but they can represent a key component of our community and 
a key hub for the community. 

I note that the Deputy Chair mentioned our “Review of Auditor General Reports No. 4” and the process that we 
have been following to oversee the Auditor General’s efforts in making our government agencies and 
departments more efficient and effective in the delivery of services to the community of Western Australia. One 
of the great joys of being on the Public Accounts Committee is that it presents the opportunity to oversee the 
diverse things that are going on in our state. By way of a small example, the chairman’s foreword of the 
committee’s tenth report highlights the types of issues it has been looking into. The Auditor General’s second 
report of 2014 looked at charging card administration fees. The Auditor General’s eighth report of 2014 is titled 
“Moving On: The Transition of Year 7 to Secondary School”. If we look at chapter 2 of the committee’s report, 
we can see that the Auditor General’s tenth report is entitled, “Supply and Sale of Western Australia’s Native 
Forest Products”, and the first report of 2014 is titled “Water Corporation: Management of Water Pipes”. 

The committee delved into some things in a little more detail because it wanted to make some of its own 
recommendations. They included, in chapters 3 to 7 of the Public Accounts Committee’s tenth report, the 
Auditor General’s fifth report, titled “Delivering Western Australia’s Ambulance Services”; the fourteenth 
report, titled, “Public Trustee: Administration of the Financial Affairs of Vulnerable People”; and the seventh 
report, titled, “The Implementation and Initial Outcomes of the Suicide Prevention Strategy”. The list continues. 

I highlight to members that the role of the Public Accounts Committee is about not only following the dollar or 
looking into what taxpayers’ money is going towards and what it is doing, but also generally caring for the 
community in which we serve, and looking for better ways of doing so. By way of example, I will talk about 
some of the committee’s recommendations. Recommendation 1 on page vii under “Findings and 
Recommendations” related to the fifth report, entitled “Delivering Western Australia’s Ambulance Services”. 
The committee recommends — 

The Minister for Health report on how the new multi-year contract between WA Health and St John 
Ambulance WA addresses the issues raised by the Auditor General regarding the previous contract, in 
particular the extent to which the new contract enables WA Health to better demonstrate the quality, 
reliability, responsiveness and value for money of the state’s ambulance service. 

Recommendation 2 deals with the suicide prevention strategy. The committee recommends — 
The Mental Health Commission finalise the governance structure and over-arching implementation plan 
linked to Suicide Prevention 2020: Together We Can Save Lives. 

The eleventh report of the Auditor General deals with the firearms management system of WA Police. 
Recommendation 3 of the tenth report of the Public Accounts Committee states — 

WA Police complete the roll-out of its new firearms licensing and registry system by November 2015. 
Recommendation 4 states — 

WA Police introduce processes that will enable its ongoing firearms amnesty initiative to be routinely 
monitored and assessed. 

Members can quite clearly see that the work the Public Accounts Committee oversees, separate to its own 
inquiry work, can be diverse. Very often, committee members will bring into the discussion or inquiry personal 
experiences that have been related to them by members of their electorate. Those anecdotes make us look a little 
more carefully at how services are being delivered because we look at them from the perspective of our 
constituents who are at the coalface and receive the services. The committee wants to make sure that what it is 
looking at is practical and able to make a difference so that people can be supported. 

In conclusion, overseeing the work of the Auditor General is not the only work the committee does. It also 
inquires into other ways of getting better value for money for taxpayers’ dollars. The committee is currently 
looking at two inquiries: one into information communications technology procurement for state government 
agencies and departments, and the other into the overall efficiency, effectiveness and transparency of the 
governance of local governments. Those inquiries are separate from what the Auditor General does and are the 
committee’s own inquiries. The committee covers a volume of enjoyable work. 

I thank my fellow committee members—deputy chair, Mr Ben Wyatt, MLA; Mrs Glenys Godfrey, MLA; 
Mr Bill Johnston, MLA; and Mr Matt Taylor—for their commitment to following up the Auditor General’s 
reports. I also thank the committee secretariat—Mr Tim Hughes, Ms Michele Chiasson and Ms Lucy Roberts—
for their dedication and professionalism in assisting with our work. 
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TERRORISM (EXTRAORDINARY POWERS) AMENDMENT BILL 2015 
Introduction and First Reading 

Bill introduced, on motion by Mrs L.M. Harvey (Minister for Police), and read a first time. 
Explanatory memorandum presented by the minister. 

Second Reading 
MRS L.M. HARVEY (Scarborough — Minister for Police) [11.24 am]: I move — 

That the bill be now read a second time. 

This bill amends the Terrorism (Extraordinary Powers) Act 2005 to provide for the extension of essential police 
powers required to protect the community in the event of a terrorist attack. Since June last year, the terrorist 
threat has become more real, more present and more local. The rise of the Islamic State of Iraq and the Levant 
has brought the terror threat closer to home. Islamic State, as the self-styled caliphate prefers to be known, has 
driven thousands from their homes in Iraq and Syria, and has urged individuals around the world to undertake 
violent acts in their immediate vicinity in the name of the caliphate. 

Responding to a heightened threat environment, the former director general of the Australian Security 
Intelligence Organisation, David Irvine, raised Australia’s terror threat level from medium to high—meaning 
a terrorist attack is likely—on 12 September 2014. Six days later, a large-scale counterterrorism raid across 
suburbs in Sydney and Brisbane reportedly foiled a plot to commit violent acts in Australia and, potentially, the 
beheading of a member of the public. Then on 23 September, only five days later, two police officers were 
attacked outside a Melbourne police station by terror suspect Numan Haider. Haider used a small knife to attack 
an Australian Federal Police officer and a Victorian police officer. When searched later, he was found to be 
carrying a larger knife and what appeared to be an Islamic State flag. Thankfully, the two officers survived; 
Haider did not. 

Although it is true that we have not yet had to use these powers in Western Australia, we cannot afford to be 
complacent. The need for these powers is ongoing, as the terrorism threat, unfortunately, has intensified rather 
than abated. This bill is about enabling our police to adequately respond to, prevent and investigate terrorist acts 
that may pose a threat to the people of Western Australia. The bill also contains a number of amendments that 
will rectify issues raised during statutory reviews of the act tabled in July 2008, January 2012 and January 2015. 
Most importantly, this bill extends the expiry date of the legislation. The act is due to expire on the tenth 
anniversary of royal assent—that is, 19 December 2015. This bill will extend the expiry date by a further 
10 years, to 19 December 2025. The gravity of these powers demands regular review of the operation and 
effectiveness of the act, and reconsideration of the legislation. This bill retains the sunset clause and extends the 
legislation for a further period of 10 years. Reviews of the act will continue to be conducted three-yearly, in 
accordance with section 34(1)(b). 
As ISIL’s tentacles have reached into Australian society, inducing young Australians to leave their homes and 
commit violent offences, the Australian government has sought to strengthen federal legislation to enable 
authorities to better deal with the increased threat level. An example of this is the Counter-Terrorism Legislation 
Amendment (Foreign Fighters) Act 2014—the so-called foreign fighters act. The foreign fighters act introduced 
a new offence of advocating terrorism. This offence and a second offence of membership of a terrorist 
organisation are introduced in this bill as two new grounds for authorising an application for a covert search 
warrant. The inclusion of these particular offences as grounds for obtaining a covert search warrant will assist 
WA Police in gaining access to premises, which in turn may lead to the early apprehension of offenders planning 
a terrorist attack. These two offences are in addition to the original ground for an application, which is — 

that a terrorist act has been, is being, or is about to be, committed, whether in or outside this State; … 
If the commissioner has reasonable grounds to suspect a person has committed one of these offences, the 
commissioner may authorise a police officer to apply for a warrant. 
The bill also addresses an inconsistency between the commissioner’s level of suspicion or belief and that of the 
issuing judge. It amends sections 7(2), 23(2) and 24(3)(d) of the Terrorism (Extraordinary Powers) Act 2005, to 
make clear exactly what each party must suspect and/or believe when applying for or issuing a commissioner’s 
warrant or a covert search warrant. 

A similar anomaly is addressed by the introduction of a “target vehicle” definition with respect to covert search 
warrants. Currently, although vehicles can be searched under a commissioner’s warrant, there is no provision for 
vehicles to be searched under a covert search warrant. The terrorist attack on Mumbai in 2008 was largely 
effected by sea, making it clear that vehicles such as boats and ocean-going vessels, usually not kept at the 
“target place”, may become relevant to terrorism investigations. The definition of “place” in section 3 does not 
include vehicles, so a definition of “target vehicle” is introduced in part 3 to allow for the search of vehicles 
under a covert search warrant. 
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Access to computer equipment and devices is also currently restricted to a search of the “target place”. The bill 
introduces a definition of “data” and extends the power of search to include the search of a “target vehicle” and, 
with it, the power to access and operate any device or equipment in the target place or target vehicle that holds, 
records or processes data. The executing officer is authorised to exercise existing powers to copy and seize 
records or data, as set out in section 148 of the Criminal Investigation Act 2006. 
To facilitate the search of computer equipment and devices, a new section is inserted empowering the executing 
officer to order a person, or an employee of that person, to provide any information or assistance that is 
reasonably required to enable the officer to seize a record or data or otherwise exercise a power under a covert 
search warrant. The bill makes it clear that access to data under a covert search warrant is subject to any 
limitations imposed by the commonwealth Telecommunications (Interception and Access) Act 1979 and the 
Telecommunications (Interception and Access) Western Australia Act 1996. 
The bill also makes provision for an officer other than the authorised applicant to report back to the judge about 
the execution of a covert search warrant. This amendment makes allowance for circumstances in which the 
authorised applicant may have died or is otherwise unavailable, and complements the existing provision for 
a report to be made to the Chief Justice in the absence of the issuing judge. Allowance is also made for an 
interim report and an application for an extension of time. 
An amendment to section 17 makes allowance for the commissioner to appoint as “special officers” sworn 
employees of New Zealand Police and/or law enforcement officers of other foreign jurisdictions that may be 
prescribed in regulations. Such assistance may be required in the event of a terrorist attack in which specialist 
counterterrorism skills and expertise are needed. 
Finally, a new subsection is inserted in section 20 to clarify what is already the case. This provision has been 
inserted to avoid further litigation on a matter that has already been decided in the High Court of Australia in 
Kirk v Industrial Court (NSW) in 2010. Parliamentary Counsel advises that, without the amendment, section 
20(1) is partially invalid and could be misleading to the reader. 
In closing, this bill gives police the required tools to deal effectively with a terrorist event. It will enable police to 
act earlier and better protect the community in the event of a terrorist attack. 
I commend the bill to the house. 
Debate adjourned, on motion by Mr D.A. Templeman. 

LOCAL GOVERNMENT AMENDMENT (REGIONAL SUBSIDIARIES) BILL 2014 
Restoration to Notice Paper — Motion 

MR R.S. LOVE (Moore — Parliamentary Secretary) [11.33 am]: I move — 
That the Local Government Amendment (Regional Subsidiaries) Bill 2014 be restored to the point it 
reached prior to its removal from the notice paper on Tuesday, 15 September 2015. 

The Local Government Amendment (Regional Subsidiaries) Bill was introduced on 26 June 2014 and had its 
second reading on 11 September 2014, but it has not progressed since then. It is necessary to restore the bill 
because we are yet to see the delivery of a regional subsidiaries model in Western Australia. The regional 
subsidiaries described in the bill are of a similar type to those existing in other states and probably go further 
than those in providing tools for local government to use shared business models to carry out functions of local 
government in a cost-effective manner, potentially enabling a wider range of services to be provided. The bill 
seeks to amend the Local Government Act 1995 and is similar in nature to previous attempts to provide regional 
subsidiaries to local government in Western Australia—a private member’s bill introduced by 
Hon Max Trenorden in the other place, and a bill introduced by the former Minister for Local Government, the 
current member for Bunbury. The continued absence of this important tool for local government, despite there 
being calls for its introduction from the sector, including strong support from the Western Australian 
Local  Government Association in this term and previous terms of government, is the reason I am seeking the 
support of the house this morning for the restoration of this bill. 
MR D.A. TEMPLEMAN (Mandurah) [11.34 am]: Obviously, this restoration is a procedural motion. As 
shadow Minister for Local Government, I also would like to see the Local Government Amendment (Regional 
Subsidiaries) Bill reinstated onto the notice paper because I support it being considered as soon as possible. It is 
important legislation, particularly for regional communities in Western Australia. 
Question put and passed. 

ELECTION OF SENATORS AMENDMENT BILL 2015 
Second Reading 

Resumed from 20 August. 

MR W.J. JOHNSTON (Cannington) [11.35 am]: I rise to speak to the Election of Senators Amendment Bill 
2015 on behalf of the opposition. This bill has already passed through the other place and comes to us having 
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already been agreed to in the upper house. As explained by the Premier on behalf of the relevant minister, the 
purpose of this bill is to line up the dates of the close of rolls for the election of senators compared with the 
election of members of the House of Representatives. It is not well understood by the community that the Senate 
is actually a creature of the state and, therefore, the writs for the calling of a Senate election are actually issued 
by the state governors, not by the Governor-General. The Governor-General issues the writs on behalf of the 
House of Representatives, but because the Senate was set up differently, the writs for a Senate election are not 
issued by the Governor-General but by the Governor. For that reason, a separate piece of legislation deals with 
matters relating to the election of senators in Western Australia; that is, the Election of Senators Act 1903. 

As explained by the Premier in his second reading speech, in 2007 an amendment was made to the 
Commonwealth Electoral Act 1918 to reduce the amount of time people had to enrol once the writs were issued. 
The Howard government reduced the period from a week to just three days for people to adjust their electoral 
enrolment. Here in Western Australia, we followed the lead of the federal Parliament on the basis that we wanted 
to have the same arrangement for the election of senators and for the election of members of the 
House of Representatives. However, the High Court of Australia, in a ruling referred to by the Premier, ruled 
that that decision was unconstitutional and that the 2007 amendments were not properly passed by the 
commonwealth Parliament. Because those amendments lapsed, because they were declared invalid by the 
High Court, it returned the period of time that people had to enrol after the issue of the writs to one week. Of 
course, that decision of the High Court was only in respect of the Commonwealth Electoral Act and not in 
respect of the state Election of Senators Act. Therefore, we have ended up with the problem that the two pieces 
of legislation do not align. 

Unlike a state election, dealing with either the election of members of the House of Representatives or the 
election of members of the Senate, the federal electoral roll is used. There is the discrepancy that the two sets of 
procedures do not line up. That is clearly nonsensical. I understand that the Governor overcame this problem for 
the last federal election and the Senate by-election by including a different date and not including the minimum 
date in the writ for the election of the senators so that people had a week to complete their nomination rather than 
just three days. That would probably protect the decision of that writ being valid, in accordance with the decision 
of the High Court. It is clearly not an optimal situation, so this bill very simply lines up the time limit for the 
close of the roll to be exactly the same for the Senate and the House of Representatives. 

I want to make one quick comment about the difference between the state and federal rolls. Western Australia is 
one of two states that maintain their own electoral roll. There are longstanding reasons for that and I will not 
canvass them, but recently there was a problem. Because people fill in only one enrolment card, not two, two 
separate issues arose. The first was that in the past the commonwealth changed the procedures for recognising 
signatures and that arrangement was not included in the state act, so there was then a range of people who had 
completed an enrolment card, but their signature was not sufficient for the purposes of the federal act. 
Nonetheless, their signature was still sufficient for the purposes of the state act, which was an extreme situation, 
because the state act had a different set of procedures for recognising signatures.  

The Australian Electoral Commission did not process the forms for its own roll, but passed the data on to the 
Western Australian Electoral Commission, and about 8 000 or 9 000 people were in that situation. On the other 
hand, the commonwealth has recently made some changes to allow for the easy update of its roll—if there is a 
particular term, I do not remember the proper term; I think it is called “easy update”—and the automatic 
enrolment of 18-year-olds onto the electoral roll. Given a person is legally obliged to enrol to vote if they are 
eligible, it is a bit silly not to have automatic enrolment of 18-year-olds and automatic update of the roll when 
other government agencies are advised. That means tens of thousands of people who are on the federal roll are 
either not correctly enrolled on the state roll, which does not have these easy update arrangements, or not 
enrolled at all.  

There have been discussions across the chamber in the other place, where the relevant minister and shadow 
minister are, about this issue. It is very good that the state government has now agreed to act on this discrepancy 
and the Labor Party looks forward to that legislation coming in, because there will be a potential difference 
between the two rolls of 100 000 people or more by 11 March 2017 according to information I have read from 
the Electoral Commissioner. We look forward to the state Liberal government returning with the amendment to 
bring the two rolls into concert. Harmonising electoral rolls is a good idea and we encourage the government to 
look at harmonising the federal and state rolls. With that, I commend the bill to the house. 

MR C.J. BARNETT (Cottesloe — Premier) [11.44 am] — in reply: I thank the opposition for its support of 
the Election of Senators Amendment Bill 2015. As was well explained by the member for Cannington, it is 
a simple amendment to achieve what is logical and commonsense—that is, that the writs are in line and the 
closing of the roll is consistent between the state and the commonwealth for the election of senators. This will 
mean that should the commonwealth change the date in the future, it will automatically apply in 
Western Australia. It is straightforward and I thank members for their support. 
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Question put and passed. 
Bill read a second time. 
Leave granted to proceed forthwith to third reading. 

Third Reading 
Bill read a third time, on motion by Mr C.J. Barnett (Premier), and passed. 

CEMENT WORKS (COCKBURN CEMENT LIMITED) AGREEMENT AMENDMENT BILL 2015 
Second Reading 

Resumed from 17 June. 

The ACTING SPEAKER (Mr P. Abetz): Member for Cannington, you are a busy man! 

MR W.J. JOHNSTON (Cannington) [11.45 am]: I commend the government for having three pieces of 
legislation on which I am the representative in the chamber. I will certainly be busy today! I know this is the 
second reading debate and I am sure the Acting Speaker will give me a bit of latitude. I want to congratulate the 
staff, students, parents and community of St Joseph’s School, a Catholic primary school in Queens Park, which 
has its centenary celebrations today. Today is also Mercy Day on the Catholic calendar and this school was 
established by the Sisters of Mercy. They brought Catholic education to Queens Park in 1915 and it is a great 
tribute to a great little school—not that small these days—with high-quality education and dedicated parents. 
I am always pleased to go along to the school. I congratulate it on its centenary. Thank you very much for your 
indulgence, Mr Acting Speaker. 

Now we move on to the Cement Works (Cockburn Cement Limited) Agreement Amendment Bill 2015. The 
purpose of this bill is to relieve Cockburn Cement, which is now a subsidiary of Adelaide Brighton Ltd, 
a South Australian–based building materials company, of the obligation to make clinker in Western Australia. 
Clinker is a product that is an intermediate step between lime and cement. I am no chemist, so I will not pretend 
to understand all the procedures used to make cement, but this is an important step along that path. When this 
agreement was originally entered into back in the early 1970s, the plan was to have an integrated cement 
industry in Western Australia, and the state agreement was designed to support the operations of the cement 
works. Indeed, it still provides a couple of important benefits for Cockburn Cement. Firstly, it allows access to 
the shell beds in Cockburn Sound and, secondly, it allows access to easements and other things for pipelines and 
other bits and pieces of infrastructure related to its facilities and operations. The agreement also allows 
Cockburn Cement to get to these limestone quarries and obliges it to quarry those places and take the relevant 
steps to make cement. Of course, over the intervening 45-odd years, there have been a lot of changes to the 
operations of the cement industry in Western Australia and there is a range of competitors for Cockburn Cement 
that use imported materials rather than making their own clinker here in Western Australia. 

I am sure members will remember the Swan Cement facility at Burswood, which was located where those high-
rise towers are now. When I first moved to Perth and was living in the inner southern suburbs, I worked as 
a union organiser at what was then Burswood casino and now Crown Perth and I drove past that facility on 
a regular basis. Once upon a time, that was one of Cockburn Cement’s competitors. The industry is changing and 
it has been affected by a range of issues. I imagine that over the last five or six years the high value of the 
Australian dollar has been contributing to those impacts. I would think that importing a low-value product such 
as clinker would not be an option because of transport costs, but transport costs have come down over time for 
a range of reasons. Once upon a time, we had to enter into these sorts of agreements to get clinker made in 
Western Australia, but it is now a more dynamic industry competing against imports of product from all around 
the world, particularly from large facilities in Asia, so the manufacture of clinker in Western Australia is 
becoming less economic. I also make the observation that energy costs are impacting on the operations. In the 
second reading speech, the Premier stated that energy costs in Western Australia are an important input into the 
cost of manufacturing clinker, through to cement. I will make some remarks about that in a short while. That also 
highlights the discussion that we will have to have in Western Australia about exactly what purpose these state 
agreements fill. What is their role for the future of industry in Western Australia? I can accept that in 1971 this 
facility probably would never have been built if it had not been given commitments such as access to limestone 
material. I understand that one of the reasons for the location of the plant was to make it close to the quarry, so 
that transport costs were kept under control. The transport cost of input materials has a greater impact on the 
final price of the product than the transport costs of the finished product. That is because when transporting an 
input—a raw material—some of that raw material is not going to be used in the final product because of 
impurities or whatever that might be in the raw material, so they are paying to transport material that never ends 
up being marketed. I can see why they would want to keep their works close to the source of their raw materials. 
In this case, it is limestone, so they would want to keep their facility close to the limestone quarry. The problem, 
of course, is that although something such as limestone may be widely distributed in the surface and crust of the 
earth, a particular deposit will be mined out over time, and I understand that is the case here; the source of the 
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limestone that is used for clinker is just about mined out. In fact, one of the issues for the company now is to 
work out what it will do with the land the quarry is located on and what other uses that land can now be put to. 
That will be an interesting step. 

The reason I make the point about whether these agreements have outlived their usefulness relates to the trade-
off that we are giving for access. Once upon a time, we could say that an operation was an uneconomic activity 
without certain concessions, and so the government would provide concessions to an operator and in return for 
those concessions the state would get an activity that would otherwise not occur. There are competitors to 
Cockburn Cement in Western Australia and because those competitors exist, it shows us that we can get that 
economic activity happening. The fact is that when a company comes to us and asks for a change to their 
agreement, on almost every occasion, consent is given to amending the agreement. Of course, if the government 
did not agree to give consent to amend the agreement, we would probably end up with no activity at all because 
the operation would probably not be economic. I can understand why companies need access to resources and 
clearly we want to have some understanding of how those resources exist. I can understand completely that 
a company needs easements or access to certain things; for example, if a company is building a mine, it would 
want to know where its ore will be shifted from and, if a port is needed, that it has access to a port.  

In this situation, I understand Cockburn Cement has access to some easements for pipelines and other facilities 
and a guarantee of access to the Cockburn Sound shell beds. I can understand all those sorts of things, but we 
have outlived the idea that somehow or other we can have an agreement that makes something that would not 
work economically, become economic. The Premier and I have had this conversation across the chamber a 
number of times and the comment he has made before is that in the past the state government was trying to make 
mining companies into steel companies, but clearly that would not succeed because they were going to stick to 
their knitting. The government has to start thinking about what it can do. What can it contribute to economic 
activity that the makes uneconomic activity economic? I do not think giving a state agreement changes the 
economics of any operation. That is what we see with a cement works. When the resource it was using to make 
the clinker runs out, it ends up in trouble—as does the member for Armadale. We cannot make it economic for 
them to do it. There are limits to the capacities of the state government to intervene in the market. I suppose the 
government could use its purchasing power to do things, but regulatory power is an awkward way to try to 
support these types of operations. 

Western Australia has 60-odd state agreements and it is time we started talking to the proponents. Clearly, the 
state should not use the capricious powers of Parliament to unilaterally amend an agreement. I asked the Premier 
about that last week or the week before—I cannot remember—and he confirmed that is the position of the state 
Liberal government and it would certainly be the position of a Labor government; it is only the National Party 
we have question marks against. It is not right to use the undoubted powers of Parliament—they are 
undoubted—to unilaterally amend an agreement. That is not the way Western Australia operates. Whatever 
judgements we make about state agreements entered into by one side of the chamber or the other, once they are 
entered into, we stand by those agreements.  

It is now time, I think, for some sort of systematic review of state agreements to try to work out whether they are 
delivering in the state of Western Australia’s best interests and whether they have outlived their useful life. I say 
again, I am not talking about unilateralism; clearly, we rule that out straightaway but it is probably time to start 
looking at the agreements. It may well be that there are opportunities for new styles of agreements tomorrow. 
I am not saying that state agreements do not have a purpose; they clearly, absolutely do but for a contemporary 
purpose, they need to be for the current economic situation we find ourselves in. Quite frankly, if a future 
Labor government entered into a new style of state agreement, 30 years after that it would be time to look at 
whatever a future Labor government did and whether those agreements had survived time. None of us knows 
what the circumstances of the economy and the state will be in 30 years from now. This is not a criticism of the 
people who ended these agreements—I could make comment about individual agreements—but there is 
absolutely nothing wrong with the idea of giving certainty to investors. 

It is interesting that in the debate about the Trans–Pacific Partnership Agreement and other free trade 
agreements, there is constant discussion about investor rights—the idea that investors should be able to hold to 
account governments. In Australia we do not have such a debate on that issue because the commonwealth 
Constitution already gives protection to property owners in that the commonwealth cannot seize their property 
without just compensation, although the state is not encumbered in the same way. With state agreements, giving 
people a clear understanding of the basis of the investment is appropriate. Sometimes we are giving that certainty 
to one operation, whereas systemic risks are being dealt with. Perhaps when we look at systemic risk, we need to 
think about operations for everyone. That way, there is some sort of equity between participants in a market and 
no-one gets one advantage over another in their investment. As I say, I am not against state agreements; I think it 
is probably time—this agreement is an example of that—that we need to start reviewing these 60 agreements to 
see whether they are contemporary in nature. 
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The next thing that arises from this Cement Works (Cockburn Cement Limited) Agreement Amendment Bill is 
probably the need for us to review our construction material needs in this state. We can see now that this quarry 
is getting to the end of its life. I understand from reading in the media that a range of other limestone quarries 
around the state are coming towards the end of their life. Then there is the question of what is the highest value 
use of limestone. Is its highest value use in making clinker or could it be put to other high-value uses, such as the 
large retaining walls required in many broadacre developments in WA? Driving around some of these new 
developments, we can see very large retaining walls being used to give access to parts of the development. Some 
are in the far north and the far south of the Perth metropolitan area. We wonder whether limestone walls are 
high-value use because without limestone walls, some sort of manufactured product would have to be used 
instead that would have a higher energy content, and that would create a higher greenhouse impact for those 
walls. But without those walls, that land would not become available for housing. It is obviously in the interests 
of all Western Australians to ensure that there is a sufficient supply of land. Of course, we do not want the Perth 
metropolitan area to continue to grow uncontrolled, because that also would not be in the interests of our 
community, but there needs to be an examination of this. Here we are Western Australians, the sandgropers, 
believe it or not, but apparently the supply of high quality sand used for building pads is becoming limited and, 
potentially, more expensive. The observation has been made to me that this has not had such a big impact in the 
northern suburbs. When my wife and I built our house in Marangaroo, the sand pad required was quite small but 
in many parts of the southern suburbs, such as my electorate in Queens Park, or in Canning Vale in the electorate 
of Southern River, Harrisdale, Jandakot, and further south on that corridor of land, apparently where the 
watertable is higher, a much larger sand pad is needed before the slab can be put down because the watertable is 
close to the surface. In Queens Park in my electorate, it is less than two metres from the surface to be built on. 

I am no expert on these matters, but I am told that suitable sand is getting to be in short supply. To me, sand is 
sand. Except for white beach sand, all sand looks pretty much the same to me, but apparently it is not. We 
probably need to look at where we are at with all these resources needed for a modern city. I note the 
Minister for Environment’s media release the other day—he answered a dorothy dixer in the chamber as well—
on recycling building materials for construction work. That again is perhaps one way we can reduce the need for 
fresh building materials but obviously not every recycled building material can be used for every single purpose 
that raw materials are needed for. Mr Acting Speaker, you might have seen the signs on Forrest Highway, just 
outside Bunbury, on which someone is saying that if people need a backload to go and see them because they 
have limestone they need to get to Perth. We can see from that that raw materials for buildings are being 
transported quite long distances now. As we discussed before, transporting raw materials has a much greater 
impact on the final price of a product than transporting the finished product because material is being transported 
that will not be used in the final product. It is probably worth our while to have a whole-of-government approach 
to seeking where we are at with our demands for building materials and other inputs for our housing and 
construction sector. 
That would then make us aware of another issue that impacts obviously very directly on this, and that is 
environmental concerns. Many of these building materials come from places that have quite high environmental 
significance, so we have to look at where we will go with that. If we are being increasingly forced into more and 
more environmentally sensitive locations for obtaining our building raw materials, it might have an even bigger 
impact on our stressed Swan coastal plain. It is not directly related to building materials but I saw on Facebook 
the other day a post from my brother, who is a farmer in New England, New South Wales, where there are huge 
conflicts of land use between the coal industry and farming. The post was a photograph of a mine that had 
accidentally intercepted an aquifer. They were madly pumping water out of this mine void and then spraying the 
water in the air to make it evaporate so that they could go back in to mine the coal. Of course, that meant that the 
water was being denied to the farmers. The Liverpool Plains in the New England tableland is one of Australia’s 
most productive farming areas, and that is a clear conflict. Fortunately, we do not have those challenges here in 
Western Australia because our coal industry is located only in the Collie basin, but the point I am making is that 
there is this conflict between extraction, farming and the environment more generally. It is time that we had 
a look at the demands and needs of our building raw materials, because we have all these potential impacts on 
our environment. 

My colleague the member for Cockburn wants to say a few things on the Cement Works (Cockburn Cement 
Limited) Agreement Amendment Bill 2015 because his community is directly impacted by the operations of 
Cockburn Cement in his electorate. I will give him plenty of time! I do not believe anybody else wants to speak 
on the bill. The Labor Party obviously supports this legislation and we look forward to ongoing conversations 
with Cockburn Cement and Adelaide Brighton Ltd. We will continue to monitor the impact on 
Western Australia’s economy of importing building materials. I do not know whether the Premier can tell us 
about this, but we will be interested to know how the falling Australian dollar will affect the relative value of 
importing these semi-processed materials, such as clinker, compared with their ongoing manufacture in WA. We 
think it is time to start systematically reviewing all the state agreements to see which ones we can get rid of, and 
we think it is time to have an audit of the future supplies of building materials in Western Australia for Perth’s 
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continued expansion, including infill, which is still going to require a lot of raw materials, and the impact of that 
expansion on the environment, particularly the precious Swan coastal plain, which is such a fragile environment 
that we all enjoy here in Perth. With those few words, we commend the bill to the house. 
MR F.M. LOGAN (Cockburn) [12.12 pm]: I to rise to speak to the Cement Works (Cockburn Cement 
Limited) Agreement Amendment Bill 2015 and to give an indication that the Labor Party will agree with its 
passage. 
This bill effectively allows the state agreement act to be amended to the extent that Cockburn Cement Ltd, 
whose operations are in Munster in my electorate, can be allowed to end the mining of limestone for its 
operations at sites adjacent to its plant in Munster, to the north and south. Limestone is the base material for the 
production of cement at the Cockburn Cement works. 

To provide a small description of the operations down there for the benefit of the house, Cockburn Cement’s 
major product is not cement; it is, in fact, quicklime. 

Mr D.A. Templeman: What’s that? 

Mr F.M. LOGAN: Quicklime. It is the largest producer of quicklime on the planet. Quicklime is the base 
material used for the processing of gold and the processing of bauxite for the production of alumina. The 
quicklime is used to recover caustic soda at Alcoa’s operations and is the prime cooking material—if I can put it 
that way, because that is basically what it is—for bauxite that ultimately allows the release of alumina from the 
small bauxite pebbles that are crushed and put into slurry. When one passes the operations in Munster, one sees 
two very large buildings that can be seen on the skyline from the city. Those two very large towers, which look 
like buildings, are in fact the lime production plant for the Munster operation. 

Immediately adjacent to the east of the big, square, boxy towers are kilns 3 and 4, which are basically the 
chimney stacks for the rotating kilns below. Immediately adjacent to those two chimney stacks are kilns 1 and 2, 
which are similar in technology: effectively, long rotating kilns. There were four basic kilns for the bulk of 
cement production in Western Australia, both grey cement and cream cement. Kilns 1 and 2 closed down quite 
a number of years ago. Kiln 4 closed about 18 months ago, and kiln 3 has not operated since January this year. 

In effect, the only operations at the Munster site now are the quicklime operations; there is no cement or clinker 
manufacture at that site anymore. Instead, clinker is imported from the steel mills of Japan, and I believe some is 
coming from Korea as well. Steel mill clinker is a by-product of the steel production process. That type of 
clinker can still be used as the base material for cement production; it can be ground and mixed to allow the 
creation of both grey and cream cement. 

The company has realised over time that it is running out of the resource of limestone, which is the base material 
for cement production and which has been mined for the last 40 years from the sites adjacent to its operations. 
The cost of importing clinker has been coming down, so the company has made the commercial decision that it 
is much easier to end the actual cooking process, the rotating kiln process, for the creation of clinker on site and 
to import the clinker from overseas. It still has to be ground and mixed to come up with the two different forms 
of cement. 

Basically, the kiln production process is over and, as the local member, I do not have a problem with that at all. 
I am usually the first person to jump up and down in this house and talk about import replacement and possible 
job losses, but those job losses have occurred already. In the lead-up to last Christmas, 90 people were, over 
a period, made redundant. Those 90 people worked only in the cement process. It is a highly unionised site and 
the redundancy packages were very generous. The MWU negotiated the 35-hour a week working operation at 
Cockburn Cement many years ago. The redundancy packages were very good. The age of the workforce was 
significant, so the issues of redundancy and managing the terminations were easy for the company. The workers’ 
redundancy coincided with the end of their working life; it all went very smoothly indeed. The workers were 
looked after in the terminations after production of cement on site ended. 

The other reason that I am pleased that the cement works has closed is that kilns 1 and 2, which closed many 
years ago, had virtually no filtration systems. They had a very rudimentary filtration system. Kilns 3 and 4 had 
a more modern version of the pre-war technology, which is called electrostatic precipitation. It effectively uses 
a magnetic field to extract dust from the kiln pipeline that goes up to the chimney. It is a very basic method of 
removing dust from the kiln flue. It is very sensitive and can be turned off at any stage if any part of the kiln 
process overheats. Because of that, the electrostatic precipitators were constantly turning on and off. When they 
were off, every molecule of dust in the flue line went straight up the chimney and over the surrounding areas. 
Because of the increase in the price of gold, in particular over the past 10 years—gold hit a record of $1 600 an 
ounce—lime was required for the building expansion that was taking place in Western Australia as a result of the 
resources boom in iron ore and gold et cetera. A massive amount of cement was needed by the building and 
construction industry. The lime kilns were running absolutely flat out beyond nameplate capacity and the 
two cement kilns—there were three at one stage—were also running absolutely flat out. When the electrostatic 
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precipitators were turned off, the local surrounding areas were showered in cement and lime dust and that is the 
cause of the dust and odour problems associated with Cockburn Cement. As a result of the change to the 
sourcing of clinker, the cement kilns have closed completely. The amendments in the Cement Works 
(Cockburn Cement Limited) Agreement Amendment Bill will clarify that and effectively change the state 
agreement act to confirm that it has been closed and that a different method of cement will be used. As a result of 
community protest, which I effectively led with the support of the City of Cockburn, Cockburn Cement has put 
backhouse filters on both limestone kilns, which is the modern form of technology for these types of operations. 
Effectively, no chimney-borne dust now emerges from the Cockburn Cement site. I am very happy that the 
cement works has reached closure, because it was using 40-year-old technology. The company had to be dragged 
kicking and screaming to put in those backhouse filters. The company’s representatives were very angry; indeed, 
they stormed out of a meeting with me at Parliament House after our debate went completely askew. They 
shouted that they would never be forced to put backhouse filters on the lime kilns. However, they were forced to 
do so. The backhouse filters are on the kilns and the dust problem has been fixed. People were still getting 
showered with cement dust because the technology of the kilns was 40 years old. That has finished now. Things 
are good; they are a lot better than what they were. 
I come to the nature of state agreement acts, an issue raised by the member for Cannington. State agreement acts 
are unusual in Australia. I think WA is the only place — 
Mr C.J. Barnett: Queensland has about 15 or so, but they are not similar to these. 

Mr F.M. LOGAN: Thanks, Premier. They are not common in Australia; indeed, Western Australia is really the 
only state that has maximised the use of state agreement acts. 

It is my strong view—I cannot understand why the government of the day does not share my view—that when 
a company approaches the government seeking an amendment to a state agreement act, the government should 
always have at the front of its mind what it wants from the company. What does it want from the organisation as 
an offset to what the company wants in seeking the amendment? The government should always put the interests 
of the state first in maximising what we can get out of negotiations on a state agreement act. When 
Cockburn Cement’s agreement for shell-sand mining came to an end in its state agreement act during the 
Gallop administration, the then Minister for the Environment, Judy Edwards, in conjunction with the resources 
minister, negotiated offsets for the agreed extension of a further 25 years of shell-sand mining under the state 
agreement act. The offset to the extension of further shell-sand mining was for the company to give up its rights 
to mineral tenements that came right to the shoreline of Woodman Point. It could have mined five metres off the 
beach if it had wanted to. The tenements came right up to the shoreline around Woodman Point and also 
extended over the Fremantle seaway, which allows the passage of ships into Cockburn Sound. It effectively had 
a right to expand that seaway, enabling a double-lane seaway into Cockburn Cement. Had it been given the right 
to continue on for a further 25 years without negotiations, a huge amount of seagrass would have been lost 
because a lot of seagrass was in the proposed second seaway lane. As a result of those negotiations—which was 
effectively a trade-off for what Cockburn Cement wanted, which was an extension of 25 years—an agreement 
was reached that it would end shell-sand mining in the traditional area that was covered by the act and move 
offshore to a new area that had no seagrass whatsoever. It would give up its rights to the tenements that went up 
to the beach. It would also give up its rights, gradually, over those tenements that were in the sea lane. That was 
agreed. It also agreed to a number of other things, such as environmental offsets. Those things were all agreed. 
They were difficult negotiations, but they were all agreed. 
[Member’s time extended.] 

Mr F.M. LOGAN: As a result, today, mining continues in the one-lane seaway to keep that seaway clear and to 
ensure its shape is appropriate for the passage of ships, but apart from that, the rest of the shell-sand mining is 
now offshore in an area where seagrasses are no longer impacted upon. As a result of that, seagrasses are coming 
back in Cockburn Sound and the fish life is coming back in very large numbers. Just ask any of the fisher people 
who go down near Cockburn Cement about the snapper numbers that are coming back. That offset was a great 
outcome for the state of Western Australia. It came about because the company wanted an extension to the state 
agreement act and the government of the day wanted something from the company and kept up a hard line until 
the people of Western Australia got what they wanted. 

This is the second amendment under the current Liberal–National administration to the Cockburn Cement state 
agreement act. That state agreement act has been before the house before. This is the second time, and this 
amendment deals with the ending of the production of cement and clinker on-site. This amendment, and the 
previous amendment to the state agreement act, did not come with trade-offs. It is a pity that they did not, 
because there are still outstanding things that the government of the day should have got out of 
Cockburn Cement. I will give the Premier two examples. 

One example is that the company refuses to remove the four cement operations that are still on-site. I put to the 
company, “Now that you’re finishing production of cement, when are you going to remove those plants, when 
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are you going to take those chimneys down and when are you going to clean the place up?” The company’s 
response was, “We’re not going to. We have no intention of doing that. We’ll keep kiln 3 on standby because we 
might want to operate again.” I thought, “Fantastic! That is great!” The company should tell the local residents 
that in the future it might shower them once again in dust. Fantastic! That is a really good outcome. The 
company said that it needs to have it on standby just in case something happens with the import of clinker. I can 
understand that from a production process, but I said, “Okay, what about kilns 1 and 2? They have been closed 
down for years.” The flues of those chimneys are so old that they will probably ultimately fall down themselves. 
There are small bushes growing out of the top of the chimney stacks! I am not kidding. Members can go down 
and have a look at them. There are little bushes growing out the top of the chimney stacks! Ultimately, at some 
stage, they are going to come toppling down. I know the reason the company refuses to do it; it is because the 
sheds that cover the plant of those cement kilns are all made of asbestos. They are covered in about a foot of 
dried cement because of the decades of dust falling on the roof. It is going to cost the company a fortune to 
remove that plant. That is the reason it is not doing it. Cockburn Cement never does anything if it will cost it 
a brass razoo. The government has to push it all the time. It only does things when its hand is twisted up behind 
its back. Here is a situation in which the government could have twisted its hand up behind its back.  

This agreement act needs to be amended for the company to do what it wants to do in closing the cement works 
and bringing in clinker. This was a great opportunity for the government to force the company, which it will 
ultimately have to do when it leaves that site, to clean up what it has left behind and to not only make the place 
more environmentally sound than it is at the moment, but also have its actual physical presence less invasive on 
the landscape. Remember, there are four kilns there. They are great big kilns and very large operations, none of 
which work and which are gradually falling apart. We have missed that opportunity to force the company to 
clean up its act. 

The second example, and the company knows this, is that the odour down there actually comes from the water. 
The company knows that now. Initially, it was blaming everybody else for the odour—it was coming from 
Alcoa, a factory close to Henderson or peat fires. It was everybody else’s problem. The company said that it did 
not create this odour. Clearly, and the company now knows and understands this, there is sulphur in the water. 
The company is allowed, under the agreement act, to draw water from all its bores around its operations. There is 
sulphur in some of the bores—not all of them—and that water goes into the production process. For example, in 
cement, 80 per cent of the material going into the kiln is water. In quick lime, 60 per cent of the material going 
into the kiln is water, and it is all sourced from ground bores around the operations. Some of those ground bores 
have sulphur in the water, so as soon as the water goes through the cooking process and evaporates, guess where 
it goes? It goes up the chimney and everyone says, “What’s that smell?” It is the water. Talking of water, I am 
pouring it all over myself! The odour was coming from the water that the company had drawn from the bores 
around its operations. The company knows that, and so does the Department of Environment Regulation. They 
now accept that that is the source of the odour. Here was an opportunity to fix it. It would not take much to fix it. 
All it would require is for Cockburn Cement to put a filtration system on its bores. Bam—issue fixed! It does not 
even have to be on all the bores, but just the ones that were found through testing to have a high level of 
sulphurous compound. That is all it has to do. It would not be a huge expense to the company to fix it. 

Here was an opportunity to say to Cockburn Cement, “You want this agreement changed. We agree with it, as 
long as you do X, Y and Z—as long as you fix your water, as long as you start giving us a timetable for bringing 
down those kilns that you are no longer operating”, and whatever else the government wanted. Unfortunately, we 
have not done that. It is a missed opportunity. The government can negotiate with Cockburn Cement until it is 
blue in the face. Until it has a baseball bat over its head, it is not going to do anything. It is a tough company to 
deal with. It is a tough company to bargain with. That is fine. I have no criticism about that. As a local 
constituent business, I get on very well with Cockburn Cement. I have regular meetings with the company and 
work with it, as a good local member should. Certainly, I defend its operations when everyone else tells me that 
it should go and that I should support them in getting rid of it. I say, “No, they shouldn’t go, because they’re 
a good employer and they employ a lot of local people.” I do defend it as a business, but at the same time, when 
one needs something out of it, it is a tough company to deal with and listens only to a very, very strong 
argument. That strong argument has to be backed up with something as well. The amendments to the state 
agreement act give the government leverage to get what it wants out of Cockburn Cement in a far easier way 
than having to talk it out. Unfortunately, we have missed this opportunity. 

As I say, the two critical things facing the communities in Munster, Beeliar, Yangebup and Coogee—those are 
all the suburbs affected; we are talking about thousands and thousands of people—are odour and the visual 
presence of those kilns. The cement kilns are not small. The company has refused point-blank to remove those 
kilns, and it has refused to put any odour control processes on its water bores. 

Before this bill passes through the upper house, I urge the Premier to revisit this issue and see what we can get 
out of Cockburn Cement to get it to become a good corporate citizen for the people of Cockburn. 
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MR C.J. BARNETT (Cottesloe — Minister for State Development) [12.40 pm] — in reply: I thank 
opposition members, in particular the members for Cannington and Cockburn, for their support for the 
Cement Works (Cockburn Cement Limited) Agreement Amendment Bill 2015. It is an amendment to the 
Cement Works (Cockburn Cement Limited) Agreement Act, which dates back to the 1970s. It reflects the 
change in economic circumstances; that is, it is no longer economic for Cockburn Cement to continue to produce 
clinker. It has been importing it for a long time but now it will exclusively import. It has retained some capacity. 
I do not need to go through the discussion; I know there is a somewhat philosophical difference across the 
chamber on the use of state agreements. They represent an era of attracting investment. The state agreements of 
today are not anywhere near as prescriptive as they were back in the 1960s and 1970s. However, I happen to 
think they still play a role and they give the government a say in negotiating the way in which projects proceed 
and change. 

I take on the point that the member for Cockburn just made on the old plant; I will not do so in the context of this 
bill, but I will take up that point about some of Cockburn Cement’s long-closed facilities and the removal of 
them. I think that is a fair point, so we will pursue that. Otherwise, I thank members for their support of this 
legislation. 

Question put and passed. 

Bill read a second time. 

Leave granted to proceed forthwith to third reading. 

Third Reading 

Bill read a third time, on motion by Mr C.J. Barnett (Minister for State Development), and transmitted to the 
Council. 

MINING LEGISLATION AMENDMENT BILL 2015 
Consideration in Detail 

Resumed from 22 September. 

Clause 46: Part IVAA inserted — 
Debate was adjourned after the clause had been partly considered. 

Mr W.J. JOHNSTON: Firstly, I acknowledge the cooperation of the government for not bringing this 
legislation back on yesterday when I was paired out of the house. I was paired out of the house to attend the 
Perth USAsia Centre’s workshop with former Indonesian president Susilo Bambang Yudhoyono. As an 
Indonesian background speaker, I have spoken many times in the chamber on our relationship with Indonesia, 
and I was invited by Professor Gordon Flake, chief executive of the Perth USAsia Centre, to participate in 
a small function with Bambang Yudhoyono, the Indonesian ambassador and other visiting Indonesian officials. 
I was very pleased to accept the invitation. I was only able to accept the invitation because of the cooperation of 
the government, and I appreciate that cooperation. Having said all those nice things, now I will get stuck in! 

When the Leader of the House whipped out the other night and shut us down early — 

Mr J.H.D. Day: At 11:30! I will make it later next time. 

Mr W.J. JOHNSTON: That is all right. The member for Kalamunda always says that. 

We were dealing with clause 46, which is the guts of the amendments. I want to go directly to what I call the 
“Norman Moore” amendment. I notice that we have only a couple of minutes to go before members’ statements. 
I draw the minister’s attention to page 37 of the bill, and proposed section 103AP. 

Mr W.R. Marmion: We will be running backwards and forwards, won’t we, through these? 

Mr W.J. JOHNSTON: Yes, that is right. The Deputy Speaker made that clear that we were able to do that, 
given that my friend the member for Gosnells is not here. 

Proposed section 103AP(7) states — 

In deciding whether or not to approve a proposed activity in a mining proposal, the Director General of 
Mines — 

(a) must have regard to the matters set out in section 103AQ(2); and 

(b) may have regard to other matters, including the effect the proposed activity may have on man-
made structures on land and the social, economic and cultural attributes of land; and 

(c) may request the lodging party to furnish such further information as he or she may require for 
the purposes of making the decision. 
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I wanted to draw attention to this provision—this is the “Norman Moore” provision—because it allows the 
director general to rule out a matter under this provision, even though it is not an environmental issue. We know 
from the definitions that the social, economic and cultural attributes of the land are not environmental matters; 
therefore, they have not been addressed in any of the information that the applicant to the matter makes. The 
director general can use those issues in making the decision. As the minister can imagine, we might canvass this 
issue over a number of questions. The first question I have is: how would the director general be informed about 
social, economic and cultural attributes of the land, given that, as I understand it, none of that information will be 
in any of the material provided by the mining company because it is not covered by the definition of 
“environmental issues”? 

Mr W.R. MARMION: There are a couple of ways this could come up. One could be during the consultation 
process that they are required to do. It might be raised; someone might say that there is an issue around 
something. That is one method. The other one is that the department has a pretty good spatial database of things, 
so under its normal assessment, it might have its own local knowledge. There are two methods by which it might 
find something. It could be a man-made structure that it may want to preserve or it may be a historical drilling 
rig.  

Mr W.J. JOHNSTON: I was looking forward to being told to sit down! It may well be information provided to 
the director general from other people who have an interest in it. It effectively gives the opportunity for 
third party appeals through another method, because — 

Mr W.R. Marmion: I wouldn’t use the word “appeal” there. 

The ACTING SPEAKER: Minister, you will have the opportunity to respond. 

Mr W.J. JOHNSTON: Third parties who are not the proponent of a mining application could write to the 
director general and draw his attention to the social, economic and — 

Debate interrupted, pursuant to standing orders. 

[Continued on page 7043.] 

LYN VENTRIS — ATHLETIC ACHIEVEMENTS 

Statement by Member for Bunbury 

MR G.M. CASTRILLI (Bunbury) [12.50 pm]: I bring to the attention of my parliamentary colleagues the 
outstanding achievements of Bunbury athlete Mrs Lyn Ventris. Champion race walker Lyn recently showed that 
she just keeps getting better with age by winning four gold medals and one silver medal at the 
2015 World Masters Athletics Championships in France. This feat was all the more amazing as Lyn has been 
recovering from a serious hamstring surgery. 

Lyn has had a remarkable career spanning over a decade, setting 25 world records, 11 of which remain 
unbroken. She has been named the Australian Masters Athlete of the Year on numerous occasions and has 
a string of other local and state awards. She was the pride of not just Bunbury, but Australia, when she was 
named the International Association of Athletics Federations Female Masters Athlete of the Year in 2011 and 
2012, standing beside the great Usain Bolt in receiving her awards. I humbly congratulate Lyn and look forward 
to seeing her continue to shine at the World Masters Athletics Championships to be held in Perth in 2016. 

SOUTH BALLAJURA EDUCATION SUPPORT CENTRE 

Statement by Member for West Swan 

MS R. SAFFIOTI (West Swan) [12.51 pm]: I rise to congratulate the South Ballajura Education Support 
Centre for being nominated as a finalist in the WA Primary School of the Year award, which is due to be 
announced by 30 November this year. I congratulate the centre. I have been to the centre a number of times. 
I acknowledge the tremendous work it does, in particular with children with disabilities. The principal and staff 
are very, very committed and what I particularly like about the education support centre is that every time I go to 
an assembly or visit, I see the strong interaction between the support centre and the primary school. There is 
significant participation by all the children in the education support centre in the entire assembly and the music 
program. I particularly acknowledge Cheryl Lennox, who has been there for many years as a driving force 
behind the support centre, all the staff and the wider community. 

I again had the opportunity to visit the school and attend the assembly this week. I say again that every time 
I visit the school and the education support centre, it absolutely makes my day to see the participation, the energy 
and the enthusiasm of all the children. I wish the school all the best and good luck, but particularly I congratulate 
it on being named a finalist. 
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SHIRE OF DALWALLINU — POPULATION GROWTH 

Statement by Member for Moore 

MR R.S. LOVE (Moore — Parliamentary Secretary) [12.53 pm]: I rise today to acknowledge the foresight 
and efforts of the Shire of Dalwallinu in reversing a declining population in the region. The town of Dalwallinu 
is located 260 kilometres north east of Perth and is the centre for a shire that spans more than 
7 100 square kilometres. Wheat has been grown in this district for more than 100 years, and as the size of 
individual farms increases and farmers move to larger machinery, the shire’s population and the other towns 
within it such as Kalannie, Wubin, Buntine and Pithara have suffered. 

Buntine farmer Stuart McAlpine wanted to reverse that trend and five years ago instigated the regional 
repopulation pilot program. This program has successfully seen the Shire of Dalwallinu buck the general trend in 
the wheatbelt and record an increase in population of 15 per cent. Mr McAlpine could see the negative effect of 
small towns losing people to larger centres. Facilities such as hospitals and schools are under-utilised, sporting 
teams and clubs suffer, and volunteers are difficult to find. In 2011, the Dalwallinu shire actively canvassed 
feedback from local businesses to identify job vacancies for skilled and unskilled positions in the town’s light 
manufacturing sector, which services the agricultural and mining industries. Holders of 457 visas were sought to 
fill these roles and help was provided with housing and school enrolments. Residents have come from Turkey, 
Korea, China, the Philippines, Ireland and England. Some 200 newcomers to the town have participated in 
English classes. Rural outreach officers have helped ease the transition for those new to town and assistance has 
been provided with efforts to attain Australian citizenship. 

OUR LADY OF MERCY PRIMARY SCHOOL — FORTIETH ANNIVERSARY 

Statement by Member for Girrawheen  

MS M.M. QUIRK (Girrawheen) [12.55 pm]: Last week I attended the fortieth anniversary of Our Lady of 
Mercy Primary School in Girrawheen, which was founded by the fearless and indomitable Sisters of Mercy in 
1975. It has been my pleasure to have been visiting the school for the last 15 of those 40 years, first under 
principal Stan Grabski and now under Drew Jago. The occasion was marked by the opening of a prayer garden 
on the Feast of Our Lady of Mercy. I want to congratulate all those involved in the garden’s construction. As 
they say, from little things big things grow. The school is a far cry from the handful of students who travelled in 
the early days to the then Mercy College in Koondoola and who occupied two classrooms there. The school was 
opened on its Hudson Avenue site by then Archbishop Goody in late September 1975. The garden, a quiet place 
for contemplation, is a terrific addition to the school. The school motto and values sought to be instilled in 
students, those of integrity and gentleness, are simply inscribed beneath the statue of Mary. 

To commemorate the occasion, the preprimary students lead the school in a liturgy over which 
Father Sam presided. I was particularly impressed with the preprimary students, under the supervision of teacher 
Leah Anderson, who reverently lead the school in prayer. Their quiet devotion was impressive in children so 
young and their serious attention to the task at hand was wonderful. Congratulations go to Natalia, Sheldon, 
Jason, Luca, Bhuvin, Og, Serena, Eleanor, Liam, Eli, Tina and Yemarayam. I extend my best wishes to the 
school for many more years’ contribution to education in the Girrawheen community. 

STERLING SILVER SINGERS 

Statement by Member for Morley  

MR I.M. BRITZA (Morley) [12.56 pm]: I would like to share with members a choir in my electorate that is not 
an average choir. The Sterling Silver Singers is a group of seniors who range in age from 66 to 95 years and who 
meet every Thursday to sing simply for the joy it brings them and the feelings of wellbeing and happiness that go 
together with that sense of joy. There are no auditions and everybody is welcome, even if people cannot sing or 
have never tried before. Nicki de Hoog, the director, began the choir in 2007 as part of a study run by the 
University of Western Australia on the value of singing as an aid to good mental and physical health. Long after 
the study finished, the group is still flourishing and strong bonds of friendship and support are established and 
maintained. Due to the fact that there are no musical requirements and that everyone is welcome, there is a very 
warm, relaxed atmosphere, stimulated by regular jokes and laughter. There are many singing groups in Perth and 
its surrounding suburbs but there are not many that cater for those over 55 years. Nicki de Hoog, formerly 
a Department of Education music specialist, views the group as an opportunity for her to develop new skills, 
make new friends and to help establish a loving, supportive community based around singing and its associated 
positive health benefits. Although many members are in their 80s, and several into their 90s, they often visit 
nursing homes to sing and bring joy to the residents. They also have a gala concert each year, which gives them a 
big goal to work towards. They are an extraordinary group of ordinary seniors, who care for each other in a way 
that gives their life meaning, purpose and a huge sense of fun and adventure, and they certainly can sing! 
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QUINNS DISTRICTS AMATEUR FOOTBALL CLUB 
Statement by Member for Butler 

MR J.R. QUIGLEY (Butler) [12.58 pm]: I rise to congratulate the Quinns Districts Amateur Football Club, 
known as the mighty Quinns Bulls, on its fantastic year in 2015. The league side won the premiership and were 
upgraded from C grade to B grade in the amateur competition. The reserves team was in the preliminary final 
and the colts team was in the grand final. The Western Australian Football League’s West Perth Football Club 
named the Quinns Bulls senior club of the year for 2015. The Quinns Bulls were also named by the 
Western Australian Amateur Football League for the second time in two years as the leading club. I would like 
to pay particular congratulations to the club committee: Darren Eiffler, the long-serving president who was made 
a life member this year; vice president Brett Wahlert; the long-serving and very diligent secretary, 
Lyn Lawrence, who has been secretary for eight years; and the treasurer, Denise Eiffler. I would also like to pay 
recognition to Cory Wilkins who was also inducted as a life member at the awards night last Friday night. 
Mention should also be made of the late Gavin Attwood, who passed from this world only three weeks ago. 
I attended his funeral about three weeks ago. He was instrumental in forming the club in 2000 and was a life 
member. The membership of the club has grown to 241. I fully support the wonderful Mayor Tracy Roberts in 
her efforts to get better facilities for this club. 

Sitting suspended from 1.00 to 2.00 pm  
WEST COAST EAGLES AND FREMANTLE DOCKERS — PRELIMINARY FINALS 

Statement by Speaker 
THE SPEAKER (Mr M.W. Sutherland): Before we start question time, I would like to congratulate both the 
West Coast Eagles and the Fremantle Dockers for being in the preliminary finals. It is the first time that we have 
had two football teams in the preliminary finals. It is great for the clubs and also for the state. I hate to tell the 
government that on this occasion I am going with the Leader of the Opposition—but I do not want that reported! 
I am sure that the whole house wishes both clubs well for the two matches. Away we go! 

QUESTIONS WITHOUT NOTICE 

STATE DEBT — PREMIER’S COMMENTS 
794. Mr M. McGOWAN to the Minister for Finance: 
As we know, we have a big weekend ahead of us: we have both the West Coast Eagles and the 
Fremantle Dockers playing for a place in the grand final. I wish both teams all the best, especially the Dockers. 
Now to more serious issues, I refer to the minister’s government increasing debt from $3.6 billion in 2008 to 
$23.37 billion today, a 550 per cent increase and the worst debt in history; the $431 million deficit, which is the 
first in many years; the loss of the AAA credit rating; and the highest debt per capita of any state in the country. 
How can his government claim that this is the best result in a long time, as the Premier said this morning. 
Mr W.R. MARMION replied: 
I thought I was going to get three questions! It was a very simple question.  
Several members interjected. 
The SPEAKER: Members! 
Mr W.R. MARMION: I thank the Leader of the Opposition for the question. Revenue growth was predicted to 
increase by 2.6 per cent during the year; unfortunately, there was a two per cent reduction in revenue, so the 
revenue figures came in below expectations. However, the good news is that, although expenditure was expected 
to grow by 6.9 per cent, it grew by only 2.2 per cent, which is a record. 

STATE DEBT — PREMIER’S COMMENTS 
795. Mr M. McGOWAN to the Minister for Finance: 
As a supplementary question, does the minister endorse the Premier’s remarks that these are the best results in 
a long time, as he claimed this morning, in light of the fact that it is the worst debt, the worst deficit and the 
worst debt per capita and the AAA credit rating has been lost? 
Mr W.R. MARMION replied: 
At the budget estimates, it was expected that the net debt — 
Several members interjected. 
The SPEAKER: Members! 
Mr W.R. MARMION: Mr Speaker, I am answering the question. 

Several members interjected. 
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The SPEAKER: Members! 
Mr W.R. MARMION: I am explaining why it is a good result; that was the question. We forecast that net debt 
would be $24.918 billion and, indeed, it has come in at $23.374 billion—nearly a $2 billion reduction. That is 
what the Premier was explaining. 

2014–15 ANNUAL REPORT ON STATE FINANCES 

796. Mr S.K. L’ESTRANGE to the Minister for Finance: 

I am keen to hear a bit more from the Minister for Finance. Further to the tabling of the Annual Report on 
State Finances earlier today, could he please provide an overview of the key budgetary achievements in 2014–
15? 

Mr W.R. MARMION replied: 

I thank the member for Churchlands. That is why I was fairly careful with my first answer and did not give 
a very long answer. Before I go through the fantastic results, I acknowledge the Mullaloo Beach — 

Several members interjected. 

Mr W.R. MARMION: Mr Speaker, I am trying to acknowledge, on behalf of the member for Ocean Reef, the 
year 5 students from Mullaloo Beach Primary School. 

Mr D.A. Templeman interjected. 

The SPEAKER: Member for Mandurah, that is enough! 

Mr W.R. MARMION: It should be the Treasurer; unfortunately, the Treasurer is unwell. It is my great privilege 
to highlight the results of the Annual Report on State Finances—if I can get over the opposition noise. I am very 
pleased to update the house and give more figures from the results of the 2014–15 year. Basically, for the first 
time in 18 years, the state faced a revenue contraction—the first time in 18 years. That is the result. That is the 
fate we have. It is a situation in which our revenues have gone down for the first time in 18 years. Nevertheless, 
the state government’s budget savings, combined, I admit, with additional road funding from the commonwealth, 
delivered a major reduction in the forecast deficit from an estimated $1.287 billion in the May budget to a final 
outcome of $431 million. From an estimated $1.287 billion, the final outcome was only $431 million. Although 
our fight for a fairer share of the GST provided $499 million in 2014, it is our commitment to continue driving 
these efficiencies and constrain expense growth that has delivered a deficit that is $856 million below the budget 
forecast. 

I am very pleased to confirm, as I mentioned in answer to the previous question, that we have ensured the lowest 
expense growth in 20 years of 2.2 per cent. It has taken 20 years to get our expense growth down to 2.2 per cent. 
Our wages growth has halved from an average of 8.4 per cent over the last decade to only 3.8 per cent in 2014–
15. The government’s consumer price index wages policy and other measures saw a $203 million lower-than-
expected spend on salaries across the government sector relative to the 2015–16 budget. 

The government continues to deliver on capital expenditure. In the current transition of the economy, with less 
revenue and reduced expenditure, we are still maintaining record capital expenditure. An amount of $5.8 billion 
was invested in 2014. 

Mr M. McGowan: Where are we transitioning to? 

Mr W.R. MARMION: I will get to that. 

The SPEAKER: You have one minute to finish your answer, minister. I do not want any more noise. 

Mr W.R. MARMION: In terms of expenditure, $1.1 billion was spent on electricity infrastructure—
unfortunately, the Minister for Energy is not in the chamber; $985 million on roads, Minister for Transport; 
$670 million on water infrastructure, Minister for Water; $588 million on hospitals and other health facilities; 
and $432 million on schools. Since coming to government in 2008, up to the end of 2014–15, our asset 
investment has been almost $460 billion. Our state faces strong headwinds—I admit that—but we are committed 
to driving efficiencies and reform, and the Annual Report on State Finances shows that we are doing this. 

WA POLICE — COURT ACCOUTREMENTS 

797. Mrs M.H. ROBERTS to the Minister for Police: 
On behalf of my colleague the member for Girrawheen, I welcome the students of Ashdale Secondary College to 
our Parliament today. 
Yesterday the minister advised the house in question time that — 

… if the union raises an issue with me, I get to work on resolving the problem. 
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(1) Did the Western Australian Police Union not write to the minister on 21 January regarding the issue of 
wearing accoutrements in courts, asking for urgent action and suggesting that the minister raise the 
matter with the Attorney General? 

(2) When did the minister first raise the matter with the Attorney General? 

Mrs L.M. HARVEY replied: 
I appreciate this question from the member for Midland. 

(1)–(2) Yes, that is correct, the union did write to me in January and we discussed at our meeting very early in 
the year the issue of police officers wanting to wear their accoutrements in court. I had a discussion 
with the Attorney General on this issue, and the Attorney General advised me that he cannot direct the 
magistrates and the judges as to how they run their courtrooms. 

Point of Order 
Mrs M.H. ROBERTS: I asked the minister specifically when she first raised the matter with the 
Attorney General. That is the answer I am seeking. 

The SPEAKER: Member for Midland, that is not a point of order. Just let the minister answer. I want a succinct 
answer, minister. 

Mrs L.M. HARVEY: Mr Speaker, I will attempt to give a succinct answer. I do note that yesterday my answer 
to the question from the member for Midland was 558 words, which I can usually get out in a three-minute 
ministerial statement. It did take considerably longer because of the rabble over there objecting throughout my 
answer to the question. 

The SPEAKER: Right. Just let me tell you something now: you have just wasted another minute telling me 
about 558 words. 

Mr P.B. Watson interjected. 

The SPEAKER: I do not want to hear from you, thank you, member for Albany. Just answer the question, 
please. 

Questions without Notice Resumed 
Mrs L.M. HARVEY: Thank you, Mr Speaker. 

Going back to what I was saying, I had a conversation with the Attorney General on receipt of the letter, and he 
advised me that he cannot direct the courts and the judiciary as to how they run their courts. He suggested that 
the police union speak to the Chief Justice and the Chief Magistrate to discuss the matter and to try to arrive at 
a satisfactory outcome. As it happened, around that time I had a meeting scheduled already with Chief Justice 
Wayne Martin. I raised the issue with him in a discussion and he said he was prepared to sit down with police 
and discuss the issue, and try to arrive at a satisfactory outcome about police wearing accoutrements in court. 
The police have requested that the courts allow them to wear accoutrements because of the heightened threat 
level that they are currently operating under, and have been since September 2014. So there is a process in train. 
The police officers are in discussions with the heads of the courts, the heads of jurisdictions, and there is 
a commitment I believe on both sides to try to arrive at a satisfactory outcome to resolve the issue of the police 
officers wanting to maintain their response to the heightened threat alert that they are operating under while still 
respecting the jurisdiction of the courts. 

WA POLICE — COURT ACCOUTREMENTS 

798. Mrs M.H. ROBERTS to the Minister for Police: 
I have a supplementary question. If, as the minister says, she raised this matter with the Attorney General back in 
January when she received the letter, why has the Attorney General gone into the media saying that what the 
union did last month was just a stunt, and that the union should have raised the matter through the appropriate 
channels? Is that not what the union actually did? 
Mrs L.M. HARVEY replied: 
The member for Midland is referring to the union having said that it was unhappy that the Attorney General had 
not met with it. The union did not ask me to arrange a meeting with the Attorney General; it asked me to raise it 
with him. 
Mrs M.H. Roberts interjected. 
The SPEAKER: Member for Midland! 
Mrs L.M. HARVEY: Mr Speaker — 

Mrs M.H. Roberts interjected. 
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The SPEAKER: Member for Midland, I call you to order for the first time. 

Mrs L.M. HARVEY: I raised the issue with the Attorney General who had told me that he cannot direct the 
courts as to how to run their jurisdictions. 

Mrs M.H. Roberts interjected. 

The SPEAKER: Member for Midland! 

Mrs L.M. HARVEY: As a result, the union had complained that the Attorney General would not meet with it, 
but in fact the Attorney General had never been requested to have a meeting with the police union. I believe that 
that request has now been made of the Attorney General and that he is willing to meet with the union and discuss 
that issue. However, he still cannot direct the judges and the magistrates as to how they run their program. 

Mrs M.H. Roberts: Nobody said they can. 

Mrs L.M. HARVEY: It is a little bit rich, member for Midland. The member is over there complaining all the 
time on her side when we try to bring in mandatory penalties and she says that we are interfering — 

Mrs M.H. Roberts interjected. 

The SPEAKER: Has the minister finished answering the question? 

Mrs L.M. HARVEY: Yes. 

DOMESTIC VIOLENCE 

799. Ms L. METTAM to the Minister for Health: 
My question is to the minister representing the Minister for Child Protection. Can the minister advise what the 
state government has achieved since 2008 in addressing the issue of domestic violence and the measures that will 
be implemented into the future? 

Dr K.D. HAMES replied: 

First, on behalf of this side of the house, I would like to pass on our best wishes to the Fremantle Dockers and 
the West Coast Eagles. If I had known the member for Midland would wear her scarf, I would have worn my 
Nat Fyfe jumper, and been very proud to do so! It is an interesting situation in my house: I vote for the Dockers 
first and the Eagles second and my wife votes for the Eagles first and the Dockers last, so she is on the side of 
anyone playing against the Dockers—very unreasonable! 

Mr Speaker, you would have seen in today’s newspaper the announcement from the federal government of 
a $100 million package of measures to provide a safety net for women and children at high risk of experiencing 
domestic violence. The state government recently launched the Freedom from Fear action plan, and since 
2008 has put in a range of actions to address those — 

Mr D.J. Kelly interjected. 

The SPEAKER: Member for Bassendean, I call you to order for the first time! 

Dr K.D. HAMES: He loves the sound of his own voice. 

Mr D.J. Kelly: What was that? 

Dr K.D. HAMES: The member for Bassendean loves the sound of his own voice, is what I said. 

The programs put in place by the state government established the safe at home and domestic violence outreach 
services across the state; the introduction of significant reforms to the child protection system; amendments to 
the Children and Community Services Act; and the establishment of the family and domestic violence fatality 
review process. Since 2015, the state government, through the Department for Child Protection and 
Family Support, will supply $34.6 million — 

Ms S.F. McGurk interjected. 

The SPEAKER: Member for Fremantle, I call you to order for the first time. 

Dr K.D. HAMES: — for a range of services to help the management of domestic violence in this state. It is 
a critical issue for so many people throughout our community. This government has done a huge amount to try to 
address that issue. 

Dr A.D. Buti interjected. 

The SPEAKER: Member for Armadale, I call you to order for the first time. 

Dr K.D. HAMES: The need is probably a reflection of the lack of action for seven years under the opposition’s 
government. 
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DOMESTIC VIOLENCE — FINANCIAL COUNSELLING 

800. Ms S.F. McGURK to the Minister for Community Services: 
I refer to research showing that 50 per cent of domestic violence victims are also suffering from financial abuse, 
and that women who leave an abusive relationship are often left bankrupt and homeless. 

(1) Considering that this government has halved the money allocated to financial counsellors, how does the 
minister expect women leaving abusive relationships to access free financial advice? 

(2) Given that women and children in violent relationships will be worse off because of the minister’s cuts 
to financial counselling, when will he reverse his cuts in this crucial area? 

Mr A.J. SIMPSON replied: 
I thank the member for Fremantle for her question. 

(1)–(2) This matter was raised last Thursday morning with the member for Forrestfield in his grievance and 
I referred to what we have done in this area. Financial counsellors were funded through the 
Department for Child Protection and Family Support. We have recently done some work to make sure 
that the financial counselling comes over to my Department of Local Government and Communities. 
One of the things is that we have identified a need for face-to-face financial counsellors. My department 
and I have held two meetings with the sector and worked with the sector to work out how we can put 
that back into the system. We have allocated $2 million back into this process — 

Ms S.F. McGurk: Out of $4 million that you cut. 

Mr A.J. SIMPSON: No. Mr Speaker, there is an allocation of $5.8 million in the budget for financial 
counselling services in Western Australia. We put back into the system $2 million for face-to-face financial 
counselling services. We acknowledge the sector and we work with the sector. Right now the services are out for 
tender, which will close off in early October, and the sector can apply for that tender. We have listened to the 
sector and have worked with the sector to make sure we put this back in. 

I make the point that as a government we have worked with the sector, but members must bear in mind that prior 
to the changes in this year’s budget, people had to deal with a financial counsellor to access money through the 
hardship utility grant scheme. We have changed those rules so that people can go to the utility and put in an 
application to access that HUGS money without first having to go to a financial counsellor to pay their utility 
bills. That is a very good change and less work in terms of the burden for financial counsellors. 

Again, members should bear in mind that we have reallocated money for face-to-face counselling services. I am 
confident that we have the system right. We are going through the process of putting the services out to tender 
and will have them in place by early November. We are happy to work with the sector to make sure we can 
deliver financial counselling services back to those people.  

DOMESTIC VIOLENCE — FINANCIAL COUNSELLING 

801. Ms S.F. McGURK to the Minister for Community Services: 
I have a supplementary question. I asked specifically about women and children at risk of domestic violence. Do 
those people not deserve a properly funded and supported financial counselling service? 

Mr A.J. SIMPSON replied: 
I can relate only what I have done. I have put money back into it, and I am working on it. This is a new thing 
passed over to my portfolio as the Minister for Community Services. I am happy to work with the sector to try to 
ensure we can deliver those services to those people in financial hardship. 

2014–15 ANNUAL REPORT ON STATE FINANCES —  
TRANSPORT PROJECTS 

802. MR N.W. MORTON to the Minister for Transport: 
Before I ask my question, I acknowledge the fantastic student leaders and staff from Wattle Grove Primary 
School in my electorate, with whom I was fortunate enough to have lunch today. 

Further to the tabling of the Annual Report on State Finances earlier today, can the minister please provide an 
outline of the major transport projects delivered in 2014–15? 

Mr D.C. NALDER replied: 
I listened to what you said earlier, Mr Speaker, and I do not want to incur your wrath by detailing everything that 
the Liberal–National government has been delivering across Western Australia, because the list is quite 
extensive. 
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I will start briefly with cycling infrastructure. Over the past five years the government has spent $100 million, 
and it committed last year to another $72.1 million. During the year, 11.7 kilometres of additional shared path 
and 2.8 kilometres of on-road infrastructure were provided. The Public Transport Authority is currently halfway 
through a $243 million expansion of the railcar fleet. We have added 22 three-car rail sets, so a total of 66 new 
railcars are now in service. The $569.3 million Perth City Link project will reconnect the city centre with 
Northbridge. This is an exciting project for Western Australia, opening up our city. The rail component of the 
Perth City Link was completed in December 2013, well ahead of the mid-2014 scheduled completion date. Work 
on the second stage of the project, the Perth bus port, is anticipated to be completed in mid-2016. I talked 
yesterday about the government’s commitment to a $500 million bus upgrade. Over 65.5 million service 
kilometres were driven by Transperth buses during 2014–15. This is a growth of 3.5 per cent over the previous 
financial year, and represents a 26 per cent growth since 2008–09. 

Main Roads Western Australia has completed a number of projects. We saw the Graham Farmer Freeway tunnel 
open up during the year. Over 455 million vehicles have gone through this tunnel. 

Mr P.B. Watson: Did it only open up this year? 

Mr D.C. NALDER: Last year, 2014–15. 

An extra 2.6 kilometres of the Coalfields highway has been completed on the Hamilton River section. 

Mr M.P. Murray: Five years to get two kilometres! 

Mr D.C. NALDER: I know I have dealt with this interjection on the Coalfields highway before, because the 
former shadow minister, in 2010, admitted that the Labor government had dropped the ball when it came to the 
Coalfields highway. 

Mr M.P. Murray interjected. 

The SPEAKER: Member for Collie–Preston, I call you to order for the first time. Minister, you have one 
minute, thank you. 

Mr D.C. NALDER: What is really important? Under the state black spot program, 96 projects have been 
funded—17 projects on state roads and 79 projects on local roads. It was a $20 million investment. Another 
32 projects were funded by the Australian government’s black spot program, worth a total of $7 million. The 
state has invested more than $7 million in the railway level crossing upgrade project, to improve the safety of 
railway level crossings. The opposition is making a lot of noise in this place, so let us ask it about its great public 
transport program, and whether it is going to add more level crossings. 

Several members interjected. 

The SPEAKER: I do not want the wall of noise. Can you wind up, please? 

Mr D.C. NALDER: During the 2014–15 financial year, works were completed on a number of projects to 
manage congestion—clearway management in the central business district, an on-ramp merge trial to reduce 
traffic flow breakdown on major freeways, an upgrade of three interchange off-ramps on Roe Highway, and 
a traffic signal review program. We delivered new sections and upgrades on the pedestrian shared pathways, and 
more technology was introduced across the road network, including closed-circuit television. This is 
a responsible government delivering real outcomes for the people of Western Australia. 

2014–15 ANNUAL REPORT ON STATE FINANCES 

803. Ms R. SAFFIOTI to the Minister for Finance: 

I refer to the minister’s claim today that the state is delivering, as I quote the minister, record asset investment. 

(1) Can the minister confirm that that is actually not the case? 

(2) Can the minister confirm that, as is shown on page 4 of the Annual Report on State Finances, spending 
on asset investments has actually fallen by $1 billion from year to year? 

(3) Can the minister confirm that his appalling budget management means that he has had to cut asset 
investment at a time of rising unemployment and falling private sector investment? 

Mr W.R. MARMION replied: 

(1)–(3) I thank the member for West Swan for the question. Indeed, the table on page 4, which I happen to have 
in front of me, fortunately, shows a drop-off in asset investment. 

Several members interjected. 

The SPEAKER: Members! 
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Mr W.R. MARMION: The question stated that we are not delivering record asset expenditure. 
Ms R. Saffioti: You said it! 
Mr W.R. MARMION: No, I did not. I was talking about one particular figure. 
Several members interjected. 
Mr W.R. MARMION: The opposition is very sneaky in the way it asks questions. I said “record capital 
investment”, and that is what we have done. Because it might go down in one particular year does not mean that 
total asset expenditure is down. The government has averaged $5 billion, $6 billion or $7 billion every year. 
Indeed, last year the expenditure was just below $6 billion—I am talking billions of dollars—which was about 
$1 billion less than we estimated. Nevertheless, I stand by the Treasurer. This Liberal–National government has 
delivered record capital investment into Western Australia during its eight years in government. 

2014–15 ANNUAL REPORT ON STATE FINANCES 

804. Ms R. SAFFIOTI to the Minister for Finance: 
I have a supplementary question. Given that the minister had a chance to correct his incorrect claim about asset 
investment, does he correct his claim that this is a fantastic result and a fantastic set of numbers? 

Mr W.R. MARMION replied: 
As I said before, the government is absolutely ecstatic that it has brought expense growth down to 2.2 per cent. 
I take my hat off to the Treasurer. He would be disappointed that he is not here to take the glory. He has done 
a magnificent job to bring expenditure down, which is very hard to do. He has brought expenditure growth down 
to 2.2 per cent. It has taken 20 years to get it down to that level. 

ROYALTIES FOR REGIONS — WOODIE WOODIE IRRIGATED AGRICULTURE PROJECT 

805. Mr B.J. GRYLLS to the Minister for Regional Development: 
I note that the first crops have been sown in the Woodie Woodie irrigated agriculture project in the Pilbara. Can 
the minister explain how royalties for regions is supporting this? 
Several members interjected. 
Mr B.J. GRYLLS: I think they are growing—the minister is about to tell us what they are growing. 

The SPEAKER: Member for Cannington, I call you to order for the first time. I heard a lot about rice, but can 
the member please repeat the question? 

Mr B.J. GRYLLS: I would hope that we are not far from trialling some rice at Woodie Woodie. That would be 
very interesting. Can the minister please explain how this and other projects will help to diversify the Pilbara 
economy? 

Mr D.T. REDMAN replied: 
I thank the member for Pilbara for the question. It is an excellent question that demonstrates what this 
government is doing to try to diversify the economy in Western Australia. The project that the member for 
Pilbara talks about is one that he was involved with as the former Minister for Regional Development. The 
Woodie Woodie mine in the Pilbara is some 200 kilometres east of Marble Bar. It is a manganese mine and, 
from memory—I might have this figure wrong—something like 20 gigalitres a year of water is dewatered out of 
that mine and literally goes out onto the ground. 

One of the things that the government has been focused on is seeing what agricultural opportunities and 
agricultural potential exists in and around mine dewatering. The Pilbara Hinterland Agriculture Development 
Initiative—PHADI—is a $12.5 million project. One of its projects is this particular project. We have centre pivot 
irrigators in place; some 38 hectares of land is irrigated under the centre pivot. A number of crops are being 
grown, including lucerne, sorghum, Rhodes grass and some other legumes. It is a fantastic trial that demonstrates 
what this government is trying to do to unlock the full potential of the Pilbara region. That complements the 
good work being done by the Minister for Agriculture and Food, and the Minister for Water next to me under the 
Water for Food project. As we move forward with the rangelands diversification, we will also have an 
opportunity to unlock the potential of the rangelands in Western Australia, trying to diversify the economy. 

Mr Pilbara—Mr Speaker; it is getting to me!—there are another couple of initiatives that I think are worth 
mentioning in support of the diversification of the economy. One is the small business sector, particularly in the 
Pilbara, where things such as service worker accommodation mean that people are not priced out of the market 
by having accommodation for people to work in that industry. The small business sector is integral to our 
economy and it is very important to make sure that it survives in areas such as the Pilbara. We have made 
a significant investment to support that. Tourism is another significant area of our economy. It was great to see 
the recognition at the recent Tourism Council Western Australia functions, which the Minister for Tourism and 
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I attended, for the good work that this government is doing in the tourism sector. Also, the Minister for 
Environment and I spoke at a forum yesterday morning and highlighted the work we are doing in the tourism 
sector, particularly in the north. We are actually trying to revitalise some of those communities—Karratha, 
Port Hedland, South Hedland, Tom Price and Newman—which means they will be much more attractive to the 
tourism sector. A focus on diversifying the economy is something that opposition members continually call on us 
to do, although they have not been reading about it, seeing it or visiting what we are doing because it is all 
happening out there. The Pelago development in Karratha, with the good work we are doing to revitalise that 
community, is interesting — 

Several members interjected. 

The SPEAKER: Members! 

Mr D.T. REDMAN: We found it interesting where the Leader of the Opposition had a meeting when he visited 
Karratha. Where did he have it? He had it in the Blanche Bar at the bottom of the Pelago development! That is 
where he had his meeting because he knew that was the place to go to if he was going to bring a team together 
and say, “Let’s have a talk about what we’re going to do in the Pilbara.” We know what the opposition is going 
to do in the Pilbara; it will offer lip-service. Not this government; we are focusing on diversifying the economy 
and we are making significant investments, not the least of which is what the Minister for Finance is talking 
about. A lot of these investments are in regional Western Australia. This government is about jobs and about 
focusing on what is important. 

DIRECT FLIGHTS — ALBANY AND ESPERANCE 

806. Mr P.B. WATSON to the Minister for Tourism: 

I refer to the cancellation of Virgin Australia flights to Albany and Esperance from late February, with the future 
of flights to these centres uncertain. 

(1) What will the impacts on tourism to these regional centres be with the withdrawal of Virgin Australia as 
a carrier? 

(2) What did the minister and his government do to retain a major carrier for flights to Albany and 
Esperance? 

Dr K.D. HAMES replied: 

(1)–(2) It is very unfortunate that Virgin Australia has cancelled its flights, both to Albany and linking to 
Esperance. It made that very clear in advance of a plan that has been put together by the 
Minister for Transport. Other options are up for other people to bid. There has long been dissatisfaction 
with what was Skywest Airlines and now Virgin flights to Albany in particular. Complaints have been 
coming out of Albany, as the member would know. I notice the member’s local chamber of commerce 
expressed a view in today’s paper that it was completely dissatisfied that this occurred and it hopes that 
new flights will be able to commence. There also have been calls for that market to be deregulated. In 
a sense, it now is deregulated because without that flight being available, no-one has got that particular 
job at the moment. I do not think it is good news for Albany, unlike those who were not happy with the 
previous flights. I think it is bad news for Albany. It is bad news for tourism in Albany and in 
Esperance. We will need to do everything we can through Tourism WA to try to support whichever new 
organisation gets that particular flight route. I had meetings with Virgin within the last month to talk 
about that route—this was before it said that it was cancelling it—so we discussed it. I said at that time 
that we were worried and I asked whether there was anything we could do. We looked at how we could 
work together with Tourism WA to try to make tourism packages available. The response from Virgin 
at the time was that those flights that we would be able to jointly support through marketing were just 
nowhere near enough to make a difference for the money that it was losing in flying that route. There 
was nothing that the state government or the Western Australian Tourism Commission was able to do 
that would change whatever it was going to do. Virgin said that it had not made up its mind at the time, 
but there was nothing we could do to fix that, I can assure members, but if there was, we would have 
done that because I think it is critically important. 

DIRECT FLIGHTS — ALBANY AND ESPERANCE 

807. Mr P.B. WATSON to the Minister for Tourism: 

I have a supplementary question. Why has the minister’s government committed $60 million to an international 
airport in Busselton without a business case when he is allowing major carriers — 

Mr D.T. Redman interjected. 

Mr P.B. WATSON: I was not speaking to you. 
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The SPEAKER: Leader of the National Party, no comments while people are asking questions. I call you to 
order for the first time. 

Mr P.B. WATSON: I will start again. Why has the minister’s government committed $60 million to an 
international airport in Busselton without a business case, although he is allowing major carriers to stop flights to 
these other regional centres? 

Dr K.D. HAMES replied: 
There are two clear errors in that supplementary question, once again. One was the last part of it that implies we 
are allowing Virgin to remove its flights; that is clearly wrong and I explained that in the first half of the answer 
to the question. The second is that we are doing it without a business case. That is just not correct. I do not know 
where the member would possibly get that idea from. In fact, there is a very good business case to support 
Busselton as an entrance into the south west region, particularly Margaret River. It is fantastic for tourism. It is 
a great opportunity for people who want to go to all parts of the south west, not just Albany, to link in through 
direct flights that will come in the future from the eastern states — 

Mr P.B. Watson interjected. 

The SPEAKER: Member for Albany, I call you to order for the first time. A quick conclusion, please. 

Dr K.D. HAMES: Tourism in Western Australia is not all about Albany. It is a great place to go and we do 
strongly support it, but there are other parts of this state that we have to look after. In my view, it was not 
appropriate that we had direct flights to Broome as the only alternative to Perth in Western Australia from 
Sydney and Melbourne and none to our south west, which is our next most-populous region of the state. 

KINGS PARK FESTIVAL 

808. Mr P. ABETZ to the Minister for Environment: 
I understand that the Kings Park Festival is on. I am interested to learn whether there are any free events for 
families to visit as part of this festival. I like freebies! 

Mr A.P. JACOB replied: 
It is a particularly exciting time to be in Western Australia as we head into the spring–summer holidays. 

Dr K.D. Hames interjected. 

Mr A.P. JACOB: That is right, Deputy Premier. Not only is there the excitement around finals season, but also 
for those Western Australians who are not making their way across the Nullarbor next week to try to get to 
Melbourne—hopefully, that is people who support both Western Australian teams—there is the 
Perth Royal Show, which will be getting underway. In addition, there is the Kings Park Festival, which is 
a mainstay on the Western Australian social events calendar. 

Mr B.J. Grylls interjected. 

Mr A.P. JACOB: Thanks, member for Pilbara. 

The Kings Park Festival kicked off on 5 September this year, and has already attracted 400 000 visitors to the 
park. Combined with Kings Park’s annual visitation to this point, we have seen more than 5.8 million visits to 
Kings Park; it is the most popularly visited site within Western Australia. 

This year is a particularly important year for the Kings Park Festival because it is the fiftieth anniversary of the 
Kings Park botanical garden. In line with that, member for Southern River, the theme for this year’s festival is 
“Beauty Rich and Rare”, which is obviously a line taken from our national anthem but one which celebrates the 
beauty and diversity of our plant species in Western Australia. It is particularly appropriate given that the south 
west of Western Australia is one of only 34 global biodiversity hotspots and the only global biodiversity hotspot 
on the Australian continent. Within that botanic garden in the coming weeks, there will be over 3 000 species of 
Western Australian plants on display. To celebrate this 50-year milestone, the Botanic Gardens and 
Parks Authority has released a new variety of kangaroo paw, which is our state emblem. This kangaroo paw is 
appropriately named Anniversary Gold. It is a yellow cultivar and it will be on sale over this weekend and 
throughout the festival. I encourage anyone who is looking at developing a waterwise garden to take advantage 
of the opportunity to purchase this new Anniversary Gold kangaroo paw. 

I would like to thank our sponsors, because this festival does not happen with the support of just the state 
government. Santos is a key sponsor and the Friends of Kings Park put a lot of support behind this event. 
The West Australian is a key sponsor of the Kings Park Festival and, of course, so is Lotterywest. I encourage 
members to take the opportunity to have a look over the next couple of weeks and to also have a sneak peek at the 
soon-to-be-opened botanical staircase and botanical pavilion, which will be a permanent installation in celebration 
of 50 years of having a botanic garden in Kings Park. That will be officially opened on 4 October this year. 
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TAFE — TRADE STUDIES 

809. Mr F.M. LOGAN to the Minister for Training and Workforce Development: 

I draw the minister’s attention to the questions I have raised with her numerous times in this house and in the 
Legislative Council about why and how the minister has killed off five trade studies. 

(1) Why have no employers or their apprentices from the five smaller trade subjects taken up the minister’s 
supposedly generous offer of flying to Queensland or New South Wales to complete their trade studies? 

(2) Given that the minister’s previous answers indicate that now two interstate registered training 
organisations are contracted to deliver training in Western Australia, which of these five trade courses 
are they delivering? 

(3) Why has the minister sacked the WA lecturers of these courses only to now fly in eastern states’ 
trainers to replace them? 

Mrs L.M. HARVEY replied: 

I thank the member for the question.  

(1)–(3) It is a very specific question and I could have probably furnished the member with a more 
comprehensive answer had he given me some notice of the question. However, I put it to the member 
for Cockburn that the reason the five courses were cancelled was that we did not have a lot of students 
for them. The fact that the students are not taking up our offer to avail themselves of the training in 
other jurisdictions is more because there is not an interest in being trained in those areas. We are not 
going to keep employing lecturers to deliver training that students do not want to receive. If the students 
do not want to receive the training and we are not having the numbers front up for the courses, and if 
they do not want to go to other jurisdictions to avail themselves of the courses there, we will not keep 
running them. We run thousands of courses right across the state and five of them have dropped off due 
to a lack of numbers. We are not going to keep employing lecturers to deliver lectures to empty 
classrooms. 

TAFE — TRADE STUDIES 

810. Mr F.M. LOGAN to the Minister for Training and Workforce Development: 
I have a supplementary question. The minister has deliberately killed off five smaller craft — 

Mr J.H.D. Day interjected. 

Mr F.M. LOGAN: Mr Speaker, can I finish my supplementary question? 

The SPEAKER: Yes, with pleasure, member. 

Mr F.M. LOGAN: The minister has deliberately killed of five smaller craft studies and tried to justify her action 
in this house. Now it appears that she has not only killed off WA jobs and contracted them out to training in the 
eastern states — 

Point of Order 

Mr J.H.D. DAY: What is the question? 

The SPEAKER: If the member is going to ask a question, ask a question please; you had a big lead-in. 

Questions without Notice Resumed 
Mr F.M. LOGAN: How can the minister justify this total incompetence? 

The SPEAKER: Thank you. 

Mr F.M. Logan: The minister has given away jobs to the eastern states. 

The SPEAKER: That concludes question time. Does the minister want to answer? 

Mrs L.M. Harvey: Yes. The member was continuing to talk, Mr Speaker. 

The SPEAKER: You were sitting there waiting; I am sorry. Make it a quick answer. 

Mrs L.M. HARVEY replied: 
If the students are not fronting up for the courses, it is usually because there are no jobs waiting for them. 
I reiterate — 

Mr F.M. Logan interjected. 

The SPEAKER: Member for Cockburn, I call you to order for the first time. 
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Mrs L.M. HARVEY: We subsidise training—up to 85 per cent of all the course costs—right across the state for 
all students, pretty much. We fund and arrange training for over 600 priority skills areas. The courses that the 
member has referred to are not for priority skills. Industry is telling us that it does not have the jobs for people. 
The students do not want to be trained if there are no jobs. 

Several members interjected. 

The SPEAKER: Member for Cockburn, I call you for the second time. Member for West Swan, I call you for 
the first time. Give the minister a chance. 

Mrs L.M. HARVEY: Our priority as a government is to fund training that leads to employment or further 
education. We are not going to fund training for thin markets if there are no jobs. We are making the right 
decision. We have had a nine per cent increase in enrolments for our priority skills areas. 

Several members interjected. 

The SPEAKER: Member for Cockburn, I call you now for the third time; member for Pilbara, for the first time. 
Have you concluded, minister? 

Mrs L.M. Harvey: Yes, Mr Speaker. 

WATER CORPORATION — ENGINEERING AND CONSTRUCTION SERVICES UNIT — STAFF 
WATER CORPORATION — HUMAN RESOURCES UNIT — STAFF 

WATER CORPORATION — OCCUPATIONAL SAFETY AND HEALTH UNIT — STAFF 
Questions on Notice 4301, 4302 and 4303 — Answer Advice 

MR D.J. KELLY (Bassendean) [2.46 pm]: I rise under standing order 80(2) in respect of questions on notice 
4301, 4302 and 4303, which were asked of the Minister for Water on 11 August. I have not yet received 
a response. 

MS M.J. DAVIES (Central Wheatbelt — Minister for Water) [2.46 pm]: Are these answers that the member 
has previously asked for or are they in addition to the answers that he has been looking for? 

Mr D.J. Kelly: No, minister. There are so many questions that the minister has not answered that — 

Ms M.J. DAVIES: I asked for clarification — 

Mr D.J. Kelly interjected. 

The SPEAKER: Member for Bassendean, I call you to order for the second time. Member for Jandakot, I call 
you for the first time. Minister, can I have a quick answer through the Chair. 

Ms M.J. DAVIES: As I am in such a good mood, because I am anticipating a big win tomorrow afternoon by 
the Dockers, I will endeavour to get the answers to the member by the end of the day. 

PAPERS TABLED 
Papers were tabled and ordered to lie upon the table of the house. 

MINING LEGISLATION AMENDMENT BILL 2015 
Consideration in Detail 

Resumed from an earlier stage of the sitting. 

Clause 46: Part IVAA inserted — 
Debate was interrupted after the clause had been partly considered. 

Mr W.J. JOHNSTON: Before the interruption for members’ statements, we had been discussing proposed 
section 103AP(7)—the Norman Moore provision—and I had been asking some questions about that provision. 
I understand that the Leader of the House wants to deal with some other things at four o’clock and that we will 
conclude consideration in detail at that time. Therefore, we will need to rush through some of this stuff. 
I understand also that we will not be doing the third reading of this bill today; we will do that at another time. 
We are being very kind to the minister, because this is exceptionally complex legislation and there are a lot of 
things to make comment on. I know also that my colleague the member for Gosnells wants to move an 
amendment. So, we will deal with this proposed section, and with the amendment, and we will then see what we 
go to next. 

The minister has confirmed that people other than the proponent of a mining proposal can write to the 
director general of the Department of Mines and Petroleum to draw to the attention of the DG that there are 
social, economic and cultural attributes of the land that the DG should consider in making his decision. I would 
imagine that if a person or an organisation wrote to the DG in those terms, the DG would not make a decision on 
those social, economic and cultural attributes of the land without giving the proponent the opportunity to speak 
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on those things. Therefore, I would imagine, minister, that the DG would write back to the proponent and ask 
them to comment on those issues. Is that the way things will occur? 

Mr W.R. MARMION: Yes. The director general, or someone on behalf of the director general, would get in 
touch with the proponent. 

Mr W.J. JOHNSTON: Earlier in the debate, my good friend the member for Gosnells had a discussion with the 
minister about why the minister did not simply pick up the same definition that is in the Environmental 
Protection Act, and the minister explained that he wanted to narrow it down. Therefore, despite the fact that, as 
the minister explained to the member for Gosnells, we are using this other definition in order to exclude the 
question of the social, economic and cultural attributes of the land, it is probable that the proponent will still need 
to deal with those issues, because the director general will nonetheless be including those issues in the decision-
making process. 

W.R. MARMION: This is a “just in case” sort of clause—just in case there is an obvious structural impediment 
to the community as a result of a mining lease, the director general will be able to request more information. It 
will avoid the director general having to approve something that obviously the community would not agree to 
approve. That would be a rare occasion. The clause states “may”. This is basically to make sure that we have 
covered for any obvious flaw in terms of a non-ecological environmental issue. 

Mr W.J. JOHNSTON: Thank you very much, minister. As I have said, this is the Norman Moore provision. 
This is to allow the banning of coalmining in Margaret River. Clearly, no government is ever going to approve 
a coalmine in Margaret River. Nobody would ever do that, because it would be completely unacceptable to the 
community. All those people who drive their BMW, Mercedes or Porsche Cayenne — 

Mr S.K. L’Estrange: Where is your property down there? 

Mr W.J. JOHNSTON: I do not have one. All those people who drive to Margaret River along the $450 million 
Forrest Highway, which is empty every day of the week—except for long weekends; it will be crowded 
tomorrow!—do not want to have a coalmine next to their holiday home. 

Mr P. Papalia: That would be unacceptable! 

Mr W.J. JOHNSTON: Clearly that would be unacceptable. There is no way the director general would approve 
a coalmine in Margaret River, because he would not be able to go into a coffee shop in Margaret River without 
somebody having a go at him! I am not talking about the current director general. No director general would do 
that, because they would not want to be interrupted while they were drinking their coffee at a cafe in 
Margaret River. Clearly there is never going to be a coalmine in Margaret River. But the problem is that the 
proponent will not know until the end of the process what they will have to talk about in respect of the social, 
economic and cultural attributes of the land. Therefore, this has to be in the bill, because, as the minister has said, 
we would not want to do something as silly as approve a coalmine in Margaret River. We also would not want to 
approve an iron ore mine in the most important aspect of the banded iron formations, and neither would we want 
to approve a bauxite mine in Mitchell Plateau, which we dealt with last week. These are things that we just 
would not do, so of course we need to have this provision. 

However, that highlights the problem when we take this out of the definitions. The reason these things are in the 
definitions elsewhere is that it is obvious that we will need to take account of these things. No-one will ever not 
be able to take account of them. The only difference is that the minister has been able to pretend that these things 
have disappeared, when in fact they are still there. Not only is that the case, but also the minister is effectively 
allowing third-party interventions in the process, because the minister has acknowledged that people are going to 
lobby the director general separately from the company’s mining proposal and say, “Don’t forget when you look 
at that coalmine in Margaret River that there will be all these social, economic and cultural impacts from the 
coalmine.” Therefore, those things will still need to be covered off. We are not saving one single cent for 
proponents. It is just that the time at which they will have to start dealing with these matters will be delayed and 
will now be right at the very end of the procedure. As I have said, it could come from a third party. The minister 
is saying that the director general “may have regard to other matters”. I reckon that those words will entertain 
lawyers for years. I reckon that lawyers will be giving advice to community groups, businesses, interested 
parties, people with alternative mine proposals and traditional owner groups about what is meant by the words 
“may have regard to other matters”. I will bet the minister $100 that we could find a lawyer who will say that the 
director general “will” have to look at those things because he “can” look at those things; otherwise, we will end 
up with a nightmare. As I have said, obviously this is the Norman Moore provision. Norman Moore did not want 
to approve a coalmine in Margaret River, and nor should he; and, frankly, the director general is not going to 
approve a coalmine in Margaret River either, and neither is he going to approve a bauxite mine in the 
Mitchell Plateau or an iron ore mine in the highest conservation value areas of the banded iron formations, 
because those things are clearly unacceptable to the community. 
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It does not matter how many times they write it on a piece of paper; it is not going to happen. But people will come 
in right at the end of the process to have the argument about it. The government has been able to sell the idea to the 
mining sector that it has moved away from these things, but the government has actually put it in this legislation, 
which it had to, but it should have been up-front. The government should have been more honest with people about 
this legislation in that it actually changes nothing and does not get rid of any outside influences. 

Mr W.R. MARMION: I strongly disagree. All the examples the member brought up would go to the 
Environmental Protection Authority, because they are high-level issues. This provision is for when someone puts 
in a mining proposal and there might be a historical digging in the area, and it allows us to ask that person to 
move the mining proposal a bit further away because we would like to keep the historical digging. Those are the 
sorts of things envisaged in this legislation. 

Getting back to the big picture, I might explain why the definition of “environment” is as it is. The definition is 
the result of significant discussion during consultation with industry and, importantly, which I mentioned before, 
the EPA, the Department of Environment Regulation and the Department of Parks and Wildlife. The 
Environmental Protection Act definition of “environment” includes social surroundings, which includes man-
made structures and heritage-related matters. I have a copy of this definition. It is appropriate for the EPA to 
consider a wider range of matters when undertaking assessments, because it is looking at things such as 
coalmines in Margaret River. It is not necessary for the Department of Mines and Petroleum to duplicate the 
work of other agencies—for example, the Department of Aboriginal Affairs—by considering social impacts and 
other matters. We do not want to duplicate work, but we have left this clause in for obvious, little things that the 
department will be looking at. If it becomes a big thing, it will end up going to the EPA. The director general 
may consider other matters, including social impacts when making a decision regarding the approval of mining 
proposals and programs of work. The provision has been included so the director general can do that. I wanted to 
read that advice into Hansard. 
Mr C.J. TALLENTIRE: I move — 

Page 34, after line 15 — To insert — 
(4) The Director General of Mines must ensure that a table is published at the end of each 

financial year showing: 
(a) total area of native vegetation disturbed or destroyed (in hectares); and 
(b) total area of native vegetation disturbed or destroyed that has been described as ‘low 

impact’ (in hectares); and 
(c) area of native vegetation disturbed or destroyed (in hectares) by vegetation type and by 

interim biogeographical region. 

This amendment is important because proposed section 103AM, “Guidelines”, which is on page 32 of the 
Mining Legislation Amendment Bill 2015, has quite a comprehensive list of items that the director general of the 
Department of Mines and Petroleum may approve guidelines for the presentation of. It is a comprehensive and 
useful list that can be referred to whenever someone submits an application for a mining tenement. The list 
includes — 

(i) clearing proposed to be done on land the subject of a mining tenement; 

(ii) each type of native vegetation proposed to be cleared; 

(iii) the condition of the native vegetation proposed to be cleared; 

(iv) the biological significance … 

(iv) the likely environmental impacts … 

(v) the amount of land … 
I assume that that means hectares — 

(vi) the manner of the proposed clearing; 

And on it goes; it is a comprehensive list. It is good that the director general of the Department of Mines and 
Petroleum will be required to receive that information and that it is held, but we need to have that information as 
a global total summarised in various ways and presented to the general public. That is very important, because 
otherwise someone who does not want to collate this information themselves will not know the extent of 
environmental damage on a year-by-year basis. I think it is essential that not only the public knows that 
information, but also we have certain commitments under various national and international agreements. I am 
thinking of the National Strategy for the Conservation of Australia’s Biological Diversity. There have been 
successive documents on that strategy, but in 1996 a document was signed by the then Premier, 
Hon Richard Court, and all the other state Premiers. A key point in that document was a commitment to 
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reversing the net loss of native vegetation, and that commitment still holds today. It is only by presenting figures 
in the manner that I have suggested in the amendment that we would be able to track how well we are 
progressing towards that objective. 
I think it is only reasonable that we continue the tradition of providing global figures, so when we are asked how 
many hectares of a particular vegetation type were destroyed in 2015, we have a neat presentation of that 
information. Previously, that job was done by the environmental agency, but now the Department of Mines and 
Petroleum is taking on the job of authorising, it follows that it must also be the holder of the final figures—the 
keeper of the records—and that those records are made fully available. That is why I am proposing this 
amendment. The minister might have suggestions. 
Mr W.J. JOHNSTON: I am interested in hearing further from the member for Gosnells. 
Mr C.J. TALLENTIRE: I suggest that the provision of this important information is a requirement and it is 
a guideline that the director general has to be aware of when he considers the design of the format of the program 
of work application form. When the various online versions of the program of work document are designed, we 
need to be mindful that eventually the information gathered in the program of work will filter through to 
a publicly available collated set of figures that will give us year-on-year records of environmental losses. 
I suggest that that requirement be inserted into proposed section 103AM, because I think that is logically where 
it should go, as it follows what will be in the program of work and suggests what will be one of the final 
outcomes of the program of work. I think it is very important that when a department takes on an extra area of 
responsibility, it takes on an extra area of accountability. I find it extraordinary that we have gone down this road 
of saying that the Minister for Mines and Petroleum is ultimately responsible for the environmental aspects of 
so-called low-impact mining, because the minister is responsible to the Australian people to declare how much 
has been lost. The minister must require the director general of the Department of Mines and Petroleum to design 
a process so that that information is readily available and we can have full transparency about how much has 
been lost. It is critical that we are up-front with people and explain the extent of environmental loss and 
destruction. I commend the amendment and look forward to the minister’s comments. 

Mr W.R. MARMION: I understand what the member for Gosnells is trying to achieve, and it would be good 
data to get, but there are a number of flaws in the member’s amendment. The first flaw is that proposed 
section 103AM provides for guidelines for proponents putting in a program of works—that is, when putting in 
a program of works, these are the guidelines. By the way, it does not fit that somehow the director general will 
collate all the data. The government agrees with the sentiments of what the member is trying to achieve in the 
amendment—that is, transparency over what is being cleared. Under the provisions of the mining rehabilitation 
fund, how much and what vegetation has been cleared in the operation of a tenement must be reported on 
annually, and that information will be available on the website so that everyone can see how much land has been 
cleared and rehabilitated and how much is open. That will occur for every single tenement; that will be made 
available to everybody. 
The member for Gosnells’ amendment goes to another level of detail. The information that the member wants on 
that bit of cleared land will not fit under proposed section 103AM, but I understand what the amendment is 
seeking to achieve. The member wants to get to the next level down—that is, for every single tenement, what 
types of vegetation have been cleared, and to collate that and to have a program that adds up all of that under the 
different categories for the types of vegetation and then inputs that information relating to mining clearing under 
the Department of Mines and Petroleum. That data might be useful, but it would be more useful if it covered the 
whole of government or the whole of the state, and even other areas—so, planning and transport. A lot of 
clearing is done across the board, and that data would be useful; it would probably be useful if it was collated in 
another way. Indeed, it is possible to specify that in regulations. If it was assessed, we would probably know 
what type of vegetation was cleared anyway. We would have that information per tenement, and if we wanted to, 
by regulation, we could strengthen it if possible. That is where it is. That is how it should be done, not by having 
a prescriptive amendment to this bill. 
Mr C.J. TALLENTIRE: I take the minister’s response in two ways. Firstly, the minister is suggesting that 
perhaps this is not the right spot for the amendment. If there is a better place in the bill for this sort of 
requirement to be located, I am happy to hear advice on that. However, the minister is also saying that he does 
not think we really need this amendment. That concerns me. The minister’s justification is that perhaps it is 
something that should be done on a whole-of-government scale. I would say that the Minister for Environment 
should be doing that for all approvals under the Environmental Protection Act. The Minister for Mines and 
Petroleum is now taking responsibility for a subset of all clearing, so the minister’s responsibility needs to 
extend to exposing that much that he is responsible for. In one way or another, it has to be done. The minister is 
now saying that that can be done through the regulations, or the requirement can be made through the 
regulations. I think this is a significant enough issue to merit it being in the act so that we have it right up there 
that it has to be done. We all know that regulations and amendments to regulations pass through this place with 
relatively little scrutiny, so there is no opportunity for us to be involved in the design and consideration of them. 
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Therefore, I think it is important that something as significant as this amendment, when the minister is taking on 
a whole new lot of responsibility that he did not have before, should be in the act. It is questionable whether this 
should be the responsibility of a Minister for Mines and Petroleum. Many would argue that it would be better off 
if it was left as the responsibility of the Minister for Environment. That argument has been had. It is going to be 
the Minister for Mines and Petroleum’s responsibility. Therefore, it is essential that there is a requirement in the 
act that the figures involved are properly presented. It sounds as though all the information will be available. 
That is good. So it is not going to be that hard a job to require the department to do it. In fact, it is possible that 
on an unofficial basis the department would be tracking those things and would have a spreadsheet with all these 
figures. I am happy for the minister to advise where else in the bill we could make the point that there is going to 
be a presentation. I do not think that reliance on the mine site rehabilitation fund data cuts it, because, as the 
minister said, it does not go down to the level of detail that we need. It is important that we look at the detail 
here, because, inevitably, some vegetation types will be particularly hard hit and others will be in abundance and 
further clearing will not be an issue. But we need that public transparency so that red lights come on when there 
is, say, less than 10 per cent of a particular vegetation complex yet more mining clearing is going on in that area. 
We need to know about that stuff, and it is only by having that transparency and having it required in the act that 
we will ever achieve that. 

Mr W.J. JOHNSTON: I want to emphasise that the opposition will persist with this amendment unless the 
government gives an indication that it will accommodate the desire of this amendment somewhere else in the 
bill, or some other commitment, because it is completely obvious to everybody on this side of the chamber that 
there needs to be proper accountability back to the community about the total amount of land cleared. We make 
the point, too, that, through this amendment, we will not be putting any obligation on the industry; we will be 
putting an obligation on the agency, so that there will be no cost to the industry for it. However, it is absolutely 
essential that the community has proper information. 

Mr W.R. MARMION: I do not support the amendment being in the bill, but I support the possibility of looking 
at how we can improve transparency through the regulations. However, we are doing that anyway, because we 
are updating all our online assessments. For anything that goes online, we are trying to get more information, but 
that costs money. That is the other issue. I do not know the cost of doing a regulatory impact statement. The 
other thing is that with the way the amendment is worded, it does not fit into the clause. There are flaws in the 
wording of the amendment. Even if we were to suggest amending the wording, the quick advice I have received 
here is that that would be dangerous without parliamentary counsel looking at the wording. For example, in the 
wording of the amendment in proposed subclause (4)(b), after the word “destroyed”, it would have to state “by 
an activity that has been described as ‘low impact’”, otherwise it will not make sense. 

The amendment also brings in definitions that are not in the bill, such as “biogeographical region”. There would 
have to be a definition of that term in the bill. In simply looking at the amendment for one second, we can pick 
up a lot of complexities, let alone whether parliamentary counsel would consider it. Nevertheless, what the 
member is chasing is worth looking at, and what we can do, within the framework of our existing resources and 
our computer systems, is look at transparency. That is what we are endeavouring to do—that is, to make 
available on the DMP website for all Western Australians information on the submissions about vegetation 
clearing. We are heading towards what this amendment is seeking to do, and going down to the next level, which 
may be available if we look at each one. But for someone to go through and pull it all apart and work out that 
little bit here and measure that bit there, and then put it all together under the different classifications of 
vegetation, may be an onerous task at the moment. In the future, when systems are more sophisticated and some 
smart and innovative young people develop some clever technology, it may be easier to achieve what the 
member is seeking in his amendment.  

Mr W.J. JOHNSTON: Minister, we are not quite satisfied with the words used. Could the minister give us an 
indication? My friend the member for Gosnells and I do not have the phalanx of advisers that the minister has. 
I think there are 96 000 public servants, but we do not have access to that many people to assist us, so we are 
trying to do this in the best way we can. We would expect that there might be some improvement in the wording, 
and that is fine. The minister has given us a commitment that he will look at the word “agent” in 
clause 6 between the houses. We are after some sort of commitment that he is happy to accept that there needs to 
be a provision requiring this sort of statistical information. Remember, each of the applications will have the 
information; it is about collating that information into a report that is made available to the community once 
a year by the agency, not by the applicants. If the minister gives a commitment that there will be a provision to 
deal with that matter, we will not insist on the amendment; otherwise, we will divide on it because we want to 
get things on the record. 

Mr W.R. MARMION: In a brief brainstorming session with people who manage this area, I have been told that 
they already have “biogeographical region”, so that is easy. We can certainly look at the intent of what the 
member is seeking. It would be in the regulations anyway, because it would fit in the regulations quite nicely. 
We are seeking to have regulations to provide more information and more transparency. When someone puts in 
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a program of works and a clearing plan, we have overlays that have the different vegetation types. I have been 
told that it is feasible to do, so we will certainly look at it and see whether we can put that in the regulations. It 
may be a work in progress. Is the member asking me to commit to ensuring that when someone puts in a plan for 
clearing, they submit in their plan the different types of vegetation? 

Mr W.J. Johnston: No. 

Mr W.R. MARMION: What is he asking? 

Mr W.J. JOHNSTON: I am not asking for any change to the applications. The Labor Party is asking that the 
agency collate in a statistical return the information that is presented to it by the proponents—they will say that 
they will clear this much vegetation and that they will do these things—so that the community can understand 
the cumulative impact of these approvals. We are not trying to place any obligation on the applicants. We are 
simply trying to place an obligation on the agency to tell the community what is happening. The member for 
Gosnells and I had a couple of discussions about exactly where to put this provision. We were not quite sure, but 
this is where we thought it should go because this proposed section is about the obligations on the director 
general, not the obligations on the applicant. We accept that we might not have this provision in the right place. 
We are asking for a commitment from the government that the agency will report on an annual basis statistical 
information along the lines set out in our amendment. 

Mr W.R. MARMION: If the member is not asking the proponents to do any more than they are doing now, we 
can collate what they put forward; that is not hard. However, if he wanted to go into the different types of 
vegetation, we would have to ask the proponents to provide more information. Certainly, we should be able to 
collate that. That is a task for the director general. It could be something that I, as minister, ask the director 
general to put in his annual report every year. 

Mr W.J. Johnston: Just give a commitment that it will be included in the information published and then we’ll 
be happy. 

Mr W.R. MARMION: It could be published in the annual report or whatever, and it may not fit into the specific 
regulations. Is the member happy with that? 

Mr W.J. Johnston: No. Just sit down and we’ll divide. 

Division 
Amendment put and a division taken, the Acting Speaker (Ms L.L. Baker) casting her vote with the ayes, with 
the following result — 

Ayes (17) 

Ms L.L. Baker Mr F.M. Logan Ms M.M. Quirk Mr P.B. Watson 
Dr A.D. Buti Mr M. McGowan Mrs M.H. Roberts Mr D.A. Templeman (Teller) 
Mr R.H. Cook Ms S.F. McGurk Ms R. Saffioti  
Mr W.J. Johnston Mr M.P. Murray Mr C.J. Tallentire  
Mr D.J. Kelly Mr P. Papalia Mr P.C. Tinley  

Noes (31) 

Mr P. Abetz Mr J.H.D. Day Mr R.F. Johnson Mr D.C. Nalder 
Mr F.A. Alban Mr J.M. Francis Mr S.K. L’Estrange Mr J. Norberger 
Mr I.C. Blayney Mrs G.J. Godfrey Mr R.S. Love Mr D.T. Redman 
Mr I.M. Britza Dr K.D. Hames Mr W.R. Marmion Mr A.J. Simpson 
Mr G.M. Castrilli Mrs L.M. Harvey Mr J.E. McGrath Mr M.H. Taylor 
Mr V.A. Catania Mr C.D. Hatton Ms L. Mettam Mr T.K. Waldron 
Mr M.J. Cowper Mr A.P. Jacob Mr P.T. Miles Ms A.R. Mitchell (Teller) 
Ms M.J. Davies Dr G.G. Jacobs Mr N.W. Morton  

            
Pairs 

 Ms J.M. Freeman Ms W.M. Duncan 
 Mr J.R. Quigley Dr M.D. Nahan 
 Ms J. Farrer Ms E. Evangel 
 Mr B.S. Wyatt Mr A. Krsticevic 
 

Amendment thus negatived. 
Mr F.M. LOGAN: I have a very short question. It is one that I mentioned in my contribution to the second 
reading. I refer to the term “reasonable” in proposed section 103AW(1) in “Division 6—Other Conditions”. If it 
is correct that the wording is identical to the wording that the minister said is in the Environmental Protection 
Act, the term “reasonable” might have already been interpreted as it is used in the EP act. That might be the case. 
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I am asking the minister: to whom is it reasonable? Is it to the “reasonable” person? Is “reasonable” as it is 
defined in Black’s Law Dictionary: “fair, proper or moderate under the circumstances”? Is it black-letter law? Is 
it a legal term as in “fair, proper or moderate under the circumstances” as per a legal dictionary? Is it reasonable 
as in to the reasonable person; reasonable to you as the minister; reasonable to the director general; or to whom? 
Mr W.R. MARMION: I will read out my advice. The statutory requirement to act reasonably is satisfied if the 
decision meets an objective standard of reasonableness. That is as per the Supreme Court of New South Wales in 
the case of Greiner v ICAC (1992). That is the objective definition of what “reasonableness” means. 
Mr F.M. LOGAN: I thank the minister. In the Greiner case, what was the definition of “reasonable” reached by 
that court? 
Mr W.R. MARMION: Whether or not the standard is met depends on the specific circumstances of the case. 
We will have to get back to the member on that question. However, a reasonable environmental condition under 
proposed section 103AW, as the member has raised, is one that imposes appropriate controls in the context of 
the type of matter that the condition seeks to regulate. Reasonable conditions will be responsive to the degree of 
risk associated with the matter in question. That gives the member a bit of context on how it will be determined. 
Mr F.M. LOGAN: In terms of finding a definition for any future court proceedings, is it correct that the 
authority quoted by the minister today would be the classified definition? 
Mr W.R. MARMION: That is correct. Greiner v ICAC (1992) in the Supreme Court of New South Wales is 
where people will go to get the definition. 
Mr C.J. TALLENTIRE: Moving right towards the end of clause 46, I refer to proposed section 103AZB, 
“Security for compliance with conditions for preventing, reducing or remediating environmental harm”, on 
page 44. It is the bit that relates to securities. I am not clear about that proposed section and perhaps the minister 
can explain a little more about how it will work. With whom will the security be lodged? What will be the terms 
of the security? How long will the security be held for? How will it be deemed that the security is no longer 
required? 
Mr W.R. MARMION: This preserves the existing provisions requiring an environmental bond. We have not 
removed those provisions. Although we brought in the mining rehabilitation fund, we still have the power to put 
an unconditional environmental bond on a mining proposal. If we are not confident or we have some concern 
due to previous history—the applicant might have form—we can still use this power. This retains the current 
provision to maintain an environmental bond, which I think is really important. 
Mr C.J. TALLENTIRE: I thank the minister for that. Can the minister bring in that bond provision at some 
stage during the operations of a mine or only when considering an approval? 
Mr W.R. MARMION: That is a good question. This provision does allow a bond to be imposed at any time, 
which is rather useful. 
Mr W.J. JOHNSTON: I refer to the guidelines in proposed section 103AM on page 32 of the bill. I understand 
that these will continue the existing arrangements from the EP act over into the Mining Act. What is the level of 
enforceability of the guidelines? What is that movie? In the Pirates of the Caribbean when the pirates breach any 
part of the code, they say, “The code is more what you’d call guidelines”. I just wonder whether we are here as 
pirates again and these are just guidelines. Are they just suggestions or are they in fact enforceable? I appreciate 
that under proposed subsection (3) the director general of Mines has to make them publicly available—I assume 
that is on the net. However, proposed subsection (2)(b) states that the guidelines may “require a programme of 
work, or a mining proposal, to identify the following” and then there is a list of things. We would hope that the 
application would identify all those things, but if it is a guideline, it might not. I just want some sort of assurance 
on the level of enforceability of guidelines.  
Mr W.R. MARMION: The guidelines set up what we want in the provision of information. The next proposed 
section, 103AN, begins 

(1) A programme of work must — 
(a) be in the form required by the guidelines; and 

Once the guidelines have been set up, when a program of works is to be assessed, it must be presented in that 
way. 
Mr W.J. JOHNSTON: Even though the word “guidelines” is being used, effectively we are allowing the 
director general to have flexibility about enforceable conditions. Rather than doing this with a regulation, which 
would then require parliamentary action, we are setting up a procedure that allows the director general to set the 
standards. I am not saying that is a bad thing; I am just making clear that that is what we are doing. Even though 
we are using the word “guidelines”, these are actually enforceable standards, and the procedure is that the 
applications will have to address the set of standards that have been set by the director general, and that is how 
we can all be confident that the standards will be met by applicants. 
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Mr W.R. MARMION: To some extent, the member is right, but the guidelines just set out the sort of 
information that the director general expects someone to provide. It is quite extensive, as the member can see. It 
controls the director general to some extent, because by having it in the legislation, a piece of paper with one 
sentence on cannot be approved, because it will not comply with the legislation. It also gives some security for 
the proponent, because they know they have to do this anyway, and from the other point of view, the director 
general and the department are making sure they are going to assess someone based on providing information in 
all these different areas. 

Mr W.J. JOHNSTON: I said I would get this all finished by four o’clock, but I am running out of time. I am 
not quite sure that is a satisfactory answer from the minister, but I will not pursue it much further. I understand 
what the minister is saying, but he drew attention to proposed section 103AN, in which “must” appears, so 
a program of works, mine proposal or a mine closure plan must all comply with the guidelines. That is what 
I was trying to drive at—that there was an expectation that, even though they are guidelines, that is not really the 
idea. It is stronger than a guideline, so we will actually rescue people who fall behind, or whatever. 

I will move on now to my last question on this clause, unless my colleague has any further questions, and then 
we will move on to clause 47, because I have some questions there and I know the minister wants to move his 
amendment to clause 57. I want to discuss the mine closure plans, if I can just find where it is. 

The ACTING SPEAKER (Ms L.L. Baker): Are you still on clause 46? 

Mr W.J. JOHNSTON: Yes, we are still on clause 46. I am sorry; it is very long. 

The ACTING SPEAKER: I know, I was temporarily distracted. 

Mr W.R. Marmion: It is a bit like the tax act. 

Mr W.J. JOHNSTON: Yes, and the minister is responsible for those as well. 

Mr W.R. Marmion: I am talking about the federal tax act. 

Mr W.J. JOHNSTON: I thought the minister was talking about his own tax acts! 

Every three years the proponent needs to review their mine closure plan. We had a bit of discussion about this in 
the second reading debate, because this is potentially an issue that is highlighted by the Kimberley Diamonds 
matter. It has been drawn to my attention by people in the industry that there is a risk that a good operator of 
a mine could have a detailed mine closure plan; it is a 20-year mine, and every three years the company is 
reviewing it and keeping it up to date. Then, five years before the end of the mine life, the company will have 
provisioned in its accounts for the cost of the mine closure, and then XYZ company buys the company. 
Obviously the provisions in the accounts take into account the potential liability, but now the company pays 
a special dividend. It was not the operator of the mine. Good Mining Ltd has the mine, and then XYZ NL comes 
along and buys the mine with five years to go, pays out a big special dividend, and suddenly the provisions for 
the mine closure have gone to the shareholders. The company still exists, the mine closure plan is in place, but 
now no resources are available to close the mine at the end of those five years. The directors all get on their 
yacht and sail back to the Bahamas, and there is nothing left behind for taxpayers to look at. Will there be an 
opportunity to look inside the mine closure plan to make sure that resources are actually available? We do not 
want to have a Kimberley Diamonds mine situation happening in the future. 

Mr W.R. MARMION: This is obviously an important issue. Under the guidelines for mine closure plans, there 
is a requirement for the company to assess its liability provision, so there is a window. I will raise that point. It is 
obviously a bit complex, but if there was a concern, inquiries could be made down that line. The member has 
highlighted another useful thing—directors’ responsibility and the corporations law. There are probably serious 
consequences if someone knowingly does something dodgy when they have a liability and they have reported 
this environmental liability to everybody, and then they squirrel it away. The other thing that the member for 
Gosnells highlighted previously is that we can always put in the environmental bond. If there were still five years 
life left in the mine, and it had been worked out that the liability provision had disintegrated, we could put the 
environmental bond back on, for which the company would then have to find the money. If it could not find the 
money by doing a new issue or something, we could take the tenement off it, because the company would not be 
meeting its obligations. There would still be some mining life left, and someone else might buy it. It gets messy, 
but there are ways and means. I think we will find that this Kimberley Diamonds thing has a few years left to 
play out. It will probably cover every single possible thing that someone has done wrong in managing it, so it 
will probably be a really good case study to look at afterwards. We are in a situation on that one, because 
royalties are involved, as well as the extent of rehabilitation and how that might be staged in a worst-case 
scenario, if there is still an asset worth something for someone to take over. It would probably be a really good 
case study, and we will probably end up writing many chapters on different aspects of it. 

Clause put and passed. 
Clause 47: Sections 103AZC and 103AZD inserted — 
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Mr W.J. JOHNSTON: We could go on about a lot of different clauses. I know the minister wants to move an 
amendment to clause 57, so I will just ask one question. This provision is still part of the proposed part IVAA 
and it will come into effect two years after the other parts of part IVAA. It provides for environmental 
management systems and setting up the conditions of the mining lease. A company must maintain an 
environmental management system for its operations, which will be reviewed, and the guidelines have been set 
up to require how these things will happen. This is, again, a critical part of the bill. The duty in proposed section 
103AZD states that a lessee must, in carrying out the mining operations, take all reasonable and practicable 
measures to avoid or minimise the risk of environmental harm. I note that proposed section 103AA on 
page 21 of the bill, which is part of the previous clause, deals with the term “practicable”. “Reasonable” is not 
defined and I assume we had a discussion about that a minute ago. I understand from proposed section 
103AZD(2)—I would like this confirmed—that if I am operating a mine in the manner that the department 
approved and something goes wrong that that is enough. Have I complied with conditions if I have done them — 
Mr W.R. Marmion: As per the EMS. 
Mr W.J. JOHNSTON: Yes. Proposed section 103AZD(2) states — 

A lessee is taken to have complied with the condition referred to in subsection (1) in respect of mining 
operations carried out in accordance with an environmental management system — 

That relates to the conditions of the mining lease being kept and reviewed. The other point is that the 
environmental management system is scaled to the operation; for a big operation we would expect a big plan, 
and for a little operation, we would expect a little plan. Given that, so long as a mining company has complied 
with its plan, even if something goes wrong and environmental harm is actually caused that will obviously have 
to be dealt with, is it not a breach of the conditions because it has done what it said it was going to do? Every 
three years we will review the environmental management plan as we gain more knowledge and there will 
potentially be increased expectations. So long as it sticks to its system, is a mining company protected from 
being prosecuted? 
Mr W.R. MARMION: Yes and no. The member is correct; under our act, yes, it is covered, but it can still do 
environmental harm under the Environmental Protection Act, so the company could still be prosecuted or found 
to have committed some sort of offence under that act. 
Clause put and passed. 
Clauses 48 to 56 put and passed. 
Clause 57: Schedule 6 amended — 
Mr W.R. MARMION: I move — 

Page 60, lines 9 to 11 — To delete “proposal, within the meaning of the Mining Act 1978, and approved 
under Part IVAA of that Act; and” and substitute — 

proposal approved under the Mining Act 1978 Part IVAA after the coming into operation of 
the Mining Legislation Amendment Act 2015 section 46; and 

Mr C.J. TALLENTIRE: I am seeking clarification on this: does the approval applying to all types of mining 
operations apply to exploration operations as well? Can the minister also clarify that we are talking about an 
approval? I get that part IVAA is the part that provides a mechanism by which an approval is granted, but I am 
just not clear on how that will work for some types of activity. 
Mr W.R. MARMION: The answer to the member’s first question is yes, but I will read the following explanation 
into Hansard. After the bill was drafted and introduced, a possible loophole in this section was identified. 
Transitional provisions to be inserted by clause 53 of the bill retain the validity of previously approved mining 
proposals and programs of works. Some historic mining proposals are still enforced that were granted before the 
native vegetation clearing permit process was introduced but the EMP has identified that a holder of such an 
approval could, under the authority of the approval, carry out vegetation clearing without the need for 
environmental assessment or approval under either the Environment Protection Act process or the new mining act 
approvals arrangements. This was not my intention. It would be inconsistent with industry practice, good regulatory 
practice or community expectations; therefore I move that this amendment be included in the bill. 
Amendment put and passed. 
Clause, as amended, put and passed. 
Clauses 58 to 61 put and passed. 
Title put and passed. 

REVENUE LAWS AMENDMENT BILL 2015 
Returned 

Bill returned from the Council without amendment. 
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CLERK OF THE LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY — RETIREMENT 
Motion 

MR J.H.D. DAY (Kalamunda — Leader of the House) [3.58 pm]: I move — 

That this house expresses its sincere appreciation for the distinguished service Mr Peter McHugh has 
given to the Parliament of Western Australia for over 28 years, serving more than 25 years of that time 
as Clerk of the Legislative Assembly and wishes him well in his forthcoming retirement. 

It is my great pleasure to move this motion and, indeed, it is an honour to do so and to acknowledge—as I am 
sure all members will—the pivotal role that Peter has played as Clerk of the Legislative Assembly for 25 years 
and eight months so far. By the time he ultimately retires, after taking a period of leave commencing in 
two weeks, it will be well over 26 years. By my calculation, that is by far the longest period that any Clerk has 
served since this Assembly was established 125 years ago.  
I am sure we all wish Peter well for his next stage of life and ultimate retirement in July next year. Peter, I am 
sure you are far too young to fully retire, but it is a case of moving to the next stage of life or your next career or 
whatever the case may be. This is, of course, Peter’s last sitting day of Parliament. As I said, he will be leaving 
in two weeks so it is entirely appropriate that we make some comments today. 
The role of Clerk, as any member who has been here for more than five minutes appreciates, is central to the 
orderly and smooth functioning of the house. As elected members, we have a substantial responsibility and, 
indeed, a significant right to act on behalf of members of the public who elect us to represent them in this 
Legislative Assembly and this Parliament and to create and change legislation, to make laws and to perform all 
the other functions the Parliament has to keep the government and the executive accountable by asking questions 
and raising issues of importance to the community. Those responsibilities and rights can be discharged 
effectively only if the Parliament operates in an orderly manner and according to the agreed upon and well-
established rules and precedence and procedures that have been in practice for many years in this Parliament and 
that were around prior to this Parliament being established, having been based on the Westminster parliamentary 
system in the United Kingdom. That can all happen only if professional, timely and effective advice is provided 
to the Speaker and all members. Since January 1990, Peter has had that role as the primary adviser to the 
respective Speakers over many years and to all members. As I will mention in a little while, he had other roles 
prior to assuming his current role of Clerk. As Clerk he has also had the responsibility of overseeing the 
administration of the Assembly and the Parliament more widely, in the latter case together with the respective 
Clerks of the Legislative Council. I think it is correct to say that Peter has fulfilled his responsibilities in that role 
with distinction and professionalism and all the diplomacy that is essential to discharging the responsibilities of 
a Clerk in a fair and balanced manner when dealing with all members of Parliament, whatever party they may 
represent and whatever their points of view may be. I am sure that all members would clearly say that they have 
had that experience. 
There is a need for quick thinking, adroitness and calmness in the role of Clerk, and all the supporting roles of 
course. There was probably no better example of that than the debate we had on the motion moved about the 
TAB last week. It was not the world’s or the state’s biggest issue, but with regard to the parliamentary process 
and finalising a motion that the house agreed on, it was a matter of dealing with four amendments to the original 
motion. Most members in here were at best not very clear and quite confused about what exactly was happening 
and what was necessary. We certainly saw Peter’s skill and professionalism on display in clearly explaining the 
order in which the amendments needed to be dealt with and in finalising in an orderly and calm manner 
a resolution to the issue. There is also a need for all those sitting at the Clerk’s table to keep a straight face for 
most of the time, even when some pretty humorous activities are going on in the form of comments being made 
or antics being displayed, which various members have done over the years. I am sure I can say that that has 
been displayed by Peter with almost absolute perfection over all of his time, but I suspect it must be very 
difficult to maintain a straight face on many occasions. 
It is appropriate to put on the record a little more information about Peter’s history and contribution to this 
Parliament and the Legislative Assembly in particular. Prior to working for the Western Australian Parliament, 
Peter McHugh was a barrister in New South Wales and previously worked for the New South Wales Parliament 
in a number of roles between 1972 and 1987. He moved to Western Australia in 1987 and was appointed 
Clerk Assistant in the Assembly in July of that year, Deputy Clerk in 1989 and subsequently Clerk of the 
Legislative Assembly in January 1990. In the time that he has been Clerk, he has worked with six Speakers and 
five different Presidents of the Legislative Council, and by the time he retires he will have worked within the 
Western Australian Parliament for 29 years. As I mentioned earlier, he has been a Clerk now for 25 years and 
eight months, and for well over 26 years by the time he fully retires. As ninth Clerk of the Legislative Assembly, 
he commenced work in the thirty-second Parliament and will finish in the thirty-ninth Parliament. 
Peter has had a very close involvement with the Commonwealth Parliamentary Association, having served as the 
honorary secretary and assistant honorary secretary of the WA branch continuously for 25 years. He has also 
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been very much involved with the Australia and New Zealand Association of Clerks-at-the-Table since 
2001 when Peter and colleagues from the New South Wales and Victorian Parliaments drafted the first 
constitution for ANZACATT. His long involvement with that association culminated with his presidency in 
2012, having served as vice president in 2010 and 2011. 

Peter McHugh’s career as Clerk has spanned a period during which the Parliament has focused on developing 
the Parliament and, in particular, overseeing the twinning of the WA Parliament with the Parliament of the 
Cook Islands. It has built a strong relationship with the Cook Islands Parliament and provided significant 
support, advice and training to the members and staff of that Parliament over many years. As members would be 
aware, Western Australia has a sister-state relationship with the Zhejiang province in China, which commenced 
in 1987. During Peter’s term as Clerk, he has ensured the goodwill of the relationship with the 
Western Australian Parliament by not only facilitating delegations travelling to Zhejiang, but also showing the 
appropriate level of hospitality and friendship to visiting delegations and diplomatic visitors. In relation to Japan, 
Western Australia has a sister-state relationship with the Hyogo prefecture, which has been in existence since 
1981. During Peter’s time as Clerk, there have been regular exchanges and parliamentary visits with the 
Hyogo prefecture and his knowledge of the country and customs has been essential in developing that 
parliamentary relationship. In relation to Canada, Peter’s close involvement with the Commonwealth 
Parliamentary Association has also led to closer parliamentary ties with western Canada, and his friendship and 
goodwill with various Canadian Parliaments has given rise to a formal understanding with the Canadian province 
of Saskatchewan. Due to the similarities between our two Parliaments, it was agreed that a mutually beneficial 
relationship could be established, which has led to significant parliamentary exchanges. Peter has also arranged 
and participated in exchanges with India, South Africa, Indonesia and the United Arab Emirates. In the 
Speaker’s corridor there is a photo board—for anybody who has not seen it—reflecting some of 
Peter’s experiences and travels over the years. Unfortunately, when I was involved with parliamentary 
committees in my first term here, I do not recall undertaking any travel with Peter; therefore, I do not have any 
really incriminating information to record in Hansard about Peter’s travel experiences, but probably most of the 
other members who might have had that information have now left this place. 
Mr M. McGowan: What happens overseas stays overseas. 
Mr J.H.D. DAY: A good reminder! 

I will just come back to some of the changes within the Western Australian Parliament in the time Peter has 
served as Clerk. He has led the Legislative Assembly through a period of substantial change, including many 
changes in technology, security and improved operations of the Assembly. Some of the more significant events 
that have occurred over the last 25 years include the introduction of computerisation, the introduction of regional 
sittings, an extensive review of the standing orders in 1999, the introduction of the current standing committee 
system in the Legislative Assembly in 2001 and the refurbishment of the Legislative Assembly chamber here in 
around 2004 or 2005. For members who were not here then, the seating was substantially different from what it 
is now. Other changes have been the development of an educational program and an educational outreach 
program to remote schools, the establishment of the Parliament’s Aboriginal art collection, the installation of 
broadcasting facilities in the Legislative Assembly committee rooms, the further development of induction 
training for new members and the implementation of ethics seminars for members. Peter has also been a driving 
force for many years on the Parliamentary History Advisory Committee and the work that committee has 
undertaken. As Leader of the House, it is my pleasure to acknowledge and thank Peter McHugh for his long 
commitment and service to the Legislative Assembly and the Parliament of Western Australia, and I wish Peter 
very well for his retirement. 
Members: Hear, hear! 
MR M. McGOWAN (Rockingham — Leader of the Opposition) [4.11 pm]: There is a rare spirit of 
bipartisanship in the chamber today! 

On behalf the opposition—I am sure other members will speak—I acknowledge Peter McHugh and thank him 
for his long service to the Parliament of Western Australia. I will not go over all of the achievements that the 
Leader of the House did, but I will say a few things. His parliamentary career began in 1972 when he started 
work in the Legislative Assembly of New South Wales, where he stayed until 1987—a period of 15 years. 
I remark that there is nothing wrong with coming from New South Wales, is there, Clerk? And I do not think you 
should have to go back either! Peter has often commented to me that in the predominant period he was in the 
New South Wales Assembly chamber Neville Wran was the Premier of New South Wales and apparently 
Neville Wran had a very interesting turn of phrase. That was the beginning of his career. 

He came across here in July 1987 as Clerk Assistant, he became the Deputy Clerk in 1989 and Clerk of the 
Legislative Assembly in 1990; so 25 years ago—a quarter of a century—he became Clerk of the Parliaments of 
Western Australia. As members can see on the photo board outside, he has accompanied many delegations 
overseas to China, Tuvalu, Japan, the Cook Islands, Canada and all those sorts of places. It is particularly 
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important to maintain that strong ongoing relationship with China and Japan. I am sure the Clerk has been to 
many more places over that time. I note from the photographs that at that time he had a moustache. I assume he 
was not always travelling in November, and fortunately that moustache has disappeared as the years have 
transpired! He is now the longest serving member of the chamber, the father of the house in some ways, and 
upon his departure the Premier becomes the longest serving member of the chamber. That is quite an 
extraordinary record. He is the longest serving clerk in the history of the Parliament. 

He is always great for advice and, as members know, they can go and see the Clerk to get a form of words or 
a motion drafted. There could be something or sneaky or tricky drafted that they might want to move or some 
sort of an amendment to a bill that would be very difficult for the government to vote against. He is very, very 
good at all those sorts of things. He assists opposition members in drafting those forms of words and then no 
doubt assists the government in combating that form of words in his next meeting! Like a player playing chess 
against himself, he always knows how to beat himself! That is a very good skill and I always found the advice 
very effective and very good in relation to parliamentary procedure. Personally, I do not think last Wednesday’s 
matter of public interest was your finest hour, but I do think that over 25 years you have done some great work 
for the Assembly! Managing this place is not an easy job. There is a whole range of personalities and difficult 
things to understand. In my view the standing orders are somewhat contradictory and incomprehensible in 
places. You have managed to provide advice to five or six Speakers over that time, which has been very, very 
good, and you have certainly done a very good job in that regard for members of the house as well. 

I once served with Ted Cunningham, who was here for some years and retired in 2001—he has unfortunately 
passed away. He would always sidle up to you at the end of the year and come back to me to report that there 
would be crayfish at the end-of-year party in the members’ rooms. Ted was always very excited by that 
particular development! I will probably close on this: one thing I have always appreciated is that as Clerk of the 
Legislative Assembly you have always been friends to everyone in this house and you have always understood 
who the real enemy is—the Legislative Council! 

MR C.J. BARNETT (Cottesloe — Premier) [4.16 pm]: I just want to make a couple of very brief comments. 
I wish to thank Peter McHugh for the service he has provided to this Legislative Assembly, to the Parliament 
and, indeed, to the state of Western Australia. As has been said, you have been Clerk for all the time I have been 
here and I have always appreciated your advice and your good company. There have been many highs and lows 
of combat, I guess, in this chamber. From my own perspective, I had been in Parliament for only a couple of 
years when the Liberal government won the 1993 election and almost by default as deputy leader to 
Richard Court, I found myself as what was then described as Leader of the House, and I did not know much 
about it. All I had learnt in a couple of years prior to that was from listening to Bob Pearce who would 
sometimes talk about procedures in the house and things like the executive council; I had absolutely no idea 
what the executive council was. I found myself as Leader of the House, a position that was much envied by 
Hendy Cowan, but the politics of the Liberal and National Parties meant that Hendy could never be 
Leader of the House. The good thing about that was that when I wanted to goof off on my responsibilities, 
I could look across to Hendy and say, “Hendy, are you available?” And I would be out of here in a flash! It was 
great, because I could sort of nick off a fair bit! 

My greatest debt of gratitude to you, Peter, was me knowing so little and being in what was probably seen as 
a more prominent position than it is today—that is, the Leader of the House — 

Mr B.S. Wyatt: I don’t know about that! 

Mr C.J. BARNETT: I think it is like a default position today, but in those days it was actually sought after! 

Several members interjected. 

Mr C.J. BARNETT: I found myself in what was seen as a very exalted position as Leader of the House, and not 
knowing much about the standing orders or the Parliament itself, it was only with Peter’s assistance that I was 
able to bluff my way through that role for eight years, so I thank you for that, Peter. I wish you all the best, 
whatever the future may hold, and you should feel very proud and very satisfied with the role you have played as 
Clerk of this Parliament. 

Members: Hear, hear! 

MR D.T. REDMAN (Warren–Blackwood — Minister for Regional Development) [4.18 pm]: On behalf of 
the National Party we would like to thank you for your time in the Parliament. As has already been represented 
by the speakers so far, your advice is always sound. When we come in here as new members of Parliament, we 
are ill-armed to use the tools of the Assembly to deliver to our constituencies, and right the way throughout in 
building up our skills and knowledge, you have been able to arm us with those skills to be able to do the right 
thing in this place and to look after the people we represent. That advice has always been quality advice and we 
have never, ever missed out on being able to get that advice and to use it as the tools of our trade. 
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One area that has been talked about already is the parliamentary delegations. They are one of the two areas of 
true bipartisanship of Parliament, with members of all sides of the house going away, with the other area being, 
of course, parliamentary committees. I am a very strong supporter of parliamentary delegations. I think as 
representatives of Western Australian communities, we need to be armed with a level of international knowledge 
and exposure to ensure that we can best represent good decision-making in this state. I think parliamentary 
delegations are excellent. I have been on only one delegation, with the Speaker at the time, Fred Riebeling. 
I think the member for Victoria Park was also on that delegation and the Minister for Health as well. It is when 
a lot of friendships are built on both sides of the chamber, and those relationships are maintained. I think 
delegations are a really valuable contribution to democracy in Western Australia. Peter, you certainly helped to 
open doors and pave the way for us to access a level of exposure that we would not otherwise get access to. 
I think that is something that needs to go on. I know there are different views about parliamentary delegations 
outside this place, but in my view they are very sound and certainly something that you promoted. 
When I was first elected, Hon Monty House said to me, “Terry, you would probably be really surprised who 
votes for you, and really surprised who doesn’t vote for you.” I remember him saying that to me. When I am 
back in my electorate doing my duties, I always assess people as to who I think they vote for, and I have always 
wondered who the Clerk of the Legislative Assembly votes for. I tell you what, there is no-one better placed in 
Western Australia to assess the game; you are right in the middle of it and you see action from all sides and you 
have been here for 29 years and seen a number of Premiers, a heap of Speakers and I am sure that you are in 
a really good position to assess the merits of all arguments put. But I know there is one party you do not vote for, 
and that is the National Party. I am pretty certain of that. On behalf of the National Party, thank you very much 
for your contribution and we wish you all the best in the future. I am certain that this will not be the last time that 
I catch up with you. Thank you, very much. 
MRS M.H. ROBERTS (Midland) [4.21 pm]: I want to make a few personal remarks on the retirement of 
Mr Peter McHugh. Peter, I am one of the few people here who can remember the black hair and the moustache. 
Whilst I might have arrived in this house in 1984, I first met Peter in 1987, which I believe is the year that Peter 
arrived at Parliament. In that year, I took up a job in the Department of Parliamentary Services as the executive 
officer in the Department of the Premier and Cabinet. That was my first experience of Parliament. I do not think 
I knew that you were brand-new back then, so I took all the advice that I could get from you and the other 
characters who were around at the time, such as John Mandy, and some members may remember 
Barry Whitehorn who was the aide to the then Speaker. They were interesting times, and the Leader of the House 
has already alluded to some of the changes that have taken place since then. I remember in the early years that 
we did not have microphones in the chamber and there was no amplification and certainly no recording and 
video equipment as we have now. We also saw a furore about whether female Hansard reporters could wear 
trousers rather than skirts or dresses in the house. Fortunately, we got over that. With a lot of those controversies, 
from the outside, people do not necessarily understand that in your role as Clerk it is about not just the pomp and 
ceremony and doing things in the house, but it is a much broader role of the joint running of the Parliament with 
the Presiding Officers of the Assembly and the Council. 
In that earlier time, I also had the pleasure of participating on a committee on standing orders and procedures, on 
which you were the chief adviser, and now on the Standing Committee on Procedure and Privileges. I had the 
pleasure of working through the revised standing orders with you in 1999. We made a lot of progress back then 
and I am hopeful that in the future we can go through another revision and bring ourselves a little more into the 
twenty-first century. As members have commented, you have been friends with people across the Parliament and 
certainly have kept your politics to yourself. Dare I say, if you had not, you probably would not have lasted as 
long as you have. 
I also had the privilege of going on a Speaker’s trip to China with Peter and the former 
Speaker George Strickland and some others, including my former parliamentary colleague Hon Eric Ripper. 
Peter and Eric certainly did their very best to enjoy themselves on that trip. In fact, we had a couple of worrying 
occasions. One night we were not sure where Peter and Eric were. We heard that a party was sent out to locate 
them, and when we went on a boat trip the next day, I was half thinking that they would not board the boat, 
because their sea legs were not too good. I thought it was rather unkind while we were being shown around an 
island in China when Eric, who is a very keen photographer and had his very expensive photographic equipment 
with him, was trying to take a very picturesque photo of a bird on a raft. Peter said to me, “Why don’t you ask 
Eric to stand on the raft with the bird and you can take the photo for him?” I said, “How about that Eric?” and he 
replied, “That’s very nice.” Then Peter called out, “That’s the closest you’re going to get to a shag in China!” 
I might add that Eric was fairly nearly single at the time. So, do not let anyone tell you that the Clerk has not on 
occasion got off the leash or that he does not have a good sense of humour. Despite the fact that he sits very 
stony faced through most proceedings, I think any of us who have got to know Peter know that he has a truly 
awful sense of humour. He has a wicked sense of humour. 
They say the community is made up of all sorts of people and I think the same can be said for the 
Legislative Assembly. There are those of us who come here with knowledge of Parliament and some who come 
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with none. Members have a wide variety of life experiences. Some members have worked for decades at getting 
into Parliament and others find themselves here almost by accident. Whatever members’ backgrounds, you have 
treated them with equal respect and provided them with advice. Some members have needed to be provided with 
the same advice repeatedly, and still potentially have not taken it. As you have sat there, on occasion I have 
thought: people say that the Mona Lisa has an enigmatic smile; well, I think Peter too has a very enigmatic 
smile. On occasions when members have done things that are either incredibly smart or incredibly stupid, you 
see that same enigmatic smile on Peter’s face. I think after knowing you for 28 years Peter, I can tell one smile 
from the other. 

MR R.F. JOHNSON (Hillarys) [4.27 pm]: Mr Speaker, there are three members in this chamber who have 
served for 23 years or more with Peter McHugh: myself, the Premier and the Leader of the House. I can say from 
my perspective that I have enjoyed every moment that I have spent in this place with Peter. But I think you have 
let us down today, Peter, because you are not wearing the wig. You wore the wig when I first came into this 
place and I think, as it is your last sitting day, you should wear the wig today. I think before you go today, we 
would like to see what you look like with your wig on. I know that when the wig was done away with in 
George Strickland’s time as Speaker, the relief on Peter McHugh’s face could be seen for a mile. He did not like 
wearing the wig; and I do not blame in—it was as hot as toast in the summertime. I know that the Deputy Clerk 
who also had to wear the wig was also very relieved. 

In relation to the comments of the Leader of the National Party about who you voted for, I hope you voted for me—
you lived in my electorate for many, many years. In fact, you lived just around the corner from me and we met on 
many occasions. We are members of the same Marmion Angling Club and we go to the same Chinese restaurant. 
We bump into each other very, very often. I have to say that I knew Peter before I came into this place in 1993, 
because Peter lived just around the corner on an estate called the North Shore, in which there was a country club, 
which was like the soul of the estate. I was president of that club for a couple of years, for my sins, and I and my 
committee were trying to organise a way of buying the club from the developers so that the residents owned it. It is 
now the only privately owned tennis club in Western Australia. I remember when we were doing all the 
publications to try to encourage people to invest in it, I got a call one day from somebody called Peter McHugh. He 
said, “I’d quite like to see your constitution.” I did not know who he was, so I took him the constitution, and he 
said, “Thank you very much. I’ll have a good look at that.” I obviously realised afterwards that he is a man of great 
integrity and a man who investigates very many things, particularly constitutions and legal documents, and he did 
a very good job in doing that, so our association goes back many years. 

Peter, can I say that I have enjoyed travelling with you throughout the world. You have been great company in 
all the countries we have gone to, and wherever we have gone, you have left your mark. I once visited the 
Parliament of the Cook Islands, not with Peter, but as part of a holiday. To anybody who has not visited the 
Cook Islands Parliament, it is a bit like a big shed and it looks as though orange boxes have been turned into 
furniture. It is very, very basic. When I visited the Cook Islands Parliament and asked if I could have a look 
around, I said, “I’m from the Western Australian Parliament.” “Come in,” they said, “You must know our 
Peter McHugh.” I said that I did. I have to tell you, Peter, they hold you in very high esteem in the Cook Islands, 
particularly those people who run the Parliament. 

It was the same in the Northern Territory when I visited that very expensive building there; they said the same 
things. They all know you, Peter. I think everybody in the Westminster system, and others, know you very well 
and of the tremendous work that you do. I have enjoyed being on various committees with you and can 
I thank you personally for the help you offered me when I did four years as Leader of the House. I enjoyed doing 
the job of the Leader of the House—not many members always enjoy it because it means we have to stay here 
until the last knock, until the last bell, until the house adjourns. Not everybody wants to do that; some people 
would prefer to go home early. But I did four years of that. I also did it as the manager of opposition business for 
quite a while. I want to thank you for all the help you gave us. The best motion Peter ever gave me was the 
adjournment motion. He said, “This is the one you really want, Rob,” and, of course, it is the motion that is 
moved when the house does not sit for a week or two. The help you gave, Peter, was immeasurable; it really was. 
When I had problems, when I needed advice, you were always there to give advice. 

As everybody knows, Peter is apolitical. I do not know whether he voted for me. I would like to think that he did 
as he was a neighbour and, I would like to think, a friend. But his politics are his business, and he has never, ever 
given me any indication which way he voted. 

Peter, you are a thoroughly decent person. You have enormous integrity. You have run this chamber in the 
23 years that I have been here in the most professional way. I will always hold you in the highest esteem. I wish 
you all the very best in the future, in your retirement, and I hope to see you at the Chinese restaurant next 
Sunday. 

MR T.K. WALDRON (Wagin) [4.33 pm]: Peter, although I am going to be brief, I am very genuine in what 
I am going to say. I want to wish you all the best for the future and say thanks. You have been absolutely 
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fantastic in your role over such a long period of time. I love my sport and have been involved in sport. In sport 
we often hear the word “champion” mentioned. But a true champion is someone who has performed consistently 
at the highest level over a sustained period of time. Peter, you have certainly done that over those 29 years in this 
Parliament and in New South Wales as well. 

The thing that everyone recognises and has mentioned is that you are so helpful to any member in this place. 
You are accessible all the time and you give great advice. We can go to you and know that we are going to get 
the right and good advice. Like others, I went on a trip to China with Peter. With us were the member for 
Girrawheen, the then Speaker, Fred Riebeling, Jamie Edwards, and the late Paul Andrews. It was a wonderful 
trip early in my career and I got to know Peter well on that trip. Someone has mentioned his sense of humour, 
and he certainly has a wicked sense of humour. 

It was a great trip, Pete. I am sorry about all the fines I gave you. I said earlier that Peter gives good advice. On 
that trip he gave me one bad piece of advice. We were on the Great Wall of China and Peter said, “You should 
give your wife a ring, Tuck, from the Great Wall of China.” I thought that was a damn good idea. My wife had 
always wanted to go to the Great Wall of China and so I rang Noelene, my wife, and said, “Hi, darling. Guess 
where I am?” She said, “I don’t know.” I said, “Before I tell you, what are you doing?” She said, “I’m hanging 
out the washing. What are you doing?” I said, “I’m on the Great Wall of China.” She then told me where I could 
put my Great Wall of China! Thanks for that, Pete. We had a great trip. You are a fantastic bloke, but, above all, 
everyone knows you are a really good person. You are a professional and fantastic bloke. Best wishes and good 
luck to you and your family. 

MR P.B. WATSON (Albany) [4.35 pm]: I would like to congratulate Peter McHugh on the great work he has 
done. In my second year in this job I became an Acting Speaker. I think all people who are Acting Speakers 
realise how hard the job is, but Peter always said to be firm and to make sure that members stick to the standing 
orders. I got a lot of flak from my side of the house—they used to call me the hanging judge—and I got flak 
from the other side of the house. Peter told me that I may break them when I am on this side and I may have 
broken them when I was on that side, but when I am in that chair, Peter said, “You are the Speaker.” I always 
remembered that. Out here I am the member for Albany and I can say what I like, within reason. I will miss 
Peter. I make lots of interjections, and being so close to the desk I always know if I have done a good one, 
because Pete kind of gives me that half smile. But if he gives me the look, I think, “Oops! I’ve stuffed up again!” 
I was lucky to be Acting Speaker in the early days. We went on quite a few trips. We went to China, Japan and 
India. Pete’s sense of humour was sensational—to Peter! My kids have suffered because I pass his dad jokes on 
to them. Peter, I always knew with you up in the chair that you had our backs. It is a really hard job being an 
Acting Speaker. You always gave us the right information and you always encouraged us to do the job and stick 
to the rules. I see your lovely family is in the public gallery and they are very proud of you. We are very proud of 
you too and we wish you all the best for the future. 

MR F.M. LOGAN (Cockburn) [4.37 pm]: I rise to also put on the record my thanks to Peter McHugh for his 
long service to the Assembly as the Clerk of the Legislative Assembly and wish him all the best in his retirement 
and his future endeavours. As an adviser to parliamentarians, you have always been discreet and sober in your 
counsel, unlike some of the advice we get from other people in the chamber. What a lot of people do not realise 
is that Peter is a very fine judge of people’s characters—all of our characters. Peter can sum up very, very 
quickly our strengths and weaknesses. Peter might sit there and say nothing whatsoever, but he certainly knows 
the strengths and weaknesses of every single person in this house. But of course the discreet nature of the work 
that you do, Peter, means that you would never, ever say that to anybody. 
I have certainly enjoyed your company as a travelling companion to South Africa on the only Speaker’s trip 
I have been on, Mr Speaker. Do not worry; I am not bitter and twisted about that! Peter is a great travelling 
companion and has a wicked sense of humour. After Peter tried his sense of humour on the Afrikaners at dinner, 
I am surprised we actually made it back; his humour did not seem to translate into Afrikaner humour at all. 
Your depth of knowledge about the Australian and the international branches of the 
Commonwealth Parliamentary Association, and particularly the internecine politics of the African and Asian 
branches and who is who in the zoo and what they are likely to do to you when you go on a CPA general trip, 
which I did recently to Cameroon, and your advice and general explanation over the years of how the CPA 
works, certainly stood me in good stead, and I was able to go there and realise exactly what was going on as a 
result of your advice over the years. That has been absolutely fantastic. 

I certainly enjoyed our time together on the Procedure and Privileges Committee and was absolutely impressed 
by your depth of knowledge of parliamentary procedure, not just here but also in other Parliaments, and the 
advice that you gave to the PPC, even though we may not have agreed on certain things. There is an outstanding 
matter that I still disagree absolutely with you on, Peter. Members will remember the article on the front page of 
The West Australian following the 2008 election when there was a hung Parliament and negotiations were 
occurring between Labor and the Liberals, and the Nationals, who, as everyone knows, had the balance of power 
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and were negotiating for their best interests. People will remember that the whole front page of 
The West Australian had a picture of Parliament House with the headline “Welcome to the best little whorehouse 
in Australia”. I argued with Peter on the PPC, “Pete, charge them with contempt of Parliament. Haul that editor 
in here and let’s jail him.” For some reason, Peter, you did not really want to go down that road; I do not know 
why. I still disagree fervently with you. It would have been absolutely superb if we had had the editor of 
The West in to front the PPC and locked him behind bars as a result. 

DR G.G. JACOBS (Eyre) [4.41 pm]: I take this opportunity to thank you, Peter. I have been in this place for 
10 years and I remember the first day in Parliament and how helpful Peter McHugh was in my induction and 
introduction to this place. However, Peter, I want to talk about the Speaker’s tour we went on to Japan in 2011 
with the member for Morley, the member for Victoria Park, the member for Mirrabooka and the then Speaker, 
Grant Woodhams. The Peter McHugh I know in this place and the Peter McHugh I got to know on that trip were 
very different. Having said that, Peter McHugh is a very knowledgeable person, wildly and widely travelled, 
very educated and extremely open-minded. He knows how to enjoy himself and is a bit of a connoisseur of wine. 
He is a person who has—these are very rare people, but I am sure that members in this place know them—a joke 
for every occasion. There will almost be a little segue in conversation and he will start his joke, which we think 
is a real story, but it actually ends up being humorous fiction. 

Peter, you will remember Craig Peacock from the WA government office in Japan. I want to finish with a little 
story about Peter’s knowledge and how frustrating that can be to people who think they are right, as I did, when, 
in fact, Peter McHugh was right. It was a discussion over the word “proboscis”. I do not know where this came 
from; we must have been talking about elephants or something. It was the issue of “proboscis” versus 
“proboscos”. I think this conversation took place at a ninja restaurant or something in Tokyo. There was a debate 
between me and Peter McHugh about how we spelt and pronounced this word—whether it was “proboscis” or 
“proboscos”. Peter McHugh said that it was “proboscis”, because he is well educated, and I said that it was 
“proboscos”—a truncated nose, trunk or whatever. Anyway, Peter McHugh was right and I was wrong. What 
Peter McHugh does not know is that after that discussion, in a quiet time, Craig Peacock took me aside and said, 
“Graham, I was hoping above hope and wishing that you were right and he was wrong. Damn it, McHugh was 
right again!” 

Thank you very much, Peter, for your balanced advice in this place and for your support for us. I hope we will 
see you in this place at other times. I wish you and your family all the best for a retirement—I am sure it will not 
be a retirement during which you do nothing—that is fruitful for you. Thank you again. 

MR M.J. COWPER (Murray–Wellington) [4.45 pm]: I would like to pass on my thanks to Peter McHugh. 
From the time I came to this place in opposition, his advice has been impeccable and invaluable in preparing 
private members’ bills and learning the ropes, so to speak. As other members have mentioned, it is not until we 
get away from this place that we get to know people. It occurred to me that Peter McHugh has a special talent for 
taking members of Parliament right around the world. I would like to apologise for the trauma caused on 
a number of occasions after taking me, along with the member for Albany and others, to Japan, particularly the 
engagement we had on a ship with the yakuza at Awaji Island. We got stranded there and, of course, Peter had 
his trusty camera and was taking photos of the yakuza. When the honourable Peacock-san pointed out that what 
he was photographing was the yakuza and was probably not a recommended practice, he found himself in close 
company to me and a number of other members. There was also the occasion on the front steps of the Nagoya 
train station when he had to deal with members who had had a very enjoyable evening. There was an electronic 
samisen player and there was a bunch of members of Parliament who were enjoying themselves—I think that is 
enough said about that particular matter! Of course, he also almost went into panic mode when he almost lost 
a member of Parliament while trying to catch the shinkansen at the very same train station the following day. 
They were memorable times, Peter. I thank you for your commitment to this state, the Parliament and members. 
I wish you the best for the future. 

MR I.M. BRITZA (Morley) [4.47 pm]: As a relatively new member but also an Acting Speaker, I have always 
received your words of advice and counsel, Peter. I happen to be one of those people who enjoy genuine critique. 
When I have made a blue in the chair, I have pretty well always gone knocking on the door and asking, “Could 
I have a critique of the last hour, please?” Your comments have been excellent. I have made more than one blue, 
but I want to refer to one blue I made in my—I do not want to say “excitement”—desire to do the right thing in 
the chair. I reluctantly called the member for Warnbro for the third time and everyone just shut up and there was 
no response. I thought, “Oh, my God; that was pretty good” and the proceeding went on, and after about 
three minutes, the Clerk turned around beautifully and said, “Mr Acting Speaker, that was his first call”, for 
which I then had to apologise. I have taken every genuine criticism—we rarely have that in this day and age; 
criticism comes with such a barb and we get defensive when we are genuinely criticised—you have made of me 
so that I can be a better Acting Speaker. Every criticism has been positive and I want to say thank you for 
allowing me the freedom to receive it. I want to say well done, Sir, and I trust that you will have a wonderful 
journey ahead of you. A positive thing is that your wife has a wonderful name. 
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MR J.M. FRANCIS (Jandakot — Minister for Corrective Services) [4.49 pm]: Peter, it is never too late to 
get into Hansard certain words to meet the challenge you gave me a couple of years ago. I trust your dodgy knee 
gets better and I hope your juicy toaster serves you well into the future. Can I firstly say sorry for not always 
taking your advice—I agree with the Leader of the Opposition: I think what happens overseas should stay 
overseas—in the fact that you actually told me, “Don’t speak to the Japanese about whaling.” I do not think 
I have ever been kicked so hard under the table, but deservedly so. It probably hindered my career in some ways. 
I think the Premier still wanted me to go back and apologise to the Japanese and take some koalas with me, but 
no doubt it would have been better if I had followed your advice. Lastly, as a newly minted father, I thank you 
for the inspiration and the dad jokes that are now coming into good use. Thank you very much, Peter. 

MS M.M. QUIRK (Girrawheen) [4.50 pm]: I was not going to speak because I would have repeated what 
everyone else has said, but I need to make two amendments to what has been said. People might get the wrong 
impression that Peter was never here. I want to say that Peter was here on many occasions and certainly in my 
recent role as the chair of a committee, I found his advice to be invaluable and I want to, shall we say, balance the 
record on all the travel stories. Having said that, I also need to add to what the member for Wagin said. As we have 
heard, Peter gave advice to the member for Wagin to ring his wife. Actually, I heard that Peter had rung Penny from 
the Great Wall of China and had gotten a similar reception to that of the member for Wagin, in which case I advised 
him that he had better buy another cashmere jumper! Another thing that occurred on that trip to China was that 
Peter would do the introductions when we went to various places and met various people who were there to meet 
the delegation. Peter would introduce himself as the secretary general, so we asked him why he was doing this and 
he said, “Well, if I say I’m the Clerk, people will think I have something to do with insurance.” Needless to say, on 
that trip it was only appropriate that he got the nickname “Boutros Boutros-Ghali”. Enjoy your relative leisure. It is 
quite extraordinary that you have been able to put up with us collectively for so long, and I imagine that even when 
federal Parliament comes on television you will be changing the channel! 

MR J. NORBERGER (Joondalup) [4.52 pm]: As an even newer member of Parliament than the member for 
Morley, I would like to thank you, Peter, for the advice that you have given me—I am sure I speak on behalf of 
some of my other colleagues in the class of 2013. The first time we met you was fairly soon after the 
2013 election. I remember coming into the house with some of my colleagues and having a two or three-day 
induction. I am sure we all looked very bright eyed and a bit bedazzled at what lay before us, so thank you very 
much for trying to ease us into the running of the house. It would have been nice if you could have discussed 
divisions a little bit more with us, which would have been perhaps a little more helpful for me, but we do really 
appreciate all the advice you have given us. Obviously, I have not been in the position of requiring advice on 
motions and whatnot, but even for advice on our disclosures and the like you have always been there for us and 
we wish you all the very best in your retirement. That said, nothing actually would have pleased me more than to 
be able to stand now and recollect some wonderful experiences whereby I may have gotten to know your sense 
of humour. However, before the member for Cockburn complains about having been on only one trip, might 
I say that I never had the opportunity to get to know your funnier side, and I shall certainly regret that. However, 
with the new incoming Clerk, I just say to Mr Speaker that my calendar is available and I am happy to look at 
my available schedule! I think it is important that in due course we should be able to build up a repertoire of war 
stories and travel stories with the new Clerk! I am afraid, therefore, that I cannot share those experiences, but 
I thank you for the advice you have given me in the time I have been in this place. I am happy to meet with you 
later, Mr Speaker, to have a look at the travel schedule and calendar! Thank you. 

MR J.E. McGRATH (South Perth — Parliamentary Secretary) [4.54 pm]: I want to make a few comments 
in support of the motion and to speak about the fantastic contribution of the Clerk of the Legislative Assembly. 
In doing so, I want to recall the day I was summonsed to appear before the Corruption and Crime Commission. 
The matter ultimately went nowhere, but I will never forget walking into that hearing not knowing what to 
expect. I was a fairly new member of Parliament and I walked into the room and was confronted by a battery of 
legal people, including a QC who I soon found out was going to put me through the grill. I later commented to 
the media that I thought I had walked into the Nuremburg trials. One of the journos said, “I think you’ve taken 
that a bit too far, John, considering what happened in the Nuremburg trials.” However, I looked around the room 
and knew no-one. Suddenly, I spotted the Clerk, our Clerk of the Legislative Assembly. I have never been so 
happy to see a friendly face in all my life. It was my personal experience that reminded me of the role that the 
Clerk plays in supporting us as members of the Legislative Assembly. It is a role that in some areas goes a little 
unrecognised. From a personal point of view, Peter, I thank you for your support and for being there on a day 
when I felt fairly helpless. When I saw your face there, I thought: there is at least someone here from the 
Parliament who I can turn to and I know that I am going to have assistance when I need it. Thanks very much. 

MR I.C. BLAYNEY (Geraldton) [4.56 pm]: When I was first elected to Parliament, I was frequently asked 
two questions. One was, “What’s Alannah like?” She seemed to have quite a following in my electorate. The 
other was, “Does Sir Humphrey exist?” I said, “Yes, I actually met Sir Humphrey. He’s not a bureaucrat. He 
actually runs the house.” I meant that in a very complimentary sense, because you, Peter, are completely 
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professional, and you always know how to fix things with a minimum of fuss. As members, of course, we should 
consider that you are completely confidential; and, as I said to you when I had the pleasure of a trip with you 
earlier this year, in my experience you always were, which is, more than anything, incredibly important for 
members. Likewise, when I was Acting Speaker—a job I did not enjoy very much—I have to say again that your 
advice was very good. You have the ability, as we saw the other day, to see a path through chaos, which is much 
appreciated. It is good to have a cool head when everyone around you is losing theirs, as the poem says. Like 
others, I genuinely enjoyed travelling with you to the United Arab Emirates, Qatar and Oman earlier this year 
where of course excessive alcohol consumption was not really a problem! One thing you tried to instil in us more 
than anything, and I think you were successful, was respect for this house and for the institution of Parliament. 
For us as parliamentarians that is the most important thing of all. Thank you. 

THE SPEAKER (Mr M.W. Sutherland): Peter, we just want to congratulate you on finishing off after some 
29 years of service to the WA Parliament. You beat the previous longest serving Clerk, A. R. Grant, who served 
from 1911 to 1931 in this house, and the previous five years in the upper house, for a total of 24 years. For all of 
us who are elected, the first face we see when we come to Parliament is that of Peter McHugh. In fact, his is the 
first voice that everybody hears as they get a call saying, “My name is Peter McHugh. I’m the Clerk. I want you 
to come in and see me.” I am a little bit superstitious and when I was first elected, I said to my wife, “They 
haven’t even finished counting the votes. How do they know that I’m elected?” We met Peter in the office and 
he took us through a few things. The induction course that he put together that we all go through is very helpful, 
although it can be a little overwhelming. People mentioned various other things that Peter has instituted in the 
Parliament, such as the staff development course that gives many staff members an opportunity to come into the 
chamber and be rotated through the chamber; the Commonwealth Parliamentary Association, which Peter has 
supported very loyally, and which, as the member for Cockburn said, is not always run as it should be run; the 
great support he has given to the Cook Islands, which need assistance from more settled Parliaments; other 
committees of the house; and the management committee. People think that we act and do things only here in the 
chamber, whereas many tasks are done behind the scenes.  

Of course, I think your career ended on a high note with those amendments last week. Peter is a very wise man. 
He said to me that we were really fortunate in making Kirsten the Clerk of the house, and not a number of other 
members who thought they knew the answers to dealing with the amendments. Peter, thank you for your 
assistance. I think the member for Geraldton has hit the nail on the head when he said that you have always 
upheld the dignity of the house, and you have always encouraged the Speakers, the Deputy Speakers and the 
Acting Speakers to uphold the dignity of the house. 

As for photographs, people have not mentioned that Peter is an avid photographer. I think you used to be 
a wedding photographer in your youth, is that not correct? As we know, when he goes away, he always has his 
camera at the ready to take photographs. What members do not know is that there is a stash of photographs in his 
office, and sometimes he will come up and say, “Mr Speaker, do you know who this one is in this photograph?” 
and we have a good chuckle about some trip from many years ago when someone looked totally different from 
the way they look today. We always have a good laugh. I encouraged Peter to put up a display, which is out the 
back. In fact, I brought a much bigger board in for him to use, which he declined to do. Peter, well done on your 
service, good luck in your hobbies. We know that you are an avid woodworker, along with your photography, 
and you like to travel. All the very best to you, and we wish you well from the Parliament. Thank you very 
much. 

[Applause.] 

Question put and passed. 

PAPER TABLED 
By leave, a paper was tabled by Mr J.M. Francis (Minister for Corrective Services). 

[See paper 3464.] 

ADJOURNMENT OF THE HOUSE 
Special 

On motion without notice by Mr J.H.D. Day (Leader of the House), resolved — 

That the house at its rising adjourn until Tuesday, 13 October at 2.00 pm. 

House adjourned at 5.01 pm 

__________ 
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